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HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

M

Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-

R.,

. ... S 75 (ft
iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per- Apples.* bushel ...........
Beans, * bushel ......
...... 2 tXXft
»»marl«s. River street.
Butter, *

lirAL.>II HEBElt, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
VV full slock of goods appertaining to the bus-

red

8
10
17

25

50
00
00
0)
00
00

V

5 00
8 00
8 00 10 IX)
10 00 17 80
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 65 00

\ jarly advertisers have the privilege of three
hanges.
'Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
nes, $'4.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubied whitout charge for subscribers.

pITY HOTEL.

Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Proprietors.The only tirsi-classHotel In the

. Is located iu the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
iu the stale. Free bus iu connection with the Hocilf

Mich.

tel. Holland,

E. P. Montiethproprietor.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. K. R. depot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic, and
its table is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accoinmonation o! guests. On Nlulb str, Holland, Mich.

D

|loatls.

_

Meat Mirkitt.
1882.

15,

UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner
JL> Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau$>

From Chicago

T

to iiollan

Mall.

Mail.

TOWNH.

Mix- Nt’i
ed. Exp.

m. a. m. a. m.
p. m. a. m. a. m.
11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

1106 East Sangatack 3 05 7 35 500
18

80 ....Richmond...3 55 7 20 4 45

12

55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55

1 10

.....

street.

--

52—

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 8 35

280 .BentonHarbor.12 50

3 15 a 10

S 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

sages constantly on hand.

call the attention of ladies to the

Catholicon.” We have in
its

V

but only for a pirticularclass, peculiar to

_

vauia Regiment
has brought

to

iu

a hand-to-hand fight,

the Editor the following

3d. It is recommendedand used
by many pbisicians, one of
whom at least is well known to the people

Fort Wayne,
To

NiMat:

the Editor of St.

No

47— ly.

shoes and clothing at the marshal sale, 64

street.

52—

if

Will

you

dress.

I

was

wounded through
reached them, and

I

the head just before

was left on the

I

I

field

_

II

l

MUU;

her baud, reading

her child's

it

this

the morning."

day

over as

if

wiih it in

had been

it

own bandwriting.Then
herself as she pasted

Carefully in a scrap book, while

it

somebody

of hasty illness, and his mother hur-

ried to her darling boy, but

it

was too late!

The deapoiler had done his work— he was
breathing out bis little life in the sleep

for dead.

from which he never would

C.

KEN8ILL,

awaken

fully

here. Only once, toward the

last, he

un-

Late Sergeant Co. F, 150 (A P. V. Bucktails. closed his eyes swiftly and saw the dear
mother face bending over him and murIt is worthy of note in coonectionwith
mured, with dry, husky lips. "Meet me
this incident, and as a remarkable turn in
in the morning, mamma.” Dear boy I It
the kaleidoscope of affairs, that tbe artist
is morning wiih him always— (he morning
who is illustfatingthese “Recollections”
light of fairer than Italian akiea— while
served throughout the war on tbe Confedwe yet grope among the shadow*. But
erate side, that his regiment was immediby and by
ately opjKsed to Mr. Kieffer's at Gettysburg,
We ahall go home at evening
and that he witnessed the scrimmage for the
And find it morning there.
co'errs so graphically described in the text.
—Detroit Free Press.

two

only eighteen years later, be coupled as

very battle in

which

they fought ^gainst

each other, when the ranks were often not

a stone’s-throw apart. “
enough

We were near

to each other then,” said the artist

in the office of St. Nicholas,— “you might

SMlob'i Ooniumption Cure.

in

His mother went about all

was badly news

This is beyond questionthe most successful Bay just across the fence from each other,
K., Manufacturer of andDealerin
Agricultural Implements; commission agent Cough Medicine we have ever sold, a few doses
invariably cure tho worst cases of Cough, Croup, and rather too near for comfort"; and he
for Mowing Machine!• cor. lOthARiver street.
and Broncbitia, while it’s wonderfulsuccess in the
heartily assentedto a remark of the pubJJAUKLS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors cure of Consumption is without a parallelin the
of Ptugyer
(Steam Saw and Flour history of medicine. Since it’s first discoveryit lisher that “ the kind of cuts he was makhas been sold on a guarantee, a f«f which no other
Mills.) near foot of 8th strset.

VIEaLD, R.

me

sergeant in

grimly, while recurring to the battle-day,

MiBufistoriei,Kllli, Bhopi, Xtc.

seemed,

me Mr. Harry Kieffer’sad-

author and illustrator of an account of the

one should neglect this rare oppor-

message

suggested framing it to hang over the
Company F of mantel. But all the friends loved WillitH
the 150lh Bucktails (P. V.), and I can tes- he was the only son of his mother, and she
tify to the accuracy of his * Recollections.’ was a widow— and he did not come in the
I headed that squad of men who recap- morning! There came instead the dread
please send

soldiers of the opposing armies should,

Bedford.

first real

how funny it

from that baby— and there was just

she smiled to

Ind., Jan. 4, 1882.

It is indeed a strange coincidence that

New

from Willie himself, the
he had ever sent—

in

letter:

in practice

and Smoked Meata aud Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
and 66 Canal
‘

aud

females;

tunity in securing good bargains in boots,

WANDERHAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

January

capture of the colors of the 149lh Pennsyl- simple form, “Meet

JOHN

advertisementin this paper of “Dr. Mar-

of

I/’UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and
i\. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

the

chapters of the battle ol Gettysburg,

tf

AVERKATE, G.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market. ^

Chicago k Weit Michigan Railway,

xp.l ed.

-

descriptions.His account in

Very respectfully,

U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
audbarnonMarketstreet.Everything Urst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
try it. This remedy dift'ers from quack

VT1BBELINK,J.

^rt.Mix-

We

and clothing at the marshal

J., Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
stable.Fine rigs and goou horses caudalIt is preparedby a regular physician; 2d.
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
Hotel.
aa-tf
It is not recommended for all diseases,
I f

Chicago.

Sixty cents buys you a dollar’sworth of

and 06 Cana!

The incidentsnarrated in “Recollec- Ho had been absent a year, tbe youngest
tions of a Drummer-boy,” by Harry M. pupil, at a boys’ school, and now bis
Kieflur, now running as a serial in St. mother was expecting him every day, and
Nicholas, have called forth leiters from she went about, proud and happy, telling
veterans in various parts of tho country her friends of the improvement in his
who saw or took part in them, and all of studies,aud always ending with his being
whom attest the accuracy of Mr. Kietfer’s such a good boy. Then comes a telegram

tured the 149th colors, but

gMrtitional ffocal

our posession indisputable evidence of

IJOONE

II

to

63
50
00
00
00
85
75
35
00
50
90
85
60

a

chisi’s Uterine

Llmriad BaltUbUt.

OHK.

From Holland

—

.’.

boots, shoes

Meet Me in the Morning.

Coincidonce.

the mention therein of the capture aud re-

..

J. Scott, proprietor. sale, 64
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and

Mich.

fPUTQ

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

@

“

oOOTT' HOTEL. Wm.

O

Ue expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sigpaper will be continued after date.

$ail

200
2 50

JL

tiflesthat no

miO rarimp.

(ft

00
00

Corn, shelled V bushel
(ft
Oats, $ bushel .....................
40 (ft
Buckwheat, bushel
1
Bran. (4 100 lbs ....................
(ft 1
Feed, w ton ......................
(ft 25
V 100 1b ....... ............ (ft 1
Barley, $ 100 lb .......... ......... (ft 1
Middling, 100 tt> ............... (ft 1
Flour, IT brl... ...... ......
(ft 7
Pearl Barley, ^ 100 tb .............
(ft 8
Rye W bush ..................... (ft
Corn Meal *100 lb* ..............
1
Fine Corn Meal B HiO lbs ......... (ft 1

OUIENIX HOTEL.

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

D A i)J?D may be found on die at Geo.
Howell a Co’a Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
dvertlslngcontracts may be made for it In NEW

1

UMy

Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$l.ou per day. Good accommodations can always
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote be relied on. Holland,
[d-ly

Sir

10

(ft

............

WAN PUTTEN G„

Hoteli.

3

a

........

General Dealers, In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery , lists and Caps,
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
nt insertion,and 2.r> cents for each subsequent
nsertlon for any period under three mouthe.

5

(ft

Grain, Feed, Etc.

QaBiral Dealeri.

1 T.

(ft

\f EYKR, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Wheat, white $ bushel ............ (ft 128
•* .............(ft 1 30
Ivl ulture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Lancaster Red, $1 bushel
(ft 1 83
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

'JIB PRINTING Promutly awl Neatly Execute!

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

oo
2 25
2t
4 50
15
13
1

<ft

* ton

furniture.

Advance.

6 N.

......

................... 8 oo
Onions, * bushels ......... .......
Potatoes, * bushel ......... ....... 83
Timothy heed, * bushel...........
Hay,

Terms of Sabsoription:

3 H.

..............

.

iness.

in

lb

V

DOESBURG,

Per Year

±

Dealer iu Drugs, Medi- Clover seed, * tt> .................
dues. Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr. Eggs, * dozen .............
W. VanDkn Berg’s Family Medicines;Eighth St. Honey, * lb ......................

Editor and PuMUner.

%2.00

A Gettysburg

itturbet?.

Produce, Etc.
Vf KENGS, D.

WAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGKND’S BLOCK.

J.

$ur

I^OKSBURU,J. 0., Dealerlu Drug^and MedlL/ ciaea, >>ainta and Oila, Bruahea. Ac. I’liyBician'aproscriptionacarefully put up: Eiuhtlmt.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

OTTO

Mellc'.aei.

Ool 'Ton Stauhen on American Woodland,
Colonel von Steuben, one of tbe diatin-

guiahed German visitors recently in this
country, is the “Chief Foreater" in Ger-

many, and he view* with
decimationof the

a critical eye tbe

foreata of thia country.

He

believes that the time will come

we

will severely feel the effect* of tbe loaa

thus occasioned by tbe axe

and

when

by Are.

While the leading nation* of Europe are
using stringent measure* to preserve tbelr
forests,we are rapidly depriving tbe soil

and climate of their pest protector. It

is

medicine can stand. If you have a Cough we ing now was much better than those he
a well-known fact that tbe exposed water
IWILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and earnestly ask yon to try it. Price 10 cts, 50cis. aud made then.”
8 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 00 11 55
Tv Iron aud Wood combination Pumps. Cor- $1. If yonr Lnngs are sore. Chest, or Back Lame,
courses of to-day hive abrunk in voinme
KKh aud River tlroets.
use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R.
The only fault which Mr. Kieffer’scor5 5(5 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
9 10
compared with tbelr condition a century
Meengs.
p. in.
a.m. a. m. p. m.
Motirr Publioi.
respondentsfiud with his narrative is its
ago, when they were lined with wood*.
Answer this Question.
n Saturday night the Night express north runs oTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace aud
modest failure to do justice to his own
Her, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. in., arriving at
Why do so many people we aee around ns, seem very creditable share in the events de- By tbe exposure of a wide area to tbe full
Notary Public. Conveyauciug done at short
d 2:2J Sunday morning.
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland, to prefer to suffer aud be made miserable by Indiblaze of the summer aun, the aoil loses
gestion, Constipation,
DiEzineas, Loss of Appe- scribed. For his army career was not
b-ly
much of it* moisture and fertility,and tbe
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
tite, Coming np of the Food, Yellow Skin, when
for 75 cts.. we will sell them Shiloh's Vitallzer, merely that of a drummer-boy; and other
PkyilelABi.
air is lacking in humidity at a season when
m Holland to
From Grd. Rapids
guaranteedto cure them. Sold by D. R. Meeugs. good authoritiesascribe to him a gallantry
'nd Rapids.
to Holland.
1 > EST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
it is most needed. Every Btato should
a.m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
found in his office, on River street, next door
and faithfulness which he chooses to forShilobs Catarrh Remedy.
adopt measures to prevent tbe increasing
•8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 *9 10 tioiu to D. R. Meeugs, drug store, on Tuesdays,ThursA marvelous cure for iatarrh, Diphtheria. Can- get in his own narrative. His “ Recollecdays, aud Saturdays, and the balance of the week
destruction
of its forest, 'and offer premi8 40 3 35 ...Zeeland ..... 11 85 8 40 9 55 be will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe ker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle
there is an ingeniousnasal Injector for the more tions,” moreover, evince the true gener- ums for tbe planting and raising of valuable
st., Grand Rapids,
(My
successfnl treatment ol these complaintswithout osity of a good soldier.Though pervaded
9 20 3 52 .. Hudson vllle... 11 15 7 40 9 25
extra charge. Price 50 cts. Sold by D. R. Meeugs.
varieties of timber tree*. - Germantown
IT- REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resiby tho spirit of*the army to which he be10 00 4 05 ....Grandvltle...
!1 00 7 10 9 05
IV deuce on Ninth street, near the cor. of MarTelegraph.
ket street. Office one door west of Van Itaulle’s
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment longed, they contain nothing to awaken
10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
hoot aud shoe store. Office hours irom 8 u. tn. to
is for man and beast and is a balm for or foster a sectional spirit in any part of
a. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
12 m., aud from 0 p. m. to 8 p.
60-ly
Natura’i But Aiilitant,
Sunday morning the Night Expressleaves OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician aud Accoucher. every wound. Sold by all druggists. the country. But as a picture of the realNo
matter what your ailment is, Brown’a
d 2
and arrivesin Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug-store. Eighth
ities of camp and battle-field, they have
Iron Bitten will certainly do you good by
street.
4u ly.

O

Michigan.
D

Mich.

-

0

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

egc
From Muskegon
to Hollan
d.
a. m.

Holland to

uskegon.
p. m a. m.

3 25 11 45 ....Holland. ...

W

m.

_

’

_

40-tf. _

_

Any person with a Cough, Cold, or any
ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon
*vl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty, Bronchial Complaint or even in the first
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 . m. 2t>-ly.
\l

;

Ph3togr»Pb8r.

10 45

If LOGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal-

...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

XX

lery opposite this office^

....Bashklll ....

Witcbei and Jevilry.
...Johnsvilio....t-...

9 45

..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

stage of Consumption will be relieved and

cured by

Eilerl’i Extract

of Tar and Wild

|)REYMAN,OlTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

merits— give

aud Eighth Street.

be surprised at the result.

it

an immediate trial, you will

Muskegon. .. 2 06 8 15 8 00
p. m. a. m. p. m.

in.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
lollandto
From
.Holland

.......

m.

p. m.
11 45(* 5 45

a.

.Fillmore ....... 11

20

5 10

and the render

is

soon

to journey with the

body. This remedy is soothand cannot possibly

ing and refreshing,

do the most delicate Invalid any injury.

army through the campaigns of Virginia,
rifle-pits

in

front

of Peters-

A thoroughly American
laid

Mr. Robert McNealy, Hagerstown, Md.,
writes: “I was reduced

to $ living skele-

The

out

in

site

is

the

a

state

city

has been

of Chiapas, Mexico.

beautiful plateau of land,

through which runs

a never failing

stream

of mountain spring water, clear as crystal,

Children have health aud Mothers rest ton by distressiul ailments that completely full of fish, aud affordingpower for any
when Dr. Wlnchell's Teething Syrup is exhausted me of all vitality. All the amount of manufacturing machinery, of
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates organs of my body— lungs, liver, kidneys, an attitude of three thousand feet above

Jtofiftiw.

’

Allegan to
Holland.

assisting nature in strengtheningevery
pdrt of the

equal in interest tn any already published;

Cherry. It j^Mpecially prepored for
and into the
Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who
burg.
have tried it now live to testify of its

...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35
...

hardly been surpassed. The succeeding

chapters, it is announced, will be fully

I. 0. of o. F.

the bowels, cures dysentery aud diurrheea.

Holland City Lods;e,No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Uolland,Mtch., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlallyinvited.
R. A. Schouten, N. G.
M. Hahbington, R. 8.

heart, sight, hearing, brain, nerves, etc.,—

arising from teething or other causes. were

in disorder, and each gave

in a greater or less

Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.

degree.

me trouble

I doctored for

kidney complaint and dyspepsia; I took

the sea level, on tbe line of the

Southern railroad.It

Around the

is

Mexican

called Allen CRy.

city are laid out

and taken up

twenty-fourcoffee farms, each touching
Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder pre comsumptioncures; I did everthing in
the city plat. There will be over three
.Hamilton ........ 11 07
vents disease, purifies tbe blood, improves my vain effort* to find reliel. Mr. Wells,
million coffee trees in nursery cultivation
.Dunning ........ 10 58
the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat, in Morris’ drug-store,told me to try
F. k A. H.
at this place within the coming year, all
..Allegan .......
A RKocLARCommunicationof Unitt Lodge, and keeps the animal in good condition. Brown’s Iron Bitters. Two bottles have
10 30
to be transplanted and raised to bearing
a. m.
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
made mo feel like a new person, and I
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Feb. All druggists sell it.
within the next fonr years. Al! goods, stores
zed trains.
u ? ('clock.sharp.
believe I am permanently cured of my disH. C. Matrad.W.M.
and supplies,agricultural implements,
s daily, all other trains dally except SunThe United Stales marshal sale of boots,
D. L. Botd, Stc'v.
tress. I weigh twenty-fourpounds more
All trains run by Chicago time.
building material, and furniture for tbe
shoes and clothing, 64 and 66 Canal street,
nowUhan I did a month ago." . .
botanists are exempt from duty; also all
is
fast
approaching
its
close.
The
stock
We wish to call your attention 'to the
exports and imports of productiona of tbe
advertisementof the Army and flavy is decreased every day, for everybody is

'

.

1,

.

<

gusta

^iwctortj.

AUorneyi.

WARD.rf.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Pabllc; River street.

Liniment. If you are troubled with
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheriaor
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a bottle. It is a sure cure. See advertisement.

lected stock

to.

t, W. H. Attorney and Councelorat
ier of River and Eighth streets.

Law,

Mr. R. Van Kampen has got

dwellings, or repair

work.

old ones, or do any kind of carpenter

Barbtri.

joiner’s

GROOT,

L. barber. Haircutting,shaving,
lampooning, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rcarates. Barbershop next door to the City
14-ly
Oonaliiloa XtrohABt.

all the

buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

new

tho

one can ever get the same goods at

dollar.

No

one can realize, except

by

country,
personal

experience, the anguish of mind and body

and

purposes are

stock for work or breeding

exempt for ten years. The

colonists (bus far are from California.

40 per endured by sufferersfrom dyspepsia, indi52— U gestion, constipation, and other diseases

Knoxville, Tenn. is in a prosperous
stomach, Burdock Blood Bittersare condition. The Tribune of that cby claims
a positive cure for this direst of all dis- that during tbe past year tbe percentage
Never Falls.
of its increase of population baa been
Mr. J. Leist, warehousemanfor Lantz eases. Price $1.00.
greater
than that of any city in tbe sooth.
Bros., Buffalo, N. Y., says he had a swellA Signal Victory.
It
now
baa a population of seventeen
ing on the foot which he attributed to
The
value of electricity as a remedial thousand, and tbe' suburbs would swell
chilblains. He used Thomas’ Eclectric
agent ha* gained a signal victory over the figuresto more than twenty thousand.
Oil, and is troubled no longer.
ol tbe

necessary tools to move, raise or lower
pared to build

on hand. 'As soon as

stock passes tbe hands of the marshal no

cent, of each
RIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law
Leppig's Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan
ms iu Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Countie
promptly attended
9-ly

Physical Suffering.

trying to purchase while there is a well se-

and

18-ly.

The Army and Navy Liniment takes
the sorenessout of a spavin, ringbone,
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.

DR.

TOWNS

will return to the City

Hotel, March 1st, for

a few

days, where

prejudice,

Thomas’

foremost

in

Eclectric Oil stands

this class of compounds.

More bailing has been done in tbe city

months than durTestimonialsfrom all parts tells of tbe ing tbe ten years previous. Several large
wondrous cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, manufactories,employing hundreds of
during the past twelve

W. H. Commission Merchant, and Cures colic, scratches and other deseascs. be will make tbe treatment of chronic die
lerin Grain, Flour and Produce. Higheases a specialty.Consultationfree and hurls, aud sores, etc., effected by its thousandsof capital, have been completed,
Particulars call ut
et price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
> Eight A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
H. WALSH, Drugijst.
52-tf
' agency.
and twice as many more aie in progress.

confidential.

idlaitd

could bo used

•yes of Christians,

was

were made.

body shonld

$fg

death

;

DOINGS OF CONGRESS.
Mr. Wisdom reported a

tom House at Taganroff , Russia, is announced.. ..
Rothschildsof London and Paris gave
£5,000 each to the fund for the relief of Ruscomple
sian Jews, and the corporation of London subing-stock purchased
scribed £300. . .The Governmentofficials have
line, 729 miles. The stock of the oonstrao- made a large number of arrests m the town of
tion company is to be increased(3,000,000. .
Longh Mask, Ireland, on account of the murThe trank lines have raised passengerrates to
der of the process servers, Hnddy and his
$17 for second-class and (20 to $23.25 for first- nephew.
class between New York and Chicago, and
The internationalbilliard match in
$26.50 by the Pennsylvania and Baltimore
Paris was won by Slosson, with a total of 3,000
roads.
points. Yigneanx'stotal was 2,553.
There were two executions on FriBussia advises England that, instead
day, Feb. 3, namely : John W. Berry, at Presof wasting h|r sympathy upon the Jews
cott, Arizona, and D. C. White at Canton,
within the dominion of the Czar, she should
Texas.
A coil of rope, bearing a tag with the extend it to the safferinff peasantry of Ireland.... The Italian Chamoerof Deputieshas
'following legend, was recently sent by express passed the bill for the scrntln-de-listesystem
to Washington : “ George Bcoville,Esq., Wash- in elections— 285 to 125. The Government made
the adoptionof the bill a Cabinet question ____
ington, D. C. -Dear Sir : Seeing your appeal to
the American people for contributionsto aid ....Germany will not adopt an international
bi-metallicstandard without the concurrence
in the justice of the Gnitoau trial, we deem it
our dnty to contribute our portion. Hence we of England ..... Fresh outragesupon the Jews
send vou this small contribution, which we are reportedfrom Russia, and in Warsaw & raewalof the violent scenes of a few days ago is
trust will show our appreciation of your course.

The

Oscar Wilde attracted
Manic Hall an aadlenoewhich

.

to the

Boston

every seat

filled

Sixty Harvard student* appeared in fali-dreM

coiU and knee-breeches,and carrying lilies
and Baoflowers.The esthete was heartily
rayed, and showed unmistakable ancer....
Oscar L. Baldwin, late cashier of the MechanBank of Newark, N. J., has been sentenced
to fifteen yean in State’sprison.... Hiram
Miller, of Herkimer, N. Y., father of the Senator, was killed by a Central tram at a crossing
near his home.
ics’

A FiREwhich broke out in the flour-mill
of Arnold & Little at Lockport, N. Y., extended

A Chester and Gibson
Woods, assistantengi-

to the mills of Thornton

A Purser. George F.

neer of the fire department, was killed by leaping sixty feet from a window. The loss is estimated at (175,000.

.

Terv respectfully yours, Th* Pkopls and Citiinvestigated the ZKNB OF ZUMBBOTA,MlNN.”
Bpayten Duyvil disasterand returned an inWASHINGTON.
dictment against George F. Hanford, conductA Washington dispatch says that
or, and George Melius, brakeman, of the

The Grand Jury

wrecked train,chargingthem with manslaughter in the fourth degree. The Jury censure
Buperintendent Toucey and the managers of
the New York Central railroadfor not having
the cut better guarded, and for allowing too
high a rate of speed through it. They advocate some method for car illuminationother
than mineral oil, and say heating cars by tiro
should be abolished. They should be heated
by hot air, steam or hot water.

At

Grafton,

N.

Y.,

a man named

Jacobs shot and killed his deceased wife’s sister, and then suicided with a razor.

One

of the victims of the

New York

holocaust,Joseph Cunningham,when he saw
that he should have to burn to death, took off
his coat and wrai ped his face in the garment.
That portion of ms remains so inwrapped waa
found in a perfect state of preservation.The
rest of his
is body was a crisp
New England
has been visited bv another violent snow-storm.
....The fire in a barrel factory at Jersey City
caused a loss of (200,000.

—

THE WEST*
Near
named

a

tramp

William Steele called ou Mrs. Buell for

woman

except to his

mnch

subdued, and says

little

guards. District Attorney Cork-

has received from Cameron, Mo., a package
of new rope with which to hang the assassin.
Mr. Bcoville has accepted a proposition from a
manufacturer of refrigeratora in Philadelphia
to take Guiteau’s body immediatelyafter death,
preserve it, and exhibitit in all the principal
cities of the United States and Europe, half the
receipts to go to the relatives.
hill

Capt.

Eads

believes that his ship-

canal-railroad scheme

is

not receiving fair treat-

ment in Congress, the

trans-continental rail-

roads working against it

SecretaryHunt has

instructed

Dan-

enhower, of the Arctic steamer Jeannette,to
charter

a

ship in the spring and search the

Russiancoast, for which work two navy officers
will be sent Do Long has boon traced to a
definitelocality.

The

following is the public-debt state-

ment for January

:

cent bonds, extended....^...!129,470,900
Five per oenta, extended ......... .T... 401.603,900
Four and one-halfper cent, bonds ..... 250.000.000
Four oer cent bonds .................. 730,788,700
Refundlnncertificates................. 559.100
Navy pension fund .................... 14,000,000
Six per

Jjogansport, Ind.,

supper. Finding the

Gniteau is very

alona, be out-

raged her person, and fled. The neighbors
Total Interest-bearing
debt .......... $l,53t,331,W0
immediatelypursued,caught him, and, without
Matured debt ........................
13,920,006
dolay, hung him. Then they piled brush about
Legal tenders ............ $ 340,740,906
him, aud burned the body past recognition. Certiflcate* of deposit ... 11,400,000
The Sheriff took possessionof the body and Gold and silver certifiturned it over to the Coroner.
cates ..................
74,187,790

Freight and construction trams on
the Scioto Talley road collided near Hanging
Bock, Ohio. Two laborers were killed outright,
and five others badly injured.

The Governor of Michigan

has called

an extra session of the Legislature for Feb. 23,
to provide relief for the fire sufferers, and to
take action on Congressional apportionment
aud the report of the tax commission.

The paymaster’sspecial on

the

Union

Fractionalcurrency
Total

.....

7,060,493

without Interest.

ToUl debt ........................... $1,987,649,794
Total Interest ......................
10,>'8><,554
Caah In ireaimry ........................
246,025,468
Debt lee* cash In treaaury .........$1,752,512,880
Decreaae during January .............. 12,978, 63S
Decrease aluce J nne 30, 1881 ..........88,0s5,931
Current liabilities—
Interest due and unpaid. ............. .
1,953,060
Debt on which intereat hia ceased ...... 13,920,005
Interest thereon. .......................
662,949
Gold and silver certificate*.............74,187,790
United State* note* held for redemption
of certificate*of depnalt. .............11,400,000
C*ah balance availableFeb. 1, ......... 143,901,663

$

Text of the Three-pnr
Funding Act.

a bridge across the Mississippi river at

The following is the full text of the (-p

Memphis and Mr. Morgan an act granting
tho right of way over public lands
in Alabama to the Chicago Airline railroad. Tho Sherman funding

cent Funding hill, as passed by the Senate
the United States.

bill for

:

was when up, and the Vest amendment was
defeated aud that by Mr. Plnmb was agreed to.
The latter provides for a redemption fnnd of
only (100,000.000.In tho House, Mr. Springer
introduced a resolutioncalling on the Postmaster General for copies of all correspondence
regard
necessity of
bill

,

or

______________

.

|

tlm

a

Vanderbilt has secured
439,398,189

THE SHERMAN BILL.

Be it enacted, etc., That tho Secretary of
Treasury is hereby authorizedto receive at]
treasury and at the office of any
Treasurer of the United States, and at
postal ;mouey-orderoffice, lawful monoj
the United States to the amount of |!
any multiple of that sum, or any bonds
the United States bearing 8% per centum
in
to the
weighing the mails between New York terest,which are hereby declared valid, amf
mid Chicago. A resolution was adopted issue in exchange therefor an equal amount
requesting tho Presidentto obtain a list of registeredor coupon bonds of the U
American citizensconfined in English prisons. States,of the denominationsof (50, (100, [
Mr. U.ibeson modified his resolution as to rail- (1,000 aud (10,000, of such form as he
road land grants to include all but tho Pacific prescribe, bearing interest at the rate of 3
roads. The annnal post-route bill was re- centum per annum, pavable either qported and passed. Mr. Colerick introduced terly or semi-annually‘ at tho tress
an apportionment bill fixing the number of of the United States. Such bo
representatives at 316, and Mr. Cox presented shall be exempt from all tai
by
under State authority,
one provid.ngfor 807.
be pavable at the pleasure of the United S
Several petitions for the suppression of poBrocukd, that tbo bonds herein autho
lygamy were reported in the Senate on tho 1st shall not bo called in and paid so long as
inst A favorable report was made on the bill bonds of the United States heretoforeft
bearing a higher rate of interest than 3
feared.
appropriating(15,000 to tho National Board of
centum, and which shall bo redoemabl
Health for supplying the people with vaocino
the pleasure of the United States,si
virus at cost price. A resolutionwas adopted
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
outstandingand uncalled. The last
calling on tho President to furnish copies of all
said bonds originally issued and their s
correspondence
relating
to
a
congress
of
A negro named James Lackey, emstitutes,under this act, shall be
American nations. The Rhermitu Fund- called in, and this order of pa
ployed on the farm of Mr. Thomas Collins, in
ing bdl was taken up, and amendments
Randolph county, W. Va., fell in love with wero adonted recognizing as binding the shall bo followed until all shall have
paid. The money dopobited under this
Collins'daughter,a beautifulgirl of 20 years, agreement made for tho extension of the ahall be promptly applied solely to the red
and induced her to elope with and marry him. 5 and 6 per cent, bonds, and providing that tho tion of the bonds of tho United States
The father of the misguided girl visited act shall not be construed to authorize 83* per centum interest ; and the agj,
the miserable cabin where the twain the increase of tho public debt. Mr. Sherman amount of deposits made and bonds issu
were enjoying their honeymoon, for the said that if Mr. Pinnih’s amendment were not der this act shall not exceed tho sum of (
purpose of 'compellinghis daughter to return •‘trick*n out he shonld vote against tho bill 000,000. The amount of lawful money
nome. A fight ensued between the two men, The President nominated J. 8. Runnels as ceived ou deposit us aforesaidshall not ex
and during the straggle tne colored man drew United States DistrictAttorney for Iowa; at any tune the sum of (25,000,
a revolver and shot Mr. Collins dead Friends Marsdon C. Burch, United States Attorney for
Before any such deposits are reoe'
of Collins overpowered Lackey, took him to the District of Michigan ; Hugh J. Campbell, at any such jKmtal money-order office
the woods in front of his cabin, ana hanged for tho Districtof Dakota ; W. H. Armstrong,
dor this act, the Postmistcrat such office
him to the limb of a tree.
of I’enriHvlvania.Commissionerof Railroads.
file with the Secretary of tho Treasury his
The
Iloiise
fixed
upon
Tebrnary
27
for
with satisfactory security, conditioned
At Tunnelton, Lawrence county, Ind.,
the Garfield memorial services.Mr. Hill promptly transmit to. the Treasurer
three burglars who attempted to rob the saloon introduceda bill for a reduction of letter postUnited States tho money received by
of Thomas Clark were killed. A confederateof age to 2c nts per half ounce. In committee conformity with regulationsto be p—
the burglars, Ben Willoughby, gave them of tie- Whole the postolfice appropriationof by such Secretary ; and the depositwith
away, and ample provision had been made for (43, 529. 30u was discussed for three hours. In rostmanter shall not at any time exceed
giving a warm reception. Tho names of tho response to the call of tho H uiho for informa- amount of Ins bond.
men killed are Virgil Wilson, Nick Vaughan tion, the Commissioner of Pensions estimate* Sec. 2. Any national-banking
and S. Whitted. They all belonged in that the amount of money required lor the next now organized, or hereafter organized,
siring to withdraw its circulating notes, a
vicinity,aud had been under suspicionfor a twenty-live years at (1.347.651,593.The Minis
grow gr du.tllv less annually, ranging from the deposit of lawful money with the r_
long time.
(62.000,000 to (23.000.000.
urer of the United States, as provided
The Chnmber of Deputies,by a vote
I The
A 14 U ftjuuiiuau
Sherman AFunding
UUlilil£bill
um being
ut
under cou- ection 4 of act of June 20, 1874, emit
ol 287 to OC, declared therr confidencein the | lidtraUonin
0„ th() 2d inst., Mr. “An act fixing the amount of United St
notes, providingfor redistribution of natio
now De Freycinet Cabmet, and its intention to
Plumb’s amendment to leave in tho treasury bank currency, and for other purposes."a
work for reforms when circumstances were
qnly (100,000,000 for the redemption of green- be required to give thirty days’ notite
favorable.... In the paiace of the Czar wood
backs, was defeated by 25 to 27. An amend- tho Comptroller of the Currency of its
will bo used as luel, because the regicidal Niment by Mr. Hoar, asserting the legalityof tho teution to deposit lawful money and w
hilists arc suspected of having fixed the coal
draw its Circulating notes ;
action of SecretaryWindow in extending the
with dynamite ____ Sir William Palliser,the in5 and
per o*;nts, was adopted, that not more than (5,000, 000 in )*w
ventor of a projectile that bears his name, is
after
not debate. Mr. Ferry re- money shall be deposited curing any calc
dead.
month for this purpose ; aud, provided t
.

THE EAST*

producing.
resolution to thi

'

tional rail

i

cation which a great nation glori

gramme has been receivedwith general ap- Senate, on the Slat ult., nquostiug tho Presiproval.... A fire destroyed the Bulgarian Na- dent to transmit all correspondence with onr
Full
tional Assembly buildings. They were made of diplomaticagents in Mexico and Guatemala
wood .... A defalcation of $47,000,000 in the Cos- duce January. 1881. Mr. Harris introduced a

for

HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

snbscriptions

The new French Ministerialpro-

beside,

to be b
ville

Some heavy

the

Camden

and Atlantic road, which tho Pennsylvania
people vainly tried to buy. It is stated that
the Reading road, with Vanderbilt’sbacking,
will within fifteen months have a through
route from the coast to Chicago.

John Cevish, John Mashka and
Joseph Pachka were pushing a car-load of coal
on a trestle-workat Locust Point, Md., when
the trestle-workgave way and the men were
killed.

6

ported adverselyon the resolutionto
grant tho franking privilege to Senators aud

Representatives
for oflicul business, and introduced a bill lor postal cards with flexible covers
to couccal the message written thereon. The
President nominated G>-orge E. Bryant to be
Postmasterut Mi4iBon,Wi8.,and George Fisher
to be Surveyor of Customs at Cairo. In the
House, Sir. Stephens reported back bills for a
metric gold piece for international use, and for
eoloid coins of several denominations. Mr.
Dumiell reported & measure to repeal the export tax ou tobacco, and Mr. Belfordan act to
lease and aud desert laud in Colorado.The
postolficeappropriation
was taken up in committee of tho whole, and an attempt was made
by Mr. Bingham to add (100,000 for expenses
of the iree-delivery system, but the House
adjourned withoutvoting on the proposition.
The Senate amended the Sherman Funding

that the provisions of this act shall not ar
to bonds called for redemption by the
of the Treasury.
Sec. 3. That nothing in this act shall be
construed as to authorizean increase of
public debt

Blaine and the State Department*
BLAINE TO TUB 1’BEAIDKNT.
Mr. Blaine, in a letter to President
expresses great surprise at the ann

tho invitations to tho congress of natio
prestidipitaing that the voluntaryhumiliation of tho U
tenr. is playing an engagementat McVicker’s
States could only be made more com; '
Tueater, Chicago, presenting his wonderful
requesting the permission of Europe f
fireman fatallyinjured.
feats of deception. Ho is assisted by h party
githering. The ex-8ecrotarybegs that
Total ................................
$ 246,025,468
A fire on Lake street, Chicago, burned
consisting of Mile. Addie; the Lorellas in their
vitations extended by the President be
Availableaiwetacalled, as the meeting is a necessity to theoo
out C. R. Reynolds, dealer in paints, and Caihla treaaury ..................... .$ 246,025,468 sketch, “High Life in Impland;’’ Howell snd
Darwin, tho illusionists;and Zoe, an automaton
merci&l interests of the country
Whitney A Johnson, crockery. Losses (125,000
bill, on the 3d, by limitingthe withdrawals of
Bond* luued to Pacific railway oompansketch artist As a professor of the black art,
and (40,000 respectively.
THE PRESIDENT ANNOYED.
lea, interest payable in lawful money,
Herrmann probably ba< no equal in the world. bank circulationto (5,000,000 per month,
principaloutstanding............... f 64,623.512
A Washington telegram says “ the
A fireman on a Northern Pacific Intereat
and requiring thirty days’ notice. Tho
accrued and not yet paid ...... 323.117
tion of Mr. Blaine’s letter to tho Presid:
freight train became insane, overpowered ths
Intereat paid by United State*. ........ 63,406,977
measure was then passed by 38 to 18. A
Buried
in
a
Coal-Mine.
Interest repaid by companies—
relation to the proposed Peace Cor
engineerand fixed a mile a minute as the
bill was passed to appropriate (200,000 for
Intereat repaid oy transportationof
Coalfield, Va., Feb. 3.
the erection of a fire-proofhall of records American Republics has added fresh fu
proper rate of speed. After having his clothmails .............................
Shortlyafter 1 o'clock to-day an explosion for the War Department.The Secretary of tho flume of discussionthat was ms-’*
ing torn off, the engineer stopjied the train just By cash payments o o per cenu ot net 14,804,021
earniuga. ............................
655,198 occurred in tho Grave shaft of the Midlothian the Interior transmitted the draft of a’ bill the original publicationof the Statein time to avoid a collision. The mamac put
Baiance of intereat paid by the United
off across the prairie.
coal-pits.A volume of smoke, cinders, weod to xteud over Indian lauds the act for the ment correspondence. It is understood
8Ute* ............................... 37,946,756
preservation of timber. Mr. Teller reported a
the Presidentwill answer Mr. Blaine’s If
and bark burst from tho shaft, which became
THE SOUTH*
A gentleman who has taken much choked up and closed. Intenseexcitementen- bill granting life pensionsof (5,000 per an- a special message to Congress, laying the
Central Alabama has suffered se- Interest in the matter— tclographs a Washing- sued, as it was known that a large number of num to the widows of PresidentsGar- iect matter of the proposed Peace Cbuf
lield, Polk and Tyler. The bill to extend the
before the two houses, and tolling how the’
verely from the overflow of the rivers Wamor, ton correspondent— says he is satisfied,after men were at work in tho pit, which
northern boundary of Nebraska was passed.
ject was matured.
Bigbee and Tombigbee. The Alabama aud careful inquiry, that the Presidentdoes not in- is over 1,200 foot in depth, the galle- The House devoted the day, in committee of
Mi experience makes me an o:
Great Southern railroadhas been damaged tend to do anything in regktd to the Fitz John ries extendingabout three thousand feet the whole, to the private calender.
(130,000 worth, and ran no trains for ten days. Porter case, not even to db extent of grant- under ground. Tne greatest effortshave been
alike to prematuremarriage and to
A resolution was adopted by tho House, on
made to tap the pit and reach the injured
Fishburnb,the South Carolinaduel- ing him a pardon, which would restore him to workmen, but without success. People from the 4th inst., to pay John G. Thompson,ex- tant engagements. The lirst adds
full citizenship again.
our individual cares the responsi’
all quarters are flocking to the scene of exploist, entered the Senate chamber at Columbia
Sergeaut-at-Arms, (8,000 for expenses inIt has been agreed by the House sion. There are various reports ns to tho numfor the beloved and helpless pled
in an intoxicated condition,and persisted in
ber of workmen in the pit. Berne curred in connectionwith tho Garfield obse- our affections,and the last are lia
peaking. When Lieut Gov. Kennedy left the Committee on Commerce that the river-and- say there are thirty-five,others say quies. In committee of the whole on the Postharbor grab this year shall be restricted to a that the correct number is probably olfice Appropriation bill, it was agreed that the most cruel disappointments.
chair Fishburne called him a liar, for which he
was instantly knocked down, when friends in- total of (9,000, (>0U, beside an appropriationof thirty-two. There U now hardly a doubt (100,000may be used in establishing the freeterfered. Tne Lieutenant Governor was fol- (1,000,000for thi) Mississippi river,y. .Public entertained that the thirty-two men are dead. If delivery system at new points, and that (25,000MARKETS.
lowed two blocks by nis antagonistand struck Printer Dofrees ha* resigned, to take effect any survived the immediate explosion they per year shall not be paid for carrying mails
at with a heavy cane, whereupon he com- Apnl 1.
NEW YORK.
were suffocatedv« rv soon after. A majority across the bridge at St. Louis. The Senate was
menced to whip Fishburne in earnest. Both
nottin ses non.
Bkves ............................
$8 50
of
the
intombed
were
married,
and
many
leave
At a meeting of the House Garfield
were taken before a trial justice, where Kenc 00
large families. Mo»t of, these assembled at
The bill to grant lands in Alabama in aid of Hoo* ..............................
Cotton
............................
ia
nedy was dischargedand the duelist was com- auditing committee, last week, a communica- the mouth of the shaft, and the scene was
the
Gnlf
and
Chicago
Air-Lino
railway
was
re"
Flocb—
Superfine
..............
•...
4
15
mitted to
».
tion was received from the doctors who attend- heartreAlingin tho ixtrinn#I 37 3
ported favorably to the Senate on the 6th inst Whoat—Nu. 2 Spring .........
Four years ago the State of Texas set ed the mnrdmd President saying they deRicmwirD, Va., Feb. 6.
No. Red ..................
1 45
A bill was passed directing the purchase of the Cohn— Ungraded .................. 67
clined to set any value on their services, but
aside 3,000,000 acres of land to pay for erecting
Tho men imprisoned in tho Midlothianmine,
Freodraen’sBank property in Washington. Mr. Oa s— Mixed Western .............48 i:
a Capitol, and recently a contract was made simply made a statementof their labors, and at Coalfield,Chesterfield connty, are believed to Garland introduced an act for the erection of Pork — Mesa ........ .............. 18 00 (41
referred the matter of compensation to tho
Lakh ..............................Hug
with three citizens of Rock Island, III, and a
discretion of Congress. The committee voted bo dead. The means of ventilating tho death- public buildings at Hot Springs. Mr. Ingalls
CHICAGO.
Texan. Efforts have of late been made to an- to adopt their view of tho case, and will not trap were destroyed in the explosion, and tho called up his resolution declaring that the pen- Beeves— Choice Graded
Steere....6 00 (9
nul the award, and a Galveston firm offered require an itemized statement of their visits. pit waa on tiro tor a time, at least. New ap- sion law ought not to be repealed. He staled
Cow* and Heifers. ........ 2 75 (9
the State (2,235,000 cash for the tract. The The other expenses must bo based on items.
Medium to Fair ..........4 80 0
paratusof all kinds will have to be built before that the roils of tho War Departmentshowed
arobiUct estimates the cost of the structure at
5 00 0 $
Thu pbynciana made no referenceto tho serv- even the attempt to rescue the imprisoned per- 620,545 pensionable cases, and only 380.SG4 Hoo* ..............................
Ftocu— Fancy White Winter Ex... 7 00 0 7
(1,480,000, aud six years will be reqniiod. The
pensions nad been grantedby reason of death or
ices and proper compensation of Dr. Boynton sons can be made. Tne disaster leaves behind
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 6 25 0 7
contractors have given a bond of *250,000 aud
disabilities. The Presidentsent tho following noor Mrs. Edson.
it twenty -aeven widows and 108 orphan chtldrou,
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 30 0 1
commenced excavatingat Austin.
minationsto tho Senate : Col. Daniel H. Rucker,
j for whose relief suc-scriptioiiB
have
been
started
No. 3 Spring..............1 14 _
The Secretary of the Navy has orAssistant QuartermasterGeneral, to be Quarter- Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 60 0'
in Richmond. One body has been taken out.
POLITICAL*
master General, vice Gen. Meigs, retired ; Maj. Oats— No. 2 ....................... 42 0
dered the return to America of Lieut. DanenThe Houso Committee on Elections hower, of tho Jeannettesearch expedition, and
wm. B. Rochester, PaymasterGeneral, vice Rve— No. 2 ........................ 94 0
The New French Ministry.
1 03 0
Gen. Brown, retired. In the House. Mr. Bel- Bahj.it-No.2 ...................
has dismissed the contested case of Lanier Las sent two other officers to continue tho
Tbo new French Cabinet, as formed by D« mont offered a resolution calling upon Hititer—Choice Creamery ......... 37 0
against King, in the Fifth dUtiict of Louisiana.
Eons— Freeh ....................... 18 0
tarch of Lieut. Do Long and tho miss- Freycinet, is as follows :
the President for
transcript of the Fork— Mee* .......................
18 uu 0'
A sub-committeereported in favor of seating ing boat ..... The total value of exports
M.
De
Freycinet,Presidentof the Council letters of Jacob R. Shipherd, of New Laud ..............................11 0
Motrow D. Ball as delegate from Alaska.
ot petroleum and petroleumproducts for an t Minister of Foreign Affairs.
York, and of tho replies made bv th*> State D *MILWAUKEE.
tho twelve moutlis ended Dec. 31. 1881,
partment.Mr. Springer Introduced a resolu- Wheat— No. 2 ....................1 44
The Congressional delegation from was
M. Ftrrv, President of Public Instruction.
(48,550,103 ; for the same period in 1880,
M. Goblet, Minister of the Interior and of tion that the Presidentbo requestedto give his 0*'UN— No. 2. ...................... 61
Nebraska called on the President and urged *34,5o5,(>45____ The Presidenthas appointed P.
authority for calling a congress of the Ameri- OATt-No. 2 ...................... 41
Public Worship.
that some important position be given to oxH. Conger, of Michigan,to succeed Norris as
can republics. Mr. Cobb offered a resolution Rye— No. ........................ 93 0
M. Leon Say. Minister of Finance.
Bareev— No. 2. .................... 93 0
SenatorPaddock, the Secretaryship of the In- Mtperinieiidcutof the Yellowstone National
of inquiry as to tho names of land -grant roads
M. Varroy,Minister of Public Works.
Pork— Meet .....................18 25 Oili
teriorbeing first choice.
Park — Thomas J. Durant, counselcn the part
and tho number of acres given them. A bill Laud ............................. II 0
Gcu. Billot, Minister of War.
waa
passed
providing
thnt
no
person
gntlty
of
In the New York Legislature,the of tho United States before the American aud
bT. LOUIS.
Admiral Jauregolberry,Minister of Marine.
Spanish Claims Commission, u dead.
bigamy or polygamy shall be eligibleto a seat Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 1 42 0
M. Tirard, Minister of Commerce.
deadlock which had existed for six weeks was
Mixed ...................... 61 0
M. Cochery, Minister of Posts and Tele- in Congress as a Delegate from any Territory. Cobn—
broken by a compromiseeffectedbetween the
A resolution was adopted directingthe Secre- Oata— No. 2. ....................... 44
grapha
FOREIGN*
Rve ..........
94 <9
straight Democrats and the Tammanyites.
Tne Department of Agricuituro is separated tary of State to investigate the imprisonment Pork-Mcs*. .......................
18 00 018
Mr. John Dillon, writing to the Rt. from that of ComiQeroe,
in Mexico of three citizensof the United Lakd ........................
The latter, in consequence,withdrew Costello,
. 11 0
their candidate for bpt-aker, aud voted solidly Hon. W. E. Forster, doclines the offer of leavM. Do Moby has accepted the Ministryof States for breach of civil contract The bill to
CINCINNATI.
Wheat
............................
! 40 3 1
create
a
liquor
commission
was
defeated.
for Patterson, thus Hecnring linn the requisite
AgnniPnre.
ing Kilmainbam jail for the continent, and asks
Cohn.., .........
Cl 3
nnmber of votes to elect. The regular Demo'J he Poet of Minister of Fine Arts, created by
Oath ...............................47
crats thereupon withdrew the balanceof the that the Secretary address him no more com- Gornbetta, is suffered to fall in abeyance.
Rvs ................................
1 04
Appetizing.
0?'
regular ticaetand acceded to John Kelly’s de- mniiicatious. . .The Herzegovinianinsurrection
The programmeof the new Ministry, as read
Foss— Mere. .......................
18 25 (418
mands for representationou imiiortaut com- progressesrather unfavorablyto the Austrian to
__ ti>«
___________
Chamber of Depntios,
r ___
met with
___
__ e.
great
Sydney Smith said: “An excellent Laud ..............................11 0
mittees.
Government, who are unwilling to call out the
favor, and the new administrationis in a fair j and well-arrangeddinner is a most pleusTOLEDO.
Dalmatian laudwehr, on account of their preGENERAL*
to get along smoothly with the deraert i p o •enrrenot* and a great triumph of* Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 1 40 0
sumed disaffection. At Blick twenty men on way
Coun
..............................
62 0
h
.p.
In 1881 there were 822 deaths from each side were killedin an engagement Thirty which pat an extinguisherupon Gambetta
Aiming ambition. Commencing with the as- civilized life. It ia not only the de- Oats. ..............................44 0
DETROIT.
mall-pox in Chicago, 1,319 in Philadelphia, 454 tlionsaud troops are to be poured into the dis- Kurahco of peace at home and abroad, scending morsel and the enveloping
Floor— Choice .............
6 25 0
affected province.
he annonnoed that the laws relative to the sauce, but the rank, wealth, wit snd Wm*AT-Na 1 White ............... 1 37 0
in New York, and 444 in Pittibnrgh,which had
rets
and
to
the
right
of
public
meeting
wiil
the greatest mortality in proportion to popuRussia proposes the annexation of
beauty which surround the meats ; the Coon- Mixed ...................... 65 0
lation.
applied in a liberal sense. It is thought
aght learned management of light and heat ; Oats— Mixed ..... ................. 46
Oorea, on the ground of its being a menace to
Barlet (per oentel) ................2 00
A St. John (N. B.) dispatek announ- her possessions in the Pacific,and also on ac- best to postpone a revision of the constitution the light and rapid servicesof the at- Poke-M6m. .................
18 00
until the next Legislaturemeets, but the judiINDIANAPOLIS.
ces the horning, at sea, of the ahip Roxellana* count of the varhke dispositionof the Chi- cial, military ana educational reforms already tendants ; tiio smiling and sedulouHhost
WHEAT-Na 2 Bed. ................1 39
with a loss of ueverallives.
Base. . .At the call of the Lord Mayor of Lon- undertaken will be perseveredwith. An im- proffering relishes ; the exotic bottles ;
CoBN-Na 2 ....................... 62
petns
will be given to labor, but there will be
don
a
meeting
of
distinguished
citizens
was
...... * ...........45
In regard to the disposition of Guithe embossed plate ; the pleasant re Oats ..........
no compulsory conversionof the debt or purheld to protest against the outragescommitted
EAST LIBERTY, PA
lean’s body, Bcoville says it remains to be demarks
; the handsome dresses ; the cunCattle— Reet .....................
5 25
•pon Jews in Russia. Several members of the chase of railways.
Fair .............
4 00
ning artifices in fruit and farina. The
cided by the prisoner’s brother and sister. Rothschild family were present Resolutions
Common
................
3 00
The remains oouid not be protected from ree- were adopted declaring that the laws of Russia
hour of dinner, in short, includesevery Hooe ..............................
Always goes around with a long face
fi is
nrrectiou, aud the proceedsof their exhibition concerningHebrews tend to degrade her in the An alligator.
thinjfof sensual and intellectual gratiti
SHtar..

ran into the rear of a freight
train near Fort Steele, Wyo. Ter. Brakeman
Seeley was killedand Conductor Hobart and a
Pacific railway
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•yes of Christians.Some heavy subscriptions

wore made.
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HOLLAND crn. MICHIGAN.

body should not be shown if she starved to
death ; beside, she said, Charles is not going
to be hanged. Charles Beed denounces Bcoville for pioposingto exhibit the assassin’s refrigerated corpse, and refuses to be associated
with that worthy any longer.

producing.

The new French Ministerial pro-

Mr. Windom reperted a

resolution to thi

been receivedwith general ap-

Senate, on the 81st ult., requestingthe Presi-

proval....!fire destroyed the Bulgarian Na-

dent to transmit all correspondence with our

gramme has

tional Assembly bmldings.They were made of
wood .... A defalcation of $47,000,000 in the Cuspromoters of the Mexican Na- tom House at Taganrog, Russia, is announced....
The Rothschilds of London aud Paris gave
tional railway state that 302 miles have been
£5,000 each to the fund for the relief of Ruscompleted,550 graded, and rails and roll- sian Jews, and the ooreoration of London subscribed £300. . .The Govoroment officials have
ing -stock purchased to cover the whole
line. 729 miles. The stock of the construc- made a large nomber of arrests in the town of
tion company is to be increased$8,000,000.... Lough Mask, Ireland, on account of the murThe trunk lines have raised passengerrates to der of the process servers, Buddy and his
$17 for second-class and $20 to $28.25 for first- nephew.
class between New York and Chicago, and
international billiard match in

The

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

cation which a great nation gloriei in

THE SHERMAN BILL.
Full Text ol the Three-p^r -Cen t.

diplomatic agents iu Mexico and Guatemala
Funding Act.
duce Juuu&ty, 1831. Mr. Harris introduced a
The following is the full text of the 3-perbill for a bridge across the Mississippi river at
MempbU, aud Mr. Morgan an act granting cent Funding bill, os passed by the Senate of
the right of way over public lands the United States.

to the Chicago AirLine railroad. The Sherman funding

in Alabama

Be U enacted, etc., That tho Secretary of the
Treasury is hereby authorizedto receive at the
THE EAST.
treasury and at tho office of auy Assistant
Treasurer of the United States, aud at any
Osoab Wilde attcacted to the Boeton
postal ;money-orderoffice, lawful money of
Music Hall an audiencewhich filled every seat
the United States to the amount of $50, or
The
any multiple of that sum, or any bouds of
Sixty Harvard atudenta appeared in full-dress
the United States bearing per centum incotta and knee-breechee,and carrying lilies $26.50 by the Pennsylvania and Baltimore Paris was won by Slosson, with a total of 3,000 euce in regard to the necessity of
weighing the mails between New York terest,which are hereby declaredvalid, and to
points. Yigueaux'stotal was 2,553.
and sunflowers.The esthete wm heartily roads.
issue m exchange therefor an equal amount of
There were two executions on Friguyed, and showed unmistakable anger
Russia advises England that, instead rod Chicago. A resolution was adopted registeredor coupon bouds of the United
requesting the President to obtain a list of
Oscar L. Baldwin, late cashier of the Mechan- day, Feb. 3, namely : John W. Berry, at Preeof wasting her sympathy upon the Jews American citizensconfined in English prisons. States,of the denominationsof $50, $100, $600,
ics’ Bank of Newark, N. J., has been sentenced
oott, Arizona, and D. C. White at Canton,
$1,000 and $10,000, of snob form as he may
to fifteenyears in State’s prison.... Hiram
within the dominion of the Czar, she should Mr. Robeson modifiedhis resolution as to railTexas.
road land grants to include all but the Pacific prescribe, beanug interest at the rate of 3 per
Miller, of iterkimer, N. Y., father of the Sen•xtend it to the sufferimtpeasantry of IreA coil of rope, bearing a tag with the land.... The Italian Chamber of Deputies has roads. The annual post-route bill was re- centum per auuunj, payable either quarator, was killed by a Central train at a crossing
ported and passed. Mr. Colerick introduced terly or semi-annuallyat tho treasury
near his home.
following legend, was recentlysent by express passed the bill for the scrutin-de-listesvstem
an apportionment bill fixing the number of of the Uuited States. Such bonds
A fire which broke out in the flour-mill to Washington:“ George ScoviUe, Esq., Wash- m elections— 285 to 125. The Government made
representatives at 316, and Mr. Cox presented shall be exempt from all taxation
the adoptionof the bill a Cabinet question ....
under State authority, and
of Arnold A Little at Lockport,N. Y., extended ington, D. C. -Dear Sir : Seeing your appeal to
one provid.ngfor 807.
....Germany will not adopt an international
be pavablo at the pleasure of the United States.
the American people for contributionsto aid
to the mills of Thornton A Chester and Gibson
bi-metallic standard witnout the concurrence
Several petitions for the suppression of poProvided, that tbe bonds herein authorized
in the justice of the Guiteau trial, we deem it
A Purser. George F. Woods, assistant engi- our duty to contribute our portion. Hence we of England ..... Fresh outragesupon the Jews lygamy were reported in the Senate on the 1st shall uot be called in and paid so long as any
neer of the lire department,was killed by leapsend you this small contribution, which we are reported from Russia, and in Warsaw a re- inst A favorable report was made on the bill bonds of the United States heretoforeissued
newal of the violent scenes of a few days ago is
ing sixty feet from a window. The loss is estibearing a higher rate of interest than 3 per
trust will show our appreciation of your course.
appropriating$15,000to the NationalB iard of
feared. _______________
mated at 1175,000.
centum, and which shall bo redeemable at
Verv respectfully yours, Tub Psopl* ahd CitiHralth for supplying the people with vaccine
the pleasure of the United States, shall bo
The Grand Jury investigatedthe zens or Zumbbota, Minn.”
vims
at
cost
price.
A
resolution
was
adopted
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
outstandingand uncalled. The last of
Spuyten Duyvil disaster and returnedan inWASHINGTON.
calling on the Presidentto furnish copies of all
said bonds originally issued and their subA negro named James Luokey, em- 1 rorreiqxmdenoo relating to a congressof stitutes, under this act, 'shall bo first
dictment against George F. Hanford, conductA Washingtondispatch says that
n ... . i American nations. The Sherman Fund- called in, and this order of payment
or, and George Melius, brakeman,of the
Guiteau is very much subdued, and says little ployed on the farm of Mr. Thomas Collins, in ing lull was .taken up, and amendments
shall be followed until all shall have been
wrecked train, charging them with manslaughRandolph county, W. V&., fell in love with were adopted recogniz’iigan biniiiiir die paid. The money do;)o?itedunder this act
ter in the fourtk degree. The Jury censure except to his guards. District Attorney CorkSuperintendent Toucey and the managers of hill has received from Cameron, Mo., a package Collins’daughter,a beautiful girl of 20 years, sgroement made for tho extennion of the shall be promptly appliedsolelyto tho redemption of the bonds ot tho United States bearing
the New York Central railroad for not Having of new rope with which to hapg the assassin. and induced her to elope with and marry him. 5 and C per cent, bonds, and providingthat the
The father of the misguided girl visited act ubiill not be construed to authorize 8}^ per centum interest ; and the aggregate
the cut better guarded,and for allowing too Mr. Scovilfe has accepted a proposition from a
high a rate of speed through it. They advo- manufacturer of refrigerators in Philadelphia the miserablecabin where the twain the increase of the public debt. Mr. Sherman amount of deposits made and bouds issued un*aul that if Mr. Plumb's amendment were uot
der this act shall not exceed tho sum of $200,cate some method for car illuminationother to take GuiUau's body immediatelyafter death, were enjoying thoir honeymoon, for the
than mineraloil, and say heating cars by fim preserve it, and exhibit it in all the principal purpose of compellinghis daughter to return -iriok' n mil |m should vote against tho bill. 000,000. The amount of lawful money so reshould be abolished.They should be heatfea cities of the United States and Europe, half the nome. A fight ensued between the two men, The President nominated J. 8. Runnels os ceived on deposit as aforesaidshall uot exceed
and during the Btrnggle the colored man drew United States DistrictAttorney for Iowa;
at' any tune the sum of $25,000,000.
by hot air, steam or hot water.
reoeipta to go to the relatives.
a revolver and shot Mr. Collins dead. Friends Marsdon C. Burch, Uuited States* Attorney for
Before auy such deposits are received
At Grafton, N. Y., a man named
Capt. Eads believes that his ship- of Collins overjxiweredLuckey, took him to tho Disirict of Michigan ; Hugh J. Campbell, at any such jwstal money-order office unJacobs shot and killed his deceasedwife’s sis- canal-railroad scheme is not receiving fair treat- the woods in front of his cabin, ana hanged for the Disirict of Dakota ; W. H. Armstrong,
der this act, the Postmasterat such office shall
-d Pennsylvania.Commissionerof Railroads.
ter, and then suicided with a razor.
file with tho Secretary of tho Treasury his bond
ment in Congress, the trans-continental rail- him to the limb of a tree.
One of the victims of the New York roads working against it
At Tunnel ton, Lawrence county, Ind., The House fixed upon February 27 for with satisfactory security, conditionedhe will
the Garfield memorial services. Mr. Hill promptly transmit to the Treasurer of the
holocaust,Joseph Cunningham,when he
Secretary Hunt has instructed Dan- three burglarswho attempted to rob tho saloon introducedn bill for a reduction of letter post- United States the money received by him in
that he should have to burn to death, took off enhower, of the Arctic steamer Jeannette,to
of Thomas Clark wore killed. A confederateof age to 2c nts per half ounce. In committee
conformity with regulationsto bo prescribed
his coat and wrai ped his face in the garment charter a ship in the spring and search the
the burglars, Ben Willoughby, gave them of the Whole the postnlfice appropriationof by such Secretary ; aud the doiKJsit with auy
$43. 529, 3(h » was discussed for three hours. Iu
Postmaster shall not at auy time exceed the
That portion of hia remains so mwrapped waa pnooi.n fnr wKj„h
Russiancoast, for which work two navy officers away, and ample provision had been made for response to the call of the IT .use for informa- amount of his bond.
found in a perfect state of presenration.The
will be sent Do Long has been ti&ced to a giving a warm reception. Tho names of the tion, tho Cominissiomr of Pensions estimates
Sec. 2. Any national-bankingassociation
rest of his body was a crisp. . .New England
men killed are Virgil Wilson, Nick Vaughan
definitelocality.
has been visited bv another violent snow-storm.
and 8. Whittcd. They all belonged in that the amount of money nqubed for the next now organized, or hereafter organized,deThe following is the publio-debt state- vicinity, and had been under suspicionfor a twenty-five years at $1,347,651,593.Tho snms siring to withdraw its circulating notes, upon
....The fire in a barrel factory at Jersey City
grow gr dunllv less annualiv, ranging from tbo deposit of lawful money with tho Treascaused a loss of $200,000.
long tune.
ment f6r January :
urer of the United States, as provided in
$62,000,000 to $23,000,000.
WEST.
The Chnmber of Deputies,by a vote The Sherman Funding bill being under con- section4 of act of June 26, 1874, entitled
Six per cent bond*, extended .......... S 129,479,900
Five per cent*, extended ............... 401,503,900
Near Logansport,Ind.,
tramp Four and one-halfper cent bond* ..... 250,000,000 of 287 to 66, declared their confidencein the I Biderati(m in the Senate ou the 2d iuflt, Mr. “An act fixing the amount of United Statei
noies, providingfor redistribution of nationalamendment to leave in tho treasury bank currency, and for other purposes,” shall
named WilliamSteele called on Mrs. Buell for Four oer cent bond* .................. 738,780,700 new DeFreycinet Cabinet,and its intention to
Refundingcertificate*................. 559.100
^oq^ooo.OOO for the redemption of green- be required to give thirtv days’ uotice to
supper. Finding the woman alons, he out- Navy peoalon fund .................... 14,000,000 work for reforms when circumstances were |
f»vorable....Inthe palace of the Czar wood
backs, was defeated by 25 to 27. An amend- the Comptroller of the Currency of ita inraged her person, and fied. The neighbors
Total Interest-bearing
debt .......... $1,534,331,600 will bo used as luel, because the regicidal Nioientby Mr. Hoar, asserting tho legalityof tho tention to deposit lawful money and withimmediatelypureued.caughthim, and, without
U6Dl .......... * Ta
hilistsare suspected of having fixed the coal
draw its circulating notes; provided.
action of Secretary Windom in extending the
delay, hung him. Then they piled brush about Legal tenders..
346,740,90®
with dynamite ____ Sir William Palliser,the in5
aud
per
cents,
was
adopted, that not more than $5,000,000 in lawful
him, and burned the body past recognition. Certificate* of depo*n ...
11,4C0,U00
ventor of a projectile that bears his name, is
The Sheriff took possessionof the body and Gold and silver certifiafter
hot debate. Mr. Ferry re- money shall be depositedi.uring auy calendar
dead.
cate* ..................
74,187,790
turned it over to the Coroner.
ported adverselyon the resolutionto month lor this purpose ; and, provided further,
Fractionalcurrency .....
7,060,493
Vanderbilt has secured the Camden graut the frauking privilege to Senators and thaQthc provisions of this act shall not apply
Freight and construction trams on
to bonds called for redemption by tho Secretary
for ollkLl business, aud introaud
Atlantic road, which the Pennsrivania Representatives
Total
wlthoat
intereat.
439,398,189
the Scioto Y&Uey road collided near Hanging
of the Treasury.
duced a bill tor postal cards with flexible covers
people vainly tried to buy. It is stated that
Sec. 3. That nothing in Una act shall bo so
Bock, Ohio. Two laborers were killed outright,
to conceal the message written tliercou.The
Total debt ...........................
$1,987,649,794
coustrued as to authoriseau increase of the
the Reading road, with Vanderbilt’sbacking, President nominatedGeorge E. Bryant to bo
and five others badly injured.
Total interest ......................
1(1,888,564
public debt
Cash In ireasury ........................
246,015,468 will within fifteen months have & through Poetmasterat Madison, Wis., and George Fisher
The Governor of Michigan has called
route from the coast to Chicago.
to be Surveyor of Customs at Cairo. In the
Debt lew cash In treasury .........$1,752,512,880
an extra session of the Legislature for Feb. 23,
Blaine and the State Department
John Cevish, John Mashka and House, Mr. Stephens reported back bills lor a
Decrease during January .............. 12,978,830
to provide relief for the fire sufferers, aud to
metric gold piece for international use, and for
BLAINE TO THE PRESIDENT.
Decrease since June 30, 1881 ..........88,085,931
Joseph Pachka were pushing a car-loadof coal
take action ou Congressional apportionment
Current liabilities—
goloid coins ef several denominations. Mr.
Mr.
Blaine, in a letter to President Arthur,
Interest due and unpaid...............
1,938,060 on a trestle-work
at Locust Point, Md., when Duunell reported& measure to repeal the exand the report of the tax commission.
Debt on which interest has oeoaod ...... 13,92u,005 tbe trestle-work
gave way and tho men were port tax ou tobacco, and Mr. Belfordan act to expresses great surpriseat tho annulment of
The paymaster’sspecial on the Union Intereat thereon ........................
662,649 killed.
the invitations to tho congress of nations, saylease and aud desert land w Colorado.The
Gold and allver certificates.............74,187,790
Pacific railway ran into the rear of a freight
Herrmann, the famous prestidigita- postofficeappropriationwas taken up in com- ing that tbe voluntaryhnmiliationof tho United
United States notes held for redemption
train near Fort Steele, Wyo. Ter. Brakeman
of certificates of deposit .............1 .400,000
teur, is playing an engagementat McVicker’s mittee of tne whole, aud an attempt was made
States could only bo made more complete by
Seeley was killedand Conductor Hobart and a
Cash balance svaliableFeb. 1, ......... 143,901,663 Taeater, Chicago, presenting his wonderful by Mr. Bingham to add $100,090 for expenses requesting tho permission of Europe for the
fireman fatallyinjured.
feats of deception. He is assistedby h party of the free-delivery syotem, but the House
gathering. Tbo ex-Secretarybegs tnat the inTotal ................................
$ 246,025,468
consisting of Mile. Addle; the Lorella* in their adjourned without voting ou the proposition.
vitations extended bv the Presidentbo not reA fire on Lake street, Chicago, burned
Availablesssets—
sketch, “High Life in Lapland;”Howell nnd
Tho Senate amended the Sherman Funding called, as the meeting is a necessity to the comout C. R. Reynolds, dealer in paints, and Caahtn treasury ..................... .$ 946,025,468
Darwin, the illusionistR;nnd Zoe, an automaton
mercial interests of the country
bill, ou the 3d, by limiting the withdrawals of
Whitney A Johnson, crockery. Losses $125,000 Bond* lamed to Pacific railway compansketch artist As a professor of the block art,
THE PBE81DENT ANNOYED.
and $40,000 respectively.
ies, interest payable lu lawful money,
Herrmann probablyha< no equal in the world. bank circulationto $5,000,000 per month,
A Washingtontelegram sayi “ the publicaprincipaloutstanding............... f 64,623.512
A fireman on a Northern Pacific Interest accrued aud not yet paid ...... 323,117
and requiring thirty days’ notioo. Tho
tion of Mr. Blaine’sletter to tho Presidentin
Interest paid by United State*. ........ 63,405,977
freight train became insane, overpowered the
measure was then passed bv 38 to 18. A
Buried in a Coal-Mine.
relation to the proposed Peace Congress of
Interestrepaid by companies—
bill
was
passed
to
appropriate
$200,000
for
engineerand fixed a mile a minute as the Interest repaid oy transportationof
Coalfield, Va., Feb. 3.
the erection of a fire-proof halljpf records AmericanRepublics has added fresh fuel to
mails ............ ................
proper rate of speed. After having his clothShortly after 1 o’clockto-day an explosion for the War Department.The Secretary of
tho Uume of discussionthat was umpired by
By cash payments o o per cam. ot uei 14,804.021
ing torn off, the engineer stopped the train just
the original publicationof tho State Departoccurred
in the Grave shaft of tho Midlothian the Intenor transmitted the draft of a’ bill
earnings. ............................
656,198
in time to avoid a collision. The maniac put
to . xtend over Indian lauds the act for tho ment correspondence. It is understood that
Balance of Interest paid by the United
coal-pits.A volume of smoke, cinders, weod
off across the prairie.
State* ............................... 37.946,756
preservation of timber. Mr. Teller reported a
the President will answer Mr. Blaine’s letter in
and bark burst from tho shaft which became
THE SOUTH*
granting life pensionsof $5,000 per an- a special message to Congress, layingthesutA gentleman who has taken much choked up aud closed. Intenseexcitementen- bill
matter of the proposed Peace Coufereuce
Central Alabama has suffered se- interest in the matter— telegraphs a Washing- sued, as it was known that a large number of num to the widows of Presidents Gar- ject
before the two houses, and tollinghow the profield, Polk and Tyler. The bill to extend tho
verely from the overflow of the rivers Wamor, ton correspondent— says he is satisfied,after men were at work in the pit, which
northern boundary of Nebraska was passed. ject was matured.
is over 1,200 feet in depth, the galle- The House devoted the day, in committee of
Bigbee and Tombigbee. The Alabama and careful inquiry, that tho Proaident does not inMy experience makes mo an enemy
Great Southernrailroad has been damaged tend to do anything in regard to the Fitz John ries extending about three thousand feet the whole, to tho private calender.
under ground. Toe greatest efforts have been
alike to premature marriage and to dis$130,000worth, and ran no trains for ten days. Porter case, not even to the extent of grantA resolution was adopted by the House, on
made to tap the pit and reach the injured
Fishbubnb,the South Carolina duel- ing hmi a pardon, which would restore him to workmen, but without success. People from tbe 4th inst., to pay John G. Thompson,ex- tant engagemeuta. Tho tirst adds to
fall citizenship again. v
our individualcares the responsibility
all quarters are flocking to the scene of exploist, entered the Senate chamber at Columbia
Bcrgeaut-at-Arms, $8,000 for expenses inforThe beloved and helpless pledges of
sion. There are various reports as to the numIt
has
Imen
agreed
by
the
Houae
in au intoxicatedcondition, and persisted in
in connection with tho Garfieldobsel)cr
of workmen in the pit. Seme curred
our affections,and the last are liable to
Committee
on
Commerce
that
the
river-andspeaking. When Lieut Gov. Kennedy left the
nay there
are thirty-five,others say quies. In committee of the whole on the Postr the most cmel disappointments.
harbor grab this year shall be restricted to a that the correct number is probably office Appropriation hill, it was agreed that
chair Fishburue called him a liar, for which he
was instantly knocked down, when frieuds in- total of $9,000,(100,beside an appropriation of thirty-two. There is now hardly a doubt $100,000may be used in establishing the freoterfered. Tne Lieutenant Governor was folMARKETS.
$1,000,000for the Mississippi river ____ Public entertained that the thirty-two men are dead. If delivery system at new points, and that $25,000
lowed two blocks by nis antagonist and struck Pnnter Defrees ba< resigned, to take effect any survived the immediate explosion they per year shall not be paid for carrying mails
across
the
bridge
at
8L
Louis.
The
Seuate
was
NEW YORK.
at with a heavy cane, whereupon he com- April 1.
were suffocated very soon after. A majority
menced to whip Fishburuein earnest. Both
Btxym ............................
$8 50 @11 75
of the intombed were married, and many leave not, in sesnon.
At
a
meeting
of
the
House
Garfield
Hooh ..............................
6 00 @ 6 75
were taken before a trial justice, where Kenlarge families.Most of these assembled at
The bill to grant lands in Alabama in aid of
Cotton ............................12
12^
nedy was dischargedand the duelist was com- auditing committoe, last week, a communica- the mouth of the shaft, and the scene was
the Gulf and Chicago Air-Linerailway was re' Floir— Superfine .................
4 15 r* 4 70
mitted to jail
tion was received from tbo doctors who attend- heartrendingin the extreme.
ported favorably to tho Senate on the 6th inst Whkat-No.2 Bpring ..............1 37 M 1 38
No. Red ..................
1 45 Q f 47
Four years ago the State of Texas set ed the murdeud I'reiadent, Baying they deRichmond, Va., Feb. 6.
A bill was passed* directing the purchase of the Corn— Ungraded .................. 67 (<* 71
aside 3.000,000 acres of laud to pay for erecting clined to set any valao on their services, but
The men imprisonedin the Midlothianmine,
Oat *— Mixed Western .............
48 (A 50
Freedmen’s Bank property in Washington. Mr.
18 00 (3.18 25
a Capitol, aud recently a contract was made imply made a statementof their labors, and at Coalfield,Chesterfield county, are believed to Garland introduced an act for tho erection of Pork— Me** .......................
referred the matter of compensation to tho
public buildings at Hot Springs. Mr. Ingalls Lari> ..............................llit<£ rttf
with three citizens of Rock Island, III, and a
discretion of Congress. The committee voted be dead. Tho means of ventilating the deathCHICAGO.
Texan. Efforts have of late been made to an- to adopt their view of the case, and will not trap were destroyed in the explosion, and tho called up his resolution declaring that the pen- Beevew— Choice Groded Steer*....6 00 (3, 6 40
nul the award, and a Galveston firm offered require an itemized statement of their visits. pit was on fire for a time, at least. New ap- sipn law ought not to be repealed. He stated
Cow* and Heifer*. ........ 2 75 (», 4 23
Medium to Fair ..........4
3 GO
the State $2,235,000 cash for the tract. The The other expenses must be based on items. paratus of all kinds will have to be built before that the roils of the War Departmentshowed
Hoo* ..............................
5 00 @ 7 30
architect estimates the cost of the structure at
The physiciansmade no referenceto the serv- even the attempt to rescue the imprisoned per- 620,545 pensionable cases, aud only 880.364 Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex... 7 00 (4 7 25
pensions bad been granted by reason of death or
$1,460,000, and six years will be reqniied. The
ices and proper compensation of Dr. Boynton sons can be made. Tbe disaster leaves behind
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. C 25 Q 7 00
disabilities. The President sent t he following nocontractors have givuu« bond of »250,000 and or Mrs. Edson.
it twenty-aeven
widows and 108 orphan clnldreu,
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 30 (<4 1 31
commenced excavating at Austin.
mination*to the Senate : Col. Daniel H. Rucker,
No. 3 Spring. ............. 1 14 0 1 16
The Secretary of tho Navy has or- for whose relief subscriptions have been started Assistant QuartermasterGeneral, to be Quarter- Corn— No.
2 ....................... Go
61
in Richmond. One body has been taken out.
POLITICAL.
master
General,
vice
Gen.
Meigs,
retired
;
Maj.
Oat*— No. 2 ....................... 42 (4 43
dered tho return to America of Lieut DanenRyk—
No.
2
........................
94
,4
95
wm. U. Rochester,PaymasterGeneral, vice
The Houso Committee on Elections hower, of tho Jeannettesearch expedition, and
The New French Ministry.
1 03 (4 1 04
Gen. Brown, retired.In toe House. Mr. Bel- Uaiilkt-No.2, ....................
has dismissed the contested case of Lanier has sent two other officers to . coutinuo the
The new French Cabinet, as formed by De mont offered a resolution calling upon Buitf.r— Choice Creamery .........37 (4 40
Eggh— Fresh .......................18 (4 19
against King, in the Fifth districtof Louisians. 'earch of Lieut. De Long and the miss- Freycinet, is as follows :
the President for a transcript of the
................. ..... 18 00 (3)18 25
A sub-committee reportedin favor of seating ing boat ..... The total value of exports M. Do Freycinet,Presidentof theOoundl letters of Jacob • R. Shipherd, of New PoRK-Mea*
Laud ......... .................... 11 (4 11^
Motrow D. Ball as delegate from Alaska.
ot petroleum and petroleumproductsfor and Minister of Foreign Affairs.
lork, and of the replie s made bv tli* R:ste DeMILWAUKEE.
twelve months euded Dec. 31. 1881,
partment. Mr. Springer introduced & resolu- Wheat-No. 2 ....................1 44 (a 1 46
The Congressional delegation from ' the
M. Fernr, President of Public Instruction.
was $43,556,103;for the same period in 1880,
Corn—
No.
2.
......................
61
62
M. Goblet, Minister of the Interior and of tion that the President bo requestedto give hia
Nebraska called on the President and urged \ *34, 5o5, 645.... The President has appointed P.
authority for calling a congress of the Ameri- Oats-No. 2 ........................41 (4 42
Public Worship.
that some importantposition be given to cx- H. Conger, of Michigan,to succeed Norris as
can republics. Mr. Cobb offered a resolution Rye-No. 1 ........................ 93 (4 94
M. Leon 8sy. Minister of Finance.
Bawley.— No. 2. ..................93 v4 94
Senator Paddock, tho Secretaryship of the In- Msperinieiident
of the Yellowstone National
of inquiry as to tho names of land -grant roads
M. Varroy, Minister of Public Worko.
Pork — Mesa .....................18 25 (418 60
terior being tint choice.
P.rk — Thomaa J. Durant,counselcn the part
and
the
number
of
acres
given
them.
A
bill
Lard ............................. 11
nv
Gen. Billot,Minister of War.
of tho United States before the American and
wm passed providing tbnt no person guilty of
ST. LOUIS.
Admiral Jauregalbernr,Minister of Marine.
In the New York Legislature,the Spanish
Claims Commission, u dead.
Wheat-No.
2
Red
................
1
42
<4
1
43
bigamy or polygamy shall be eligibleto a seat
M. Tirard, Minister of Commerce.
deadlock which had existed for six weeks was
Mixed ...................... 61 <4 63
M. Oochery, Minister of Posts and Tele- in Congress as a Delegate from anv Territory. Corn—
broken by a compromiseeffectedbetween the
A resolution was adopted directingthe Secre- Oat<— No. 2. ....................... 44 •« 45
graphs.
FOREIGN.
Rye ................................
94 (S 95
Tne Department of Agriculture ii separated tary of State to invest igoto the imprisonment Pohk-Mmo. .......................
straight Democrats and the Tammauvitea.
18 »o @18 2S
in
Mexico
of
throe
ci'izens
of
tho
United
Mr.
John
Dillon,
writing
to
the
Rt.
The latter, iu consequence,withdrew Costello,
from thst of
. . ... .
Laud ..............................11 (4 11*
M. De Moby baa accepted the Miniatry of ! Rt*tei fi,l‘ bre*ctl of cmi contract The bill to
CINCINNATI.
their candidatefor bprakcr, and voted Nolidty Hon. W. E. Forster, doclines the offer of leavcreate a liquor commission was defeated.
Wheat ............................
1 40 @1 42
Agnciil*ore.
for Patterson, thus Hecnriiighim the reqniKite
ing Kilmambom jail for the continent, and oaks
Corn ............. ......... ..... Cl
65
number of votes to eli'ct. The regular £>«moI he Post of Minister of Fine Arte, created by
Oat*
...............................
47
48
croto thereupon withdrew the balance of the thst the Secretary address him no more com- Gsmbt-Us, is suffered to fall In abeyance.
Appetizing.
munications
—
The
Hurzegovinian
insurrection
The programmeof the new Ministry, aa read
regularticaet aud acceded to John Kelly’* de(418 50
Sydney Smith said: “An excellent Lard .............................
t for representation
on important com- progressesrather unfavorablyto the Austrian to ttnj Chamber of Deputies, met with great
<» U*
Government, who are unwilling to coil out the favor, and the now odmiuistrationis in a fair and well-arrangeddinner is a most pleasTOLEDO.
Dalmatian laudwehr, on account of their pre- way togety|long smoothly with tho elemert
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
d 1 41
GENERAL.
(4 63
sumed disaffection.At Blick twenty men on which put an extinguisherupon Gombetta’s i-7 o nurrence,and a grent triumph of Cons .............................
were 822 deaths from each side were killed in an engagement Thirty flimmg ambition. Commencing with the as- civil iml life. It is not only the de- Oatx .............................
(4 46
DETROIT.
Uionsand troops are to be poured into the dis- Hurunce 6f peace at home and abroad, scending morsel and tho enveloping
19 In Philadelphia, 454
Florin Choice ...................
9 900
affected province.
he announcedthat the laws relative to tho sauce, but the rank, wealth, wit and
. 1 37 (4 1 38
Pittsburgh,which had
66
Russia proposes the annexation of press and to the right of public meeting will beauty which surround the meats ; the
to pppule applied in a liberal sense. Ii is thought
<4 4T
learned management of light and heat ; Barley (per cental) ............... 200 <4 2 20
Cores, on the ground of ita being a menace to
besi to postpone a revision of the constitution
her possessions in the Pacific,and also on ac- until the next Legislature meets, but the judi- the light and rapid services of the at- Pore— M6m. ......................18 00 @16 50
.

was taken up, and the Vest amendment was
defeatedand that by Mr. Plumb was agreed to.
The latter provides fora redemption fund of
only $100,000.0u0.In the House, Mr. Springer
introduced a resolutioncalling on the Postmaster General for copies of ail correspondbill
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count of the warlike dispositionof the Chinese. . .At the call of the Lord Mayor of London a meeting of distinguished citizens was
' “ to protest againstthe outragescommitted
Jews in Russia. Several members of the
family were present Resolutions
declaring that tho laws of Rossis
tend to degrade her in the
.

military au<i educationalreforms already tendants ; tbo Hiiilingundsedulous host
undertaken will be persevered with. An im- proffering relishes ; the exotic bottles ;
petus will be given to labor, but there will be the embossed plate ; the pleasant re
no compulsory conversionof the debt or pur
marks ; the handsome dresses ; tho cunchase of railways.
cial,

INDIANAPOLIS.
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2 Red.

a long

Fair ............. ........ 4
ning artificesiu fruit and farina. The
Common. •••••••••••••* 3
of dinner, in short, includes every
thing of sensual and intellectual gratifi Slur....;......... I ............ 3
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Georgs Bcoville has returned to his home in
Chicago. He stillnot prepare the appeal papers in the oase before March. Guards watch
the assassin night and day.
Guiteau was vaccinated in the Jail on the
day that he received his death sentence.

$mi,

Some Facts as to the

Deputy Warden Russ was opening Guiteau's
mail

THE ASSASSHI.

guments

State.

every direction. The

cause of the excitement was the opening of a
from Marietta,III, which containedthe
following message :

It

letter

on tho 3d inet, to hear the armotion for a new trial, and

“

on the

Here, I send you some small-pox. It

Leads A'l American Stales
In Lumber, Copper, and
Salt.

is

worse than the sentence of Judge Cox. Rub
yourself with the scab, and it wiil surely stop

obtainedpermission to ait beside his counsel
He then hudortook to addressthe Judge, but
your gab."
wan promptlysuppressed. Mr. Bcoville brought
In the center of the sheet was pasted someforward tho charge that newspapers had been
thing that looked like
black wafer. Mr. Russ
furnishedtho Jury, and Mr. Corkhill submitted at once scratched a match and burned the
an affidavitfrom each member of the jury in
sheet of paper. “ I don’t know,” he said, “bat
denial Judge Cox said he would announce his people think these lettersgo right to Guiteau.
decision on the 4th. Guiteau made two interHis lettershave to pass through tbe inspection
ruptions, and realised several dollars from the
officers, aud if there is any small-pox virus in
sale of autographs.
them it might spread through tbe whole jail"
It is stated that the assassin is beginningto
Tbe prisoner’s mail will hereafterbe handled
show much nervousnessand irritability.He is
very carefully. Mr. Bcovillesays he has received
suffering from a severe cold, which has infour such letters,and has asked the Postmasflamed his eyes. One jail official says he would
ter General to nave his letters examined and
not be surprisedif Guiteau did not live to be
fumigated. Mr. Sooville, upon the receipt of
hanged.
the firstletter, had himself vaccinated. Guiteau,
John W. Guiteau,last evening, spent an hour
when he heard about Mr. Scoville'sletters,was
in his brother’s cell, in company with Warden
very anxious to be vaccinated,ana his wishes
Crocker. The prisoner became very much exwore complied with.
cited, and denounced his brother and Bcoville.
John W. Guiteau,in a card to the public, disFIRE IN
YORK.
avows all knowledge of the proposed exhibition
of his brother’s body, and says that, whether
I.oitB §1,000,000—A Number of Persona
his brother dies by legal process or in the inBurned to Death.
sane asylum, his body shall be disposedof in a
A
disastrous
fire, entailinga loss of about
manner that will not offend public decency.
In view of the recent proposition to malio a
*1,090,000 and the death of at least seven perpublic spectacleof Guiteau’s remains, it is
sons, occurred at New York in the five-story
thought highlv probable that Judge Cox will
exercise the discretion given him by the Re- buildingwith two cellars owned by Orlando
Potter, and occupying the south
vised Statutes,and include in the death sentence the disposition of the body.
half of tbe triangular block bounded by

_

Has Probably Supplanted Pennsylvania as the Largest Iron-OreProdncing State.
Chief NorthwesternFruit State— Larg-

est

Fresh-

Water

a stock of timber as that which, originally grew in the
northern half of the Lower Peninsula of
this State. The cut of white pine in
Michigan during 1881 may be given in
round figures as follows—the estimates
being in the main those of the enterprising journals devoted to that trade :

and the value of its product For
instance,the census of 1880 credited
Pennsylvania with a yield of 2,185,675
tons of ore, and Michigan with 1,834,712;
but the quality of the Michigan ore far
exceeded that of the Pennsylvania mineral, aud the value of its lower product
was $6,034,000, while that of PennsylLumber, feet. vania was but $5,517,000. While there
The Upper Peninsula...................
450,UUi»,tlH0
are as yet no official figures to prove it,
ManlaUe ..........
110.000,(100
Ludlngton ..............................
120,000,000 it is believed that Michigan in 1881
While Like ............................
120,000,000 stepped to the front as the largest oreMuskegon ..............................
681,000,000
Grand Haven ......................... 101,000,000 producing State, ns well os the first in
Chicago and West Michigan railroad.... 85,000,000 the qualiiy of its ore aud tho value of its
Grand Rapids and Indiana railroad ...... 190.000,000 yield. The output of its mines in that
Detroit, Lanaing and Northern railroad. H4, 000,000
F lot and Pere Mui quelle railroad. ...... 9.1,00.1,000 year was the magnificenttotal of 2,321,Michigan Central (D. A is. C. aud Mack315 tons.
inac diviaionid ........................
85.000,000
AGRICULTURE.
The Saginaw Valley ..... ...............978,000,000
The agricnltnral statistics for 1881
The take Huron shore .................3io, 000,000
Miscellaneous..........................
U00, 001,000
have been but partially compiled as yet.
Total ..............................
3,886,000,000 They indicatea wheat-crop of nearly
20,000,000 bushels,and a corn-cropof
It is also estimated that the lumber-

Fisheries—

men of Michigan manufactured during over
1881 over 3,000,000,001)shingles aud The

Fourth in Wheat 'and

500,000,000 lath, and cut 400,000,000 feet
of hard wood— all of this in addition to

Wool.

a large amount of staves, headings,
Contains the Greatest Copper Mine
aud the Largest Iron Mine in

cedar posts, railroad ties, hemlock bark,
cord wood, aud other minor forest pro-

duets.

the World

NEW

The greatest lumber-cutting

Awawin.
In the Criminal Court at Washington, on
Saturday, Feb. 4, Jndge Cox overruled the,
motion for a new trial in the case of the murderer of President Garfield. Bcovillethereupon filed a motion in arrest of judgment.
Judge Cox then askod the assassin if he had
aagnt

upon

a

say why aentenoeshould not be passed
him.’ The prisoner arose, pale, but with
to

lips compressed, and desperate determination
stamped upon his features, In a low and deliberate tone he began, but soon his manner
became wild and violent, and. pounding upon
the table, ho deliveredhimself of the following harangue :
I am not guilty of the charge set forth in the
indictment It was God's act not mine, and
God will take care of it, and don't let the
American people forget it Ho will take care of
it and of every officer of this Government

from the Executivedown to that Marshal, taking in every man on that jury, and every member of this bench will pay for it, and the American nation will roll in blood if my body gooe
into the ground and I am hung. The Jews put
the despised Galilean in the grave. For the
time they triumphed, but at the destruction of
Jerusalem,forty years afterward,the Almighty
cot even with them. I am not afraid of deatli.
I am here as God's man. Kill me to-morrow
if you waul I am God's man, and I have been
from the start u
Jndge Cox then proceeded to pass sentence,
addressing the prisoner as follows: “You
have been convicted of a crime so terriblein
its circumstances,
and so far-reaching m its results, that it has drawn upon you the horror
of the whole world Hud the execrations of
tour countrymen.The excitement produced
by such an offense made it no easy task
to secure for you a fair and impartial trial, but you have had tho power
of the United States treasury and of the
Government in your service, to protect your
person from violence and to procureevidence
from all parts of the country. You have had
as fair and impartial a jury as ever assembled
in a court of justice.You have been defended
by counsel with a zeal and devotion that merits the highest encomium, and I certainlyhave
done my best to secure a fair presentationof
your defense. Notwithstanding all this you
Lave been found guilty. It would have been
a comfort to many people if the verdict of the jury had established the

fact that your act was that of an

I

j
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Census.

.
554
749,113

•

lence.

him in eight places. Meantime ';tbe old lady
had been seriously cut and boattfn,and a large
piece bitten out of her arm by the female. It
was a desperate life-and-dcath struggle. All four
of the combatants wore covered with gore, and
fought until they had to cease from loss of
blood. When neighbors came on the scone
they found King and his mother dying and
Slate terribly mangled, so that life is despaired
of. The wife was painfullyhurt, but it is
thought not fatally.
•

_

Probable Fate of Lient. De Long.
Interestinginformationconcerning the fata

of Lient. DeLong, commander of the Jeannette, comes

from Lient Danenhower at

Ir-

kutsk. The record “cached” by Lieut

De

Long shows

that his party, consisting of four-

and men, reached a deserted hut
Sept 28, and from theuce proceeded in their
endeavor to reach some settlement on the
Lena river. Later records were found
teen officers

on the 9th of October two men were sent ahead for

showing that

pineries with mills or water-courses, and

total length of their track is not

much

than 500 miles.
The cost of the railroads of Michigan
up to the close of 1880 is officially placed
at 8195,000,000;they now representan
outlay of not less than $210,000,000.
The four southern tiers of counties of
the State are better supplied with railroad facilitiesthan such States as Massachusettsor Connecticut.The constructionof 1881 had two important
features: 1, the buildingof the Detroit,
Marquette and Mackinac line, in the
Upper Peninsula, connecting the two
parts of the State; 2, the extension of
less

the

Wabash system from

Butler, Ind.,

relief,

now

•

B<crcUry.

European continent or Australia. No

are not incorporated under its general mine of its class has ever been as profitlaws, but are operated as private enter- able or as productive as the Calumet
prises. There is no officialrecord of and Hecla, wliich, with a total assessthese roads, but it is believed that the ment for all purposes upon its share-

and that after marching sonth for fifteen
to Detroit, giving the city new connecdays they were found in a starving condition by
unrighteous verdict Nothing but good has natives and taken to a settlementEfforts to tions with the Southwest The projectcome from Garfield’s removal, and that will be find IJeut De Long's party had to be aban- ed extensions and new lines, upon
the verdict of posterity on my inspiration.I doned by reason of the refusal of the natives
which work will be pushed during the
don’t care a snap for ths verdict of this corrupt to go on further, and a Russian force was
present year, are both numerous and
generation. I would rather a thousand times then organized, and is
searching.
be in my position than that of those who have There is reason to feu that starvation important.
hoondedme to death. I shall have a glorious may have been the fate of the Do Long
LUMBER.
flightto glory, but that miserable scoundrel party, as they had but two days’ provisions,
Lumber
has
been
for many years the
Corkhill will have a permanent job down be- aud there was nothing to depend upon for sublow, where the devil is preparingfor him.*’
sistencebut the precarioussupply of game chief manufacturinginterest of MichAfter apparently talking himself out the afforded by that desolate region. Secretary igan, and no American State equals it in
prisoner turned to his brotherand, without ths
Hunt has selectedLieut Giles B. Huber aud the amount and value of its lumber
slightesttrace of excitement,covrersed for Master W. H. Scheutze,of the nav* to proproduct It may be added that no
some minutes before being taken from ths ceed to Siberia and assist Lieut Danenhower
region
of the same area has yet been
court-room.
in his search for the missingexplorers.

who has had a part in procuringthis

has never gone into the winter in this
State in better condition than now.
Michigan ranks, according to the last
officialreports, os the fourth wheatraising and fourth wool-growing State.
In the production of fruit no Western
State this side of the Rocky mountains
can rival it. According to the United
States census-bulletins, its wheat-farms
iu 1879 yielded more to the acre than
those of any other of the large wheatproduciug States.
J1I8CFLLANE0U8.
Michigan has also the most productive
fresh-water fisheries in the United
States ; and tho value of their yield in
the last census-yearwas over $700,000.
Its vessel-interest is more important
than that of any other State away from
the seaboard.Its coast-Mnoupon navigable waters is only surpassed by that
of Florida.
It numbers among its minor sources
of wealth exteusivo deposits of gypsum,
coal, slate, limestone,glass-sand, building-stone and grit-stones.
The general manufacturinginterests
of the State have been exceedingly important, and are growing with great rapidity ; but their statisticshave not vet
been completed and given to the public.

.

I

The Prisoner—That’s a matter of opinion.
“Your own testimony shows that you recoiled
with horror from tho idea. You say that you
prayed against it. You say that your conscienoe
warned you against it, but by tho wretched
sophistry of your own mind you worked yourself up against the protest of your own conscience. What motive could have induced you
to this act must be a matter of conjecture.
Probably men will think that some fanaticism
or morbid desire for seif-exaltation was the
real inspiration for tho act. Your own testimony seems to controvert the theories of your
counsel They have maintained and thought,
honestly, I believe,that you were driven
Against your will by an iusaue impulse. The
testimony showed that you deliberately resolved to dc it, and that your deliberate and
misgnidedwill was the solo impulse. This
may seem insanityto some persons, but the
law looks upon it as a willful crime.
You will have due opportunity of having any errors
may have committed
during the course of trial passed upon by the
court in banc ; but, meanwhile, it is necessary
for me to pronounce the aentenoeof the law—
that you be taken hence to the common jail of
the District,from whence you came, and there
be kept in confinement,and on Friday, the 30th
day of June, 1882, you be taken into the place
prepared for your execution, within the walls
of said jail &ud there, between the hours of
12 and 2 p. m.. you bo hanged by the neck until you are dead, aud may the Lord have mercy
on your soul. ”
During tho readingGuiteau stood apparentunmoved and with his gaze riveted upon the
Judge, but when tho final words were spoken
he struck the table violentlyand shouted:
“And may the Lord have mercy on your aoul
Pd rather stand where I do than where the
jury does, and where your Honor itanda. I’m
not afraid to die. I stand here as God’s man,
and God Almighty will curse every man

acreage of winter-wheat sown this
and that cereal

fall is larger than ever ;

:

ir-

ly

The

9,000,

responsible man. It would have left the
people a satisfyingbelief that the crime of
politicalassassination
was something entirely
foreign to tho institutions and civilization of
our country; but tho result has denied them
that comfort.The country will accept U as a
fact that the crime can bo committea, and the
court will have to deal with it with the highest
penalty known to the criminal code, to serve as
an example to others. Your career has been so
extraordinarythat people might well, at times,
have doubted your sanity, but one can not but
.believe that when tho crime was committed you
tnoronghly understoodtbe nature of the crime
and its consequences"—[Guiteau— I was acting
as God's man]— “and that you had moral sense
and conscience enough to recoguise tho moral
iniquity of such an act.n

I

20,000,000 bushels of shelled grain.
flocks of sheep in the State are estimated to contain over 2,000,000 animals.

United States is Muskegon,
aud Manistee is not equaled on this con[DetroitCor. Chicago Tribune.]
tinent in the production of shingles.No
The olKce of the Commissioner of Im- single lumber district in the Union can
migration, established last year by the point to as fine mills or as large a product as the Saginaw valley. ThreeStatein this city, has collected the latest
fifths of all the white pine cut iu the
statisticsof Michigan, whether gathered Northwest during tho last decade came
by the United States as part of the from the forests of this State, and twoTenth census, or by the other depart- thirds of the best lumber sold iu tho
Park row and Nassau and Beekman streets
markets of Albany, New York, Boston
The building was almost exclusivelyoccupied ments of tho State Government, & by
and Philadelphiato-day is the product
by people engaged directly or indirectlyin tho
the enterpriseof journals representing
of the Michigan mills.
priutiug and publishingbusiness. A number
of weekly papers, among them the Observer, tho special industries. Grouped together
Tho United States census estimate of
ScientificAmerican, the Turf, Field and Farm, these figures afford a striking picture of
the amount of standing pine in this
tbe Scottish American aud others, had their
State on May 31, 1880, was 29,000,000,offices there, and there, too, several lead- the remarkabledevelopment of a State
ing advertisingagencies were located. which has not yet reached the ago of 50 000 feet in the Lower Peninsula and 6,Aujoining and separated by
party
000,000,000 in the Upper ; the same
wall, was the office of the New York years.
authority estimatedthat Michigan also
Times, which narrowly escaped complete deAREA.
contained30,000,000 acres of hard- wood
struction. and near by was the postofficebuildThe
recently published measurements lands, 7,000,000,000 feet of hemlock
ing, which was at one time thought to bo in
great danger. In the rickety old tire-trap in of Mr. Ganueti, the Geographer of the lumber (yielding also 7,000,000 cords of
which the tiames originated, and which should
Tenth Census, have added 2,464 square bark), 67,500,000 cords of white and yellong ago have been remodeled or else pulled
low cedar and tamarack. Oareful obdown as a dangerous structure, were employed miles to the supposed area of Michigan
500 people, wno were all at work when tne tire
—showing that its gross area is 58,915 servers believe that these figures were
broke out in tho hall on (he lower floor. The rush square miles, instead of 56,451. This rather under than over the facts, and
that they describewith substantialacfor safety through tho narrow passage develState is thus slightly larger than Enoped with terribleforce the danger that had
curacy our present stock of standing
gland
and
Wales
combined,
while
its
long been known to exist. The means of egress,
Health la ffilchlvan.
merchantable timber. It is safe to sav
were shamefullyinsufficient,and an awful hor- area exceeds thatof Illinois by over 2,000
Reports to the State Board of Health,
that
for
some
years
yet
Michigan
will
ror tilled the hearts of the vast multitudewhich square miles, of New York by over
preserve her preeminence as the leading Lansing, by sixty observers of disassembledin the City Hall Park as spectators of
of Pennsylvania by over 13,000,
the frightful drama. The scenes as described
lumber State.
eases in differentparts of the State, show
of Ohio by over 17,000, aud of Indiana
in our dispatches were fearful almost beyond imHALT.
causes of sickness during the week endagination—500 people penned up like rata in by over 22,000. The entire area of the
Michigan in 1881, maintained its
a blazing trap leaping from the .windows six New England States is but 7,550
position as the largest salt-producing ing Jan. 28, 1882, as follows
to find death on the cruel pavement below, or
square miles greater than that of MichState, by placing in the market 2,750,falling back into the flames through fear of
Humber and Per
igan. The single counties of Ontonagon
taking the appalling leap ; 100,000 people
299 barrels of this staple, exceeding by
Cent of Obeertand
Marquette
are
larger
than
Delaware,
gathered to watch the issue of life and death,
ere by Whom
nearly 100,000 barrels the previously
Disease* in Order of Greatest Kaeh Disease Was
and more than double the size of Rhode
powerless to save or succor. Six or seven perunprecedented yield of 1880. Of this
Area of Prevalence.
Deported.
sons were taken from the building by firemen Island; five countiesin Michigan—those
total all but 53,000 barrels ppssed the
or others on the Nassau street side, eight or
already mentioned, aud also Chippewa,
Humber.
Cent.
ten on Beekman street,and five or six oh Park
careful State inspection as first quality.
Menominee
and
Schoolcraft—
ore larger
Bow. The number of deaths assuredis five.
liilronchltla.. .................. 46
Its manufacture was the work of 121
77
Ellon Buck, a coloredwoman 34 years old, jan- than the last named State; while
2|Riiuumatlimi
.................
46
75
salt-blocks aud 4,500 solar covers, havitress of the building, who jumped from the
8 Nounlgla ...................
41
Houghton,Delta and Mackinac are but
68
ing
an
estimated
annual
capacity
of
3,4 Conimnqitinii,
ot lung* ......
40
67
fifth story aud had her skull fractured.Joseph
slightly less in dimensions.The water
‘ Intermittentlever ............
36
60
400.000 barrels. Tho Saginaw valley
Cunningham, foreman of the Observer comarea of Michigan is 1,485 square miles,
Pneumonia ..................
86
60
posing-room, 55 years old, who used to set
yielded tho greater part of this product;
Influenza
...................
80
50
nearly all consisting of inland lakes and
type at the same stand with Horace Greeley,
roualiltlH .............. .....
hut there were considerablecontribu28
47
ponds, whose number is nearly 6,000.
and was an intimate friend of both ho and
Remittent fever ..............
20
33
tions
from
Huron
and
Iosco counties,
William Cullen Bryant, burned in tho ruins. The principal lakes of the State, with
20
Diphtheria. ..................
33
18
Diarrhea.............. ......
Richard B. Davey, an Englishman, a com- their areas in square miles, are as which face each other across the mouth
80
Eryaipelaa ...................
14
23
positor in the Scotlish-Americanoffice,fell
of the Saginaw bay. During 1881 wells
follows:
Typhoid fever (entorle) ......
13
22
irom a fourth-story window ; 40 years of age
were also sunk at Manistee, on the shore
Typho-uialarlalferer. ........
12
20
Houghton .............. 33
bnrrr Peninsula.
left leg, left arm and lower Jaw fractured, and
of Lake Michigan, into brine-carrying
10
Whooping-cough .............
17
.30 Long ..................
24
Hurt .............
severe internal injuries.Alfred W. Harris, 38
Scarlet
fever
.................
8
13
........ .......
basins beneath the Saginaw reservoir
Carp ..................
1'^ Mullet
years old. The assistantforeman of the ObInflammation
of
bowala
......
8
18
Cans ..................
20 Torch .................. 34
(which is called by geologiststho Wavserver composing room burned in the building.
5
Membranous croup ...........
8
Cheboygan ............21 if/pper PenuiHttla.
Meaalee ......................
4
7
Mary Blonnt, New Jersey. Mary O'Con- Elk ...................15 Agogebic ............... 21 erly group), and with successfulreChicken-pox............
8
5
nor, city. Mary Smith, city. William Stubbs, tirand .................
12 Manlatlquo ............ 40 sults. A new salt district was thus creCholera morbua, .............
8
5
photographer,Brooklyn. Three othera.
Higgins ................ 17 Portage ................ 21
ated, and a stimulus given to subterCancer ......................
2
8
Four weekly newspapers were burned out.
POPULATION.
Laryngitis ..............
2
8
ranean explorations elsewhere. The
Ths postoffice escaped ignition by closing its
Dysentery
...................
2
8
The final revision of the census places sinking of salt-wellshas been in
iron shutters. Munn A Co., of tho Scientific
Inflammation of brain .......
2
8
American, lost a large amount of patent mod- the population of Michigan in 1880 at progress with promising proBjicctsin
Cerebro-aplualmeningitis....
1
2
Hmall-pox. ...................
2
els. A. M. Stewart, editor of the Scottish Anar1
1,636,937.The growth of the State Berrien, Gratoit, Muskegon, Alpena,
Mump .......................
1
2
ican, was rescuedby one of his compositors.
since its admission to the Union is ex- Cheboygan and other counties.In Iosco
Rothelu .......................
1
2
hibited in this table :
Puerperal fever ..............
1
2
A Desperate Rattle.
county a pipe-line twelve miles in length
1
a
Dank as was recently laid between the salt-wells 31 Spasmodic croup. ............
Danville, V&., Feb. 1.
12 Pwnrliy ......................
1
2
Pojmlation. a State.
of East Tawas and the lumber-mills of
A desperate,novel and fatal battle took 1837 .........................174,407
For the week ending Jan. 28, 1882,
23 Oscoda; and this added anew feature to
place on tho plantationof William Lanier, 1840 .........................212,207
1850, ........................3W,
20
this
industry.
Michigan's
superiority the reports indicate that bronchitis and
Pittsylvania county, between Thomas King, 1860. .......................
10
1,184,059 13 in the manufacture of salt promises to influenzaincreased, and that tonsilitis,
one of Mr. Lanier's tenants,and King’s 1870 .........................
1880 ............... ........... 1,630,937 9
be permanent, for it rests on these solid membranous croup, typho-malarialfemother, on tho one side, and George
The
States which Michigan has passed foundations: 1, the practical inex- ver, remittent fever and diphtheria conSlate and wife, hirelingsof Mr. King, on
in the forty years covered by tho pre- haustibility of its brine- supply, new siderably decreased in area of prevatho other. A complication of circumstances
,
ceding figures are Maine, New Hamp- reservoirs being developed, while tho
led to the difficulty,but ic was mainly Slate’s
Gases of small-pox are reported as
aggressivetemper aud his refusal to deal shire, Vermont, Connecticut, New Jer- old ones still yield amply; 2, the strength
squarely about some propertyhe had sey, Maryland, the Oarolinas, Georgia, of its brine, which is 91! Per cent., follows: In Orystal Lake township,
found and refused to advertise.Slate left Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and against 69] at Onondaga, and 35j at Benzie county, Jan. 7 ; in Praine
King’s employmentand came back to demand
Tennessee. Not a State has passed it, Kanawha; 3, the system of State in- Rondo, Kalamazoo county, Jan. 24 ; in
his wages. Finding King in his stable. Slate
Port Huron township,Jan. 26 ; in Watdrew a pistol and told him ho would shoot him and no State outranks it in population spection, which keeps up the chemical
if ho came out of there without bringingwith now that did not in 1840 exceed it in the purity of the product; 4, the cheapness son township, Allegan county (one
him the disputed property. King called to his proportionof 80 t^r cent. At the pres- with which the brine can be evaporated case), Jan, 26; in Pontiac township
mother to bring him his shotgun.The old ent rate of growtlrthe census of 1890 in blocks connected with the Haw-mills, (four cases, derived from a tramp), Jam
lady was approaching with the gun in one
28 ; at ti e villages of Menominee (two
hand aud a cane in the other. Slate, seeing will show Michigan 'leading both Ken- and using their exhausted steam.
cases), and Waucedah (three eases), and
tucky aud Massachusetts,and disputing
COPPER.
this, told his wife, who was with him, to knock
tbe old woman in tho head. Tho old lady was
the sixth place with Indiana.
The Upper Peninsula of Michigan is Spalding (three cases), in Menominee
thrown by the younger female, when Mr.
disputing Chili’s claim as the chief county, Jan. 28 ; at Bay City (convalesRAILWAY SYSTEM.
King came running to tho aid of his mother.
The increase of tho railway mileage source of the world’s supply of copper. cents), Jan. 28; at Escanaba, Delta
Slate fired at him but missed. A desperof
Michigan in 1881 was over 315 miles, The annual yield of its mines in puer county, Jan. 28; at Detroit, Jan. 28;
ate struggle ensued, in which all four
were engaged. King secured the guu and the present mileage within the metal rivals that of tho ore-mines of at Grand llapids (convalescents), Jan.
and shot Slate in the thigh. Slate's wife then State is about 4,144.
Chili, and far outstrips the product, 31 ; and in Park township (brought
got hold of the gun and knocked King senseless,
Michigan also con mins about a score post or present, or any of the copi>er from Leesburg),St. Joseph county,
when Slate himself drew a knife and stabboa
of logging railroads, which connect its districtsof North America, England, the Feb. 2, 1882. Henry B. Bikeb,
city in the

B

The Death-SentencePawed Upon the

ore

District,

the jail office, when all of a sadden the

officialsscattered in

Guitcau was brought into the Criminal Court
in Washington

in

Present

Condition of a Great

A Small-Pox Letter*

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

found containingas rich

MICHIGAN.

holders of less than $1,000,000,has
built up a vast industry, employing over
2.000 men, and supporting two villages
with over 5,000 inhabitants; has invested
a largo sum in permanent improvements ; has yielded more than one-third
of tho entire copper-product of Lake
Superior; and has divided over $20,000,000 among its shareholders. Tho
yield of all the copper-mines of Lake
Superior in 1881 is placed at about 34,000 tons of mineral, equal to 28,000 tons
of ingot copper, possessing a value of
about $10,000,000. Nearly two-thirds

of the product of 1881 came from

the Calumet and Hecla levels.
of the Lake guperior copper,

All

it remembered,is not an ore, but a
pure metal, which is marketable after it
is freed from the rock in which it is
imbedded. It is sold in the principal
markets of the world, and, for uses requiring an especial degree of tenacity
(such as cartridge making) commands
the highest price.

be

.

IRON.

For some years Michigan has ranked
as the second State in the production of
iron ore,

but

first

iu the quality of the

What the Photographer Says About
Widowers.

“What

are they?”

tlie

reporterin-

quired.
“ Those,” answered Mr. Souby, “ are
photographsof dead wives. They were
brought here a long time ago and the
owners have never returned for them.
Theseyou see here are not a quarter of
what liave had. They began accumulating d such a great rate that I had to
pack them «p in boxes and stow them
away in th« lumber room. They wero
left here by husbands, and, my ! you
jnst ought to see the sorrowful and
pitiable-looking faces they bronght with
them! The poor men would come in
and, with tears in their eyes, present
photographs of their deceased wives and
ask for portraitsof them. 1 Spare
neither pains nor money in making the
pictures,’they would say, and, of course,
I would follow out instructions.The
pictures were finished, but never
called for, and hence it is that yon see
this collection.Some of the men have
gotten married and the others, I snppose, have forgotten that they ever
wanted portraits of their dead wives.
Perhaps thev think it wouldn’tdo to let
a second wife be confronted constantly
with a picture of a first wife.”—
Orleans Timed.

^

.....

..

'

r

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
bAiUKUAY,

EBUUAHY

b

11, 1&&2.

A writer in the London lancet

that the popular impression concerning
supported by fact. “

is not

*'

We know

MANHOOD

IsTEW stock:

the quick fatality of wounds ot the heart

no case,” he says,

FAEEWSLL! FAEEWELL

A Large and Fine

states

How

of

—

of absolutely instan-

OP-

taneous death from a

BOOTS A SHOES
—
Just received

For

we have been

six years

ness without intermission,

in

the har-

and we

are

truly happy at the prospect of a vacation.
All our contemporaries, and those posted

self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' successful practice,that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse maybe radically cured; pofnting out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectual, by means of which every sufferer, no matter
what his conditionmav be. may enre himself
cheaply, privately,and radically.

at

ed in from four to twenty-eightdays.
Recovery may take place when the wound
is extensive, for a bullet has been found
embedded in the substanceof the heart
after a lapse of six years

t

is

to be mechanicalmanager, edi-

a

agent for

with no small amount of

office, and it is

PRINCIPAU+UNE

from the date of

disease of another oigan.”

The

The SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
.REST line to St. Joseph,

all

points In Iowa,

only secret about Ayer’s Cherry

Pectoral is in the selection of the best

^Atchison,Topeka, Dent-

41

prove— that we have done

will

flies

the previous four years was occupiedby
three firms,

who

had other resources be-

Female

are quickly relieved

claim, and the bound files will show, medicines,

We

that we have worked hard for

Bitters.

is

useless in

We

hope the

and

will keep on pound-

much

“dry

bones,” by our suc-

it

extend

our

Order
QTATE OF

wax.

©

those who were too penurious,

writes: I have the greatest coufidence

newspaper which was read by the Ameri- with which I am personallyacquainted
their success was almost incredible.One
can people outside, we extend our pity.

more
good than hundreds of dollars’ worth of
usual, and the whole business will conmedicine she had previously taken.”
tinue uninterrupted under the new man- Price $1,00.
paper will continue to appear as

agement, who take all

or

the-

lady told me that half a bottle did her

accounts — for

Holland City News

against the

special $otifr?5.

office.

Our successors will make their intentions known in the next issue.

Ouce more we bid you

all, a kind fare-

welll

OTTO

DOESBURG.

J.

SELVIO,

HENRY

8.

Discoverer of DR.

UTERINE CATHOUCON,

]

A POSITIVE CURE FOR FEMALE CQMPLAIRTS.
Thisremedy will act in harmony with the Female system at all times, and also immediately
upon the abdominal and uterinemuscles, and restore them to a healthy and strong condition.

J

Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the county
of Ottawa, In chancery at Grand Haven on the
Ninth day of January. A. D. 1882. In thi« can Be
It appearingby affidavit on file that the defendant
Henry 8. Selvig i* not a resident of this State, but
resides within the United States,to-wit : in the
State of Ohio. On motion of Win. It. Parks, solicitor for said complainant, It Is ordered that the
said defendant cause his appearanceto be entered
herein within four months and four days from the
date of this order, and in case of his appearance
he cause his answer to the complainant’s bill of
complaintto be Bled, and a copy thereof to be
served on said complainant’ssolicitor,within
twenty days alter service on him of a copy of said
bill and notice of this order, and that in default
thereof said bill to be taken as confessed by said
non-resident defendant. And It is furtherordered

Dr.3Iarcliisi’s Uterine Catholicon will cure falling of the womb, Lucorrhoea, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular Menstruation, Kidney Complaint,
and ia especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Addressas above.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
For Sale by

ance.

Bale

Is

being done

this winter.

At

is being built for

in the

shipyardshere

Footlander’s

hold. A tug, 55-feet keel, 65 feet over all,
and 8 feet hold, is being built for Capl.
Fuller. The tug Ira 0. Smith

At the old place of L.

C. H. Hackly & Co.

for $3,000. It will remain in the lumber

The

I).

CIGARS and TOBACCOS.

vessels wintering

Moore, Stafford,Ca-

pella, Jessie Martin,

Cures

Complete and well selected stock of

Andrew

Holland, Mtch., Feb.

Hickux and McDonald. The Muskegon
lake tug fleet for the coming season will
be somewhat changed from the past. The
tUi!8 Alice M. Campbell and James McOordon have been sold and are going to

9,

‘T'OR SALE

F

Inquire

at a

will take

fleet will probably consist of the

Lot,

Kiogsbarry,Torrent, and Kelly Brothers.

all

world. Every bottleguaranteed.Sold by medicine

FOSTER, MILBURN

Howard and Mary Collins. The
is also

propel-

on the stocks for repairs.

Mr. Notter will shortly commence building a large steamer for William Drieske,
It will

be double-deck, aud

of 1,500 tons burden. With but two exceptions it will be the largest steamer ou

W. U. JOS

WEBB'S EGLECTRIC MEDICINE.
It is a

Guaranteed.

$25.00

of Portsmouth harbor, Eng-

Six plates were used, and the several sec-

4%

feet iu length.

ARMY

partly

shaded by

of s passing steamer,

forms

the

a strik-

ing centerpiece.The great length of the
.harbor stretchesout to right and left.

loam

rippling of the water, and the curling of

bunting in the breeze, are

R. B.

BEST.

JOSLIH & BEST,

all said to be

Young Men and Women will not or.ly save money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Rapids Business College, where they wlH
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical education. Send for College Journal.

W tithe*. St«m winder. 4.50. White meUl HnntlnitC^i
I*. ImlUtloD (Oldt*. Solid fotdllL CI.e.peil»ml
tor your own o*e or .ptcuUUv.pumn*—
I

$2
\l

Camp

EASY CHAIRS, and a

O

general line of

Furniture
at
40-2m
is

MEYER,

BROUWER &

tuo-'

*lof Be fr»«-

QTARTLING

Chairs, Parlor Suits,

CO.,

DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

A viotim of youthful Imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc..
having tried in vain every known remedy, haa diacovered a simple self cure, which he wiU send FREB
to his fellow-sufferers, address J. H.

REEVES^

43 Chatham

fct.,

N. Y.
1-ly

United States Marshal Sale.
The

entire stock of Boots

Clothing, at the

Nos.

and

Shoes, also Men’s,

Youths and Boys

BOSTON STORES

64and66Canal

Grand Bapids

St.,

Must .he closed out at once, regardless of

cost, in order

to

settle

up

the estate.

Grand Rapids, Mich., January

1881.
-A-lTD

REWARD.

DEA.LERS

10th,

FALL AND

ASSIGNEE.

1882.

By

order of the

86-17

WINTER. 1881

I1T

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

&

NAVY

All Kinds of Spectacles.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

ranted.
We invlteallourold Colony friends,whohappen
to visit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
We will pay the above reward for any case of friendsin and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at onr new place of business, and examine
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot enre. It will
our stock. We (hall be happy to see them at any
relieveany case of Diphtheria or Croup instantly.
cure Thrush and Scratches on horse*, and time.
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness ffom
Ring hone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove
unnatural growth of bone or muscles from
any nnnatura
man or
or beast. See circulars. Price one dollar per
Near the Cor. of South Division St,
bottle.

and

all kinds of cloaking Plush Velvet, Satin Silk
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moirenntiqne,

For Man and Beast.

No. 132

ARMY A NAVY LINIMENT CO..

perfectlydistinct and free from the smallest suspicion of a blurr.

LIN,

The WM

and the smoke of the steamers, the

Ccf/iyr'

Liberty Street,New York City.

River Street

Buffalo, N. Y.
52-ly

LINIMENT.

the spectator,lies her majesty’s ship Se-

in sunshine,and

U

Clocks,

In the Immediate foreground, just below

rapis, which, with her white sides partly

prevented ; pit marks are also prevented.

It, and
ACCEPT MO IMITATION OB SUBiTITTJTE.If he
baa not got It, send to qs and we will forward
immediately. Price,75 cents per bottle.
F.i. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

& CO., Prop’re,

Mecngs.

land, taken by the instantaneous process.

smoke

|r.u>.

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO..

the best photographs io exist-

tions united are about

we

distrenlng disease, aak your Druggist for

W

Sold in Holland by D. R.

that

eeli itwitha positive
It will cure any
will forfeit the above amount

We maoafketareand

BUFFALO. N.Y..U.S. A.

A Cure

making

extensive repairs on the schooners Kate

One of

pains and aches.

Price50 cents and

the lakes. Capt. Grob, of the life-saving

is

ope-

$100WmwMS&i

Bromo Chemical Company,

and Head-

dealers everywhere.Directionsin eight languages.

station here, has resigned.

rates a shipyard at White Hall,

is

That the best and cheapest place to buy
your

The best internal and extern* remedy In the

bargain. Must be sold at once.
l-2w
J. U. POST.

positiveand effectual remedy for all Nervous Discuses in every stagi- of life-youngor old.
male or female. Such as Impoteucy.Prostration,
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality,Defective Memory, impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
wnich an unnaturalwaste of life springs, all of
which cannot fail to undermine the whole system.
Every organ is weakened,every power prostrated,
aud many forms of disease are generatedwhich,
if not checked, pave the way to au earn death. It
rejuvenates age and reinvigoratesyouth.
Each packagecontains sufficientfor two weeks
treatment. frite for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full particulars.
Sold by al Druggist* at 50 cents a package,or
twelve packageslor $5.00. Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addressing

enoe is

ion

Rheumatism, Lum-

ache, and

of

Avery, Geelee, North Muskegon, Getty,

of Chicago.

disease is by this means neutralized,and contag-

the place of one of them.

Thomas Nolter, of Muskegon, who

according to

Don’t you forget It.

Duluth, aud the Uncle Sam, of East Saginaw,

It,

JfW-

Bites, Tooth, Ear,

House and

Recommended by Phylclftntl

case, and

Diphtheria, Bums, Frost

1-ly

1882.

It

guarantee that

Orleans, and

Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds* Sore Throat,

As cheap ns the cheapest.

Jackson,

The

York, Boston,

bago,

VALENTINES,

Kate Lyons, T. S. Skinner, and propellers

Grub

AS

Mil

FANCY GOODS,

here, and which are being overhauled, are

the schoonersH.

New

Chicago,

Pure

Qatarrli

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,

EGLECTRIC

ferry-boats

•

83-6m

Sold by all Druggists.Scud for a phamphlet.

md ecticn

Mentor and Centennial for
Capt. Lee, who will run them

1882.

HALL’S

FOX

directions,several times a day. The virus of the

L. Kanters.

trade. Hitchkock & Farr have sold their

here next season.

New

in Hospitals of

50-5w

repaired. Capt. Seth Lee

are being

Andrew Jackson to

ler

ARNOLD,

the same yard the schoon-

bxs sold a third interest in the schooner

$6,000, to

Used

Circuit Judge.
50 -7w

THOM

D-

An entire new Block of

is having a

25,

Assignee.

other Cities.

BRAYMAN

ers Minerva. L. M. Davis, and Annie F.
Morse

MEENOS.

Patients should be spongedwith

R. A.

Holland, Jan.

Bromo-Chlorahm

a schooner
9 feet

WYNNE,

B. T.

,

by fhc use of

ON

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

OPPOSITE POST-OFFICE.

PREVENTRD AND CURED

Pabks.
Complainant.

Solicitorfor

William Martin, of Chi-

cago, 112 feet keel, 26-feet beam,

new boiler. At

Wm. H.

$eui

cago Times, dated Feb. 6th, says: “ But

D, !R.

SIMIATjXj

issue.

J.

for almost nothing.

Price 81.60 per bottit. Be sure and ask for
M&rchisi’sUterine Catholicon. Takenoothen

that within twenty days the said complainant
cause a notice of this order to be published In the
Special Inducementsare ofl'ered you by Holland City News, a newspaper published and
circulatingin said County, and that such publicathe Burlington Route. It will pay you to
tion be continued thereinat least once in each
read their advertisement to be found else week for six weeks in succession, or that she cause
a copy of this order to be personally served on
where in this
52— ly. said non-resident defendant,at least twenty days
before the time above prescribed, for his appear-

DAN

Articles

Dr.

Important to Travelers.

A dispatch from Muskegon to the C7<;'«

MABOH1SFS

twelfth Judicial

SELVIG,
Defendant.

Useful

UTICA. N.Y.,

Publication.

MICHIGAN: The

iu

your chance to obtain

is

Chicago, III.

Complainant,

or too short-sightedto help their only your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case

The

of

us,

F. A. Scratch, druggist, Ruthven, Ont.f
all

111.

Circuit in Chancery.

MARY ANN

Incredible.

and to

Now

DR. J. B. MARCHISI,

hearty thauks to those

friends who have so nobly stood by

w

Gen. Pass.

Oen'l

Chicago.

leaves the cow,

in glass bottles, sealed with

Leave Town.

dls-

'/pyS*. comfort.

delivered within

is

four hours from the time

A„

POTTER,
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
d
Manager,
Agt*

T. J.
8d Flee Prtitt

as the herds of the “gilt-edge” dairy-

men are,— and the milk

luxury,Itutcad

Information
about Rates of
Fare. Sleeping Cars,
etc , ch'-erfti'lygiven by

a chemist. The

veterinary surgeon, and

because we are going to

It,

will

find traveling •

of a

Canada.

commis-

a

ion consisting of three physicians,one

cessor.

We

managed by

and yon

the U. S. and

have not wholly cows are carefully selected and properly
fed and housed— managed, in fact, pretty
our career.

ing away at the

Try

thls^^
conducted by a concern CelebratedLine fo^^yVCS
Bale at all office*InX

wo

News

closed

COST PRICE

made

Ticket* via

culled the anstult, established by the med-

Slreet Improvement, Black River Bridge,

thus we claim that

now be

out below

^

Through

milk, aud that is Frankfort-on-the-Maln.

ical associationand

been

with pure

Fish

etc.,

This entire stock will

In Union

one city provided

the buildingof the new School House, The business is

Macatawa Park, Waterworks,

1

HEROLD.

1880.

1,

Depots.

There

prises which we helped on their feet, were

Holland Manufacturing Company,

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

KANSAS CITY

with
All connect loiw

the general Brown’s Iron

and among the enter-

interest of the city,

travel.

all classes of

dence, exposure, or the use of improper

sides this office.

Assignee Sale

-:o:-

conceded
^^^^sjhrouohCar

-

diseases,brought on by impru-

•It

veston,

Jdils Route 1ms no superior for Albert
Minneapolisand St. Paul.
Unlvcraal-^ws^ggNj.^ Nationallyreputed aa
ly
being the Gr«at
be the best equipped
Railroad In the World for

preparation.

its

The Culverwell Medical Oo.,
New York. N.Y.; PoSt-Offlce box, 450.

CALL AND SEE US.

and skilfullycombining them by chemical

this successful-

formula of

St,

son, Dallas, Gal-

Nebraska,Missouri, Kan><{£/?7>>
aas, New Mexico, Arizona,MolS
tana and Texas.

processes. This all medical men are
long years, whereas the time of aware of, as they are furnished with the

ly for six

Ann

A Complete assortment of Children’* and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’sWear,

materials for the cure of coughs and colds
pride that we say— as our bound

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.

Address

And

newspaper, book and job

|SF" This Lecture should be In the bands of
every youth and every man in the land.

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

the injury, the patient having died from a

>r, solicitor, collector, and travelling

HEROLD,

E.

eight hours, and in the others death result-

in the business^ will readily understand
wtiat it

two were fatal within forty-

injury, only

Restored!

Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, linpnuncy,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
also, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, inducedby

bid our readers, subscribers,and custom- Out of twenty-nine collected cases of heart
ers a kind farewell!

How

Just published, a new edition of Dr. CULVERWELL’S CelebratedEssay on the radical core of

!

wound of the heart,
Owing to the sale of all our right, tiile, in any part, or however extensive.”—
and interest, in all the proi>erty pertaining Wounds in the apex kill in an hour and
upward, and a case is cited in which a
to the Holland City News office, we
man lived twelve hours after the heart had
are happy to step out of the harness, and been severed in twain by a sword cut.

Lost.

51 Wahash Avenue, Chicago.
H. Walsh, Agent, Holland, Mich.
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MONROE

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, i860.

I

_

Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Colors.
Silk & Satins In

nil

desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery. Ger-

mantown Yarn, Canvas, Embroidery8lik and

Hair Goods.

ST.

43-ly

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN TJOX.I.-AKEBERGE,

ETOHTH STREET

K/vTr-x*

T

Mr.

JOTTINGS.

Iowa,

Peter Schaap,

home

is

Tub

City,

February,and

town town

is in

European bear through our

trained

visiting relatives and

Thk

friends.

singularly beautiful for

in fact this

whole winter so

6REIT SALE OF BUNTING

Mayor
arrested

and

Grand Rapids, was
on Saturday last on a charge of
Steketee, of

Putten,

is

now

clerk of

Democrat

gists.—

Sullivan, was

between Ryan

won by the

We

latter iu

The

' cases of the following

new school house for DistrictNo.

4, of the Township of Holland, was

.

BIG BARGAINS

let

Dr. R. A. Schouten.

on Saturday last. The brick work to Mr.
List of lettersremaining in the postP. Costing for $205.50, and the carpenter’s
An imformant says that on Monday and office at Holland, Mich., Febr. 9, 1882:
work to Mr. Dolman for $225.00.
Tuesday last twenty-two cases of scarlet s. P. Furney, Egglirce White, J. G. Benefeverwcre reported to the Board of Health diet, James Lauver.
The laborers living in the small town

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

Grand Haven.

at

open on Saturday Morning, January 28, several

nine rounds.

Albert Hulzenga, formerly clerk violatingthe liquor law relating to drug

I

brutal prize figbt which took place

at Mississippi City, Miss.,

streets on

Thursday.

Wm. Van

is

Rkv. A. A. Pfanstiehl, of Raritan, 111.,

.

Two Russians promenaded a

for Dr.

weather

far has been very nice.

Volumb XI, No. 1.

Mr.

of Orange

on a visit.

In Black and Colored

Bunting. Good

quality, strictly all

Pennomene,near Panama, and work-

of

wool, Black Bunting at the very low price of Igc per yard.
The stone Is being hauled for the basevaccinated. During the past three months
Very fine quality in black and colored at 20c Per y*rd* The
Thursday last by Mr. Timmerman, of ment of a two story and basement buildupward of one thousand deaths have taken
Fillmore station, who weighed altogether ing, veneered with brick, which will
place there from small pox.
celebrated Juillard in black and all the fashionable colors at
be built for Rev. M. Kiekintveld,
2,054 lbs. Who can beat this?
The annual meeting of the Holland
on the lot formerly owned by H.
the extremely low price of 23c.
Mr. ‘’Case” VVi'-rsema,was In town on
Doesburg, Esq., on 8th street. The mason Soldiers’Union, will be held on Monday
Wednesday last, having left his position woik will be done by Mr. P. Gosling.
evening,February 13th, 1882— Lincoln’s
in St. Joe, Mich., to take a better one in
We have secured these goods early at much lower figures than the present market
Birthday, Feb. 12, falling on Sunday.
Four

ing on the De Lesseps canal, refused to be

hogs were brought into town on

The

Cleveland, Ohio, for which city he started

estimated that if

is

a

Bertsch Leather

Com

The place of meeting will be in the Hol- value, and ladles would do well

in a

few weeks.

may

We

are told that the

ful

new

of Dress Goods now,

WURZBURG.

F.W.

and prolonged that it drew out some

COR.

CANAL

Sc

BRONSON

.

STS.

months

in-

^frand Rapids, Mich.

Dutch method of skating. If we

ing the

dicate that agriculture will be very suc-

had as good skating every winter, it would
George cessful this year. The wheat, vine, and
soon be as popular here as in the NetherLelands’s Highland farm, Euclid, 0., orchard ureas are wider than ever before.

old were slaughtered Jan.
S.

3,

at Maj.

lands.

that weighed, when dressed, respectively, Lund can be bought at from $20 to $60

The new

riEKETEES

barge belonging to Moore

310, 280, 284, and 268 pounds; total, 1,448 per acre within ten miles from Santa Anna.
pounds, being an increase of over one On such land milk-producingmaterial can

McVear & Purdy, was launched at

pound per day

be planted and gathered every day iu the

tuck.on Saturday at 4:30

year.

river w as frozeu over, except in the chan

for

each

pig.

Considkrabi.k vaccinationis going on

nel, a canal

city. We would remind pur read-

in this

By looking over the new advertisements

had

p.

m.

Sauga-

As the

to be cut in the ice.

As

Neuralgia Drous,

the vessel struck the water C. W. Moore

our exchanges men- our readers will find one of Mr. R. A. unrolled the historic name of “ Douglas,”
tion several serious re m s from vaccina- Braymun, who has fixed up the store, forwhich the vessel is henceforthto bear
tion by spurious virus, and it behooves merly occupied by L. T. Kanters, very while J. H. Kibby uncorked the bottle of
them all to see that they get the pure ar- nicely. He has stocked up with every- wine. Her dimensions are: Length of
thing in his line, and is awaiting the pleasticle, if they value their limbs and lives.
keel, 120 feet; beam, 20 feet; depth of bold
ure of the public in giving him a trial,
8 feet. She will run between Saugatuck
ers

of the

fact, that

Milwaukke

has placed herself in direct fie

competition with

New

Orleans and

Louis, by announcing that her

first

St.

21st of next

month. The

to take

affair is

place in the Exposition building, and from
the extensive preparations being

would conclude that

it

a fine stock of Valentines.— See ad

lias

The

a grand

scale.

will

owing

a

caution to the lovers of skating,

will

to the

gradual decaying of the

ice

on the Bay, we can mention that Mr. Chris.
Miller,while crossing over from the north

side to the south side
evening

on Wednesday

last, broke through.- and got out

be delivered by Rev. J. W.

orado Springs Gazette, was in town this
week, where be was called to his

father's

ids; and Chas.

Scott,

Prof. Chas. Scott,

Hope

College,

D.

who has

of

Philadelphia.

in

advance

that their report will

Is the only snre care for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and It also takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only 25
cents per bottle. For sale by all Dargglsts.Beware of coautcrfeita.

for

the

official

—N

will

woman who

work

for it,

room, and rooms

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

Sun.

Y.

grain of

it

is

is

that

worth more than a pound of

theorizing.— Ed.]

GRAND HAVEN

it

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman

rPHCEisrix
Planing Mill

89 Monroe

practical work, and

desires

so

-Dealer in

ITEMS.

carried by a large vote of the peothe

Common

Council ask for the

On Tuesday morning, about 2

o’clock,

the chief engineer ot the Prop. “MichiIn

been dangerously

Proprietor.

St.,

[This is the kind of tem

perance|workwe have advocated aud be-

announcement. We hope dry

that every man and
will be

we will leave

billiard

Price 50c per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL X3RTJOGHSTQ.

are free to all well behaved men and boys.

lieved in. This

same.

for the past two weeks, has so far recov-

They

coflee pal-

games considered innocent

for reading and

kegon to investigatetheir water works, in

ple, if

I)., President of

a

ace, and Gov. Long ceremoniously drank

smoking room, a

Our Common Council has been to Mus-

improvements

flick-bed; also Alex. Scott, of Grand Rap-

have opened what they call

well worth hearing. The citizens are cor- of temperance comforts for the stomach
dially invited to attend.
are providedat extremely low prices. A

announce

P. Scott, city editor of the Col-

providing it is used according to direction

eloquenceof the speaker, the pub- the first cup of coffee. As an offset to the
expect an interesting discourse, rumsellers’seductive free lunches, all sorts

be favorable, but the details,

Mr. H.

Boston philanthropists are trying anew
the plan of keeping men out of barrooms

may

with difficulty. The huddling together of order to render a complete and intelligent
large crowds is extremely dangerous. Let report to our citizens. We are happy to
a word to the wise be sufficient.

Democrat.

by enticing them into coffee houses.

Mich. Subject,
“Books and Brains’’. From the known
Beardslee of Constantine,

lic

launching.—

take place on next Tuesday evening

in Hope Church, at 7:30 o’clock. The

ability,

As

NEURALGIA,

finished

About 150 people assembled to witness the

third lecture of the college course

made one lecture

will be on

Douglas aud Chicago as soon

vertisement.

The only medicines used wlthont turningthe
stomach wrong aide out. I warrant the care of

annual

Mardi Gras festival will be held on the

ill

this line

the immense throng of young folks in try-

Reports from all parts of Alabama
pigs one day less than nine

supply their wants In

as we cannot duplicate them at any such figures.

time, bad

Let us be charitable.— TfoafonTranscript.

Four

to

preparations to add a

part will measure somewherenear 30x90 of our elders and deacons, ex-mayors,
be the remaining two-thirds.
aldermen and ex-alderman, who joiuei
feet.

sort of a fellow one third of the

as he

&

land City News Office.
large piece to their present immense dryBy order of the President.
house, the stone for the foundation is beThe skating treason has been so beautiing hauled and work will be commenced

man lives to 72
years old, he passes at least 24 years in
sleep. So, you see, a man is a pretty good
It

Cappon

pauy ore making

on the next day.

rebuildingonr new shop we have purchased

gan” was stabbed in the neck by a drun-

entirely new

Miss Jennie Osborne, teacher of District'1

ken rough, named James Mahoney, who
ered that he is considered out of danger. School No. 1, of the Township of Holland,
Machineryof the most Approved Patterns,
pas been hanging around here for some
reports the following as the roll of honor
And we are confidentwe can satisfy all who
ime. It appears that Mahoney, together
A w’oman, apparentlygray-headed for the month ending February 3d.
want
ivith a couple of drunken pals went on
old lady, went into the watch shop of M.
Henry Van Ark.
Nellie Westerhof.
joard of the “Michigan” making considWendell in Ray City, Tuesday evening,
Addle Johnson.
Maria Marsilje.
Matching,
Table disturbance. Mr. Cowen ordered
and fainted away. She recovered enough
Mary Huntley.
Anna Kampbuis.
OR
hem to leave the boat and followed them
to beg Mr. Wendell to get her a swallow
Percy Osborne.
Gertie Hedding.
>ver
the
gangway
on
the
dock.
When
of wine or whiskey, which he did. While
Re-Sawing Done.
Fred Van Dam.
Anna De Frel.
e turqed logo on board again Mahoney
he was gone she pocketed a lot of watches,
Albert Beekman.
Reka Hedding.
WE HAVE A STEAM
stabbed him in the back of the neck in- Silrsmn, Plitsdiiri, id Fiacj Sods.
and when he returned she tasted the Janie Frins.
Bertie Van Ark.
flicting a serious wound. Dr. McNeU
liquor, thanked him, and left before he
Eva Brynelson.
Harry Huntley.
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
was called and attended to the wounded
discoveredhis loss.
Albert Hedding.
I. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
Fred Van den Belt.
AND
man, who left on the boat for his home, in
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
Reka van den Bosch. Lillie Appeldorn.
The cedars of Lebanon are now inclosed
Milwaukee. Mahoney made good his es- watches, so that our work can be war- DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
Artie Tucker. Lena De Blair.
by a heavy wall, and the picknicking
cape during the darkness, but the officers ranted.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
touristswho have been in the habit o
arc on his track hoping to catch him beOld customs still prevail to a great exDOORS, BASH AND BLINDB,
All the Goods are warranted
building fires out of their twigs and against
fore he can get out of the State. The ciL
tent iu the northern and western portions
Or anythingln oar line manafactnred on short
their trunks, and distributing sardine
to be just as represented.
zens have made up a purse of nearly $2C0.
of England. In the north, especially amid
notice.
boxes and scraps of paper under their
offering a reward for the apprehensionof
Sfl-lv WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
the great Black Country, they are almost
I will also keep on hand a fall line of
shade, will no longer offend travelerswho
Mahoney
who stabbed Engineer Cowan.
universal, while in the Midlands and the
feel a reverence for these relics of antiquity
A person was arrested in Pontiac, but was
south they seem to have disappeared.
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
It is the most enlightened thing the
afterward found to be an innocent party.
TRAOK MARK The Great En-YKADE
Many of these customs come within the
—and a—
Turks have done for some time past.
gileh Remedy,
category of superstitions. In the norlh,
an unfallinscare
Bryce, Bloecker & Co’s foundry burned FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
for seminal weak
A youNo lady of Bay City, who had no child’s nails are ever cut on a Sunday; on Monday night last, at about 9 o'clock.
ness, 8 permaCome and examine our stock. No
torrhea, (mpobeen followed by a loafer, the other eve- no infant’s nails are cut until it has attain- The fire was first discovered near and
trouble to show Goods.
tency, and all
ning, was at last accosted by him with the ed the age of one year, but are bitten ; the around the wood work in the vicinityof
Diseases thatfoiO. BREYMAN.
low
asaseqnence.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1381. 48-ly
question ;“ Are you from Canada ?” No,” inside of a child’s hands are never washed the cupola, and in a few minutes the whole
of Self Abuse;'a»_

Planing,

Jewelry, Watches,

DRY KILN
THI

SPECTACLES

she replied, 'Tin from Ireland,” and with until three weeks aftet birth; infants be- building was enveloped in flames, serioasthis she dealt him a stunningblow in the fore they arq carried down stairs, are ly endangering the machine shop only a
face, fellinghim to the sidewalk. After

always taken up

stairs, in order

to insure few

feet

distant. Our

new pumping

and she then concluded that she left a teething process will be painful; cake is of hose was laid from Franklin street, a
always given to the first person melon the distance of about 1200 feet, and the word
mark on the impudent fellow’sphiz.
road to the christening;marriage should being given, a powerful stream of water

on a Saturday, but was put on the burning mass and soon the
tised funny man, was hereon Monday even- always, if possible, on a Wednesday; the fire was under control, leaving the burned
ing last and lectured on “The Sunny Side person who sleeps first on the wedding and charred walls standing. The loss is
of Life," and although a very fine and night will die first,as will the person who estimated about $1,400, mostly covered by
large audience was assembled, and the kneels first at the marriage ceremony. In insurance. While it will be a bad set
speaker made some very good hits, as a Cornwall no miner whistles underground; back for the firm of Bryce, Bloecker & Co.,
whole it was a miserable failure. The a Corniih child born after midnight will as they are overrun with work, and will
most pliable feature of the whole affair see more of the world than ordinary folk, be obliged to have their casting done
was that our young men who have worked and Sunday is an especially lucky day for somewhere else until they can rebuild,
so bard to make a lecture course possible, birtb.
which will be Immediatelydone. They
and who are not to blame whatever, will
have now in their machine-shops new enFarmers’ and FruitgrowerAssociation.
be discouragedfor the future. Mr. Slaygines in differentstages of completeness.
ton’s Lyceum Bureau must be held reAn adjonrned meeting of the Holland The machine-shop,although sorely smok
sponsible,and if we keep Mr. Slayton to
Colony Farmer'sand Fruitgrowers Associa- ing at times, was saved without any damMs own word, he will now have to “give
age. A great many of the spectator*
up his bureau and go farming.” However,

make good

intentionto

the course by adding one

more

lecture to the list and not count Hedley*!
as one of the course.

GroceryHouse

Saturday |Feb. 18th at 1

were surprisedat the force of the water

o’clock P. M., subject for discussion : “Is

put on the building, as they could no-

scher Esq.

on

Peach culture profitablein

this vicinity."

ISAAC MARSILJE,
Holland, Feb.

10,

1882.

See.

where discover the source from whence
away,

at the foot of Clinton street.

Taking.

n

r
IWMaln
Bofato.
Y.
For Sale in HollandbyHaber Walsh. 52-ly

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

Street,

Cor.

endeavorto keep on hand a complete supand fill all orders protnpUy to the best of my
ability.

THE

JEWELRY STORE

Eighth and Fish St.

I will

N.

GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN

Having purchasedthe Interestformerly owned
by Mr. M. Beery, and having leased my Hotel, I
will devote my entlrsattentionto the Grocery Bnaincss, and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of the citiaens of Holland to my new baHneas.
The store la on the

J.

ply.

8th

ALBERS,
Street, HOLLAND, MICH.

Give us a trial before
Clock* which have been sold

you judge us.
JAB.
Holland,

April 13.

RYDER.

1881.

for $4,

are

now for dale at $8. The entire stock on
hand will be sold at that rule. Plated

it

came, the engine house being about 2,000
feet

IfFHf

tude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premstnre Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity orConanmptlonand a Prematare Grave.
PT"Fall particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all drag, 1st at |1 per
package,or alx packages tor *5, or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of Ihe money, by ad-

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

over-adver- never be performed

tion will be held at the office of A. Vis-

we understandit is the

WARD

ar-

reaching her home she discovered that her their course iu the world upward; no rangements,however, proved itself equal
hand and sleeve were covered with blood, child is shown-itself in the glass, or its to the occasion. In a short while a line

Mr. James Hedley, the

FIRST

10-tf

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.
Oct. 15.

1881.

87* ly

/

THC INNER BROTHER- got

4IGI1.S OF

remedies; in a short time they restoredme to perfect
killed when he’d bin to town
health, and I have remained well to this day. I believe
one awful oold night. He stayed late,
them to hare great curative propertloe.
and I suppose they had got oold standin*
Oh, to b« utterly utter,
Quite toi reAued nnthete,
out, and got sheered and broke loose,
h regard to tfia groat curative propertiesel
Bpe ikmg in worde end i hnuee
Why I have the Utmost Confidence
and
run most home, but run agin the
Webeter decleredotwolete,
fenoe and a stake run into one of ’em,
in Dr. J. H. Schcnck and
Oh, to be robed in a meal neck
and when we found it the next momin’
htru&ht firm my head to uiy feet,
his Medicines.
Hivlngiteelae-tcel ohtllee
it was dead, and the other was standin’
Marred by no ruffle or pleat.
under the shed. An’ so after awhile he
During the peat two years my mother and brother have
died of Consumption. I was myself quite unwell most
Oh. to cat nothltiilint 'ea\-e«,
coaxed me to let him sell the farm and
tluinuinu:birda’ wlmr^ud dew.
of this time, and when, shortly after their death, I waa
buy a house and lot in the village, and
tih t/ip refer n miked chinK
atUoked with cough and severe hemorrbsgee,I naturally
j
he’d work at carpenterwork. And so I
Battered and banged, to n*jf
concluded that I waa destined to go witifthetame dis- Do not produce sicknessat the stomach, nausea or
did, as we conldn’t do nothin’ on the
griping. On the contrary, they are eo mild and agreeease. I immediatelyconsulteda physician who made a
Oh. t 'e-irn h' w In admire V
able In their action that a pereai ufleriugwith a sick
farm. But he grew worse than ever,
JnpancM fana in a row, \
specialty of lung diseases . After examining me, he said
Sunflower* biasing above them, V
headache,sour stomach or pain in the bowels is speedily
that bo thought my lungs were sound and that I would
and after awlile he couldn’t get any
O.d-f-iahloncddlahea below. \
soon recover. In less Hum a week after this I hsd an- relieved of these distressing symptoms. They act directwork, and wouldn’t do anything but
other severe hemorrhage. Thinking thst my physician ly on tho liver, the organ which, when In a healthy conOb,
learn what in a “ dado,"
gamble and drink all the time. I used
had made a mistake hi my case, I consultedanother dition, purifiesthe blood for the whole body.
Wh H
a u |4aot|ii»,"u “ aero 1,"
to
do
everything
I
could
to
get
him
to
They are a perfectpreparetlou of that great and well,
Why is a uo»e wh tea pot
doctor. He tboaght my lung* affected, and prescribed
More than a brand-ne*bowl?
quit and be a good, industriousboy
known remedy, Mandrake or Podophyllln,a remedy
for me for s long time. I got no better under his treatment, but generally worse. My cough wis very bad. my that has displacedthe use of mercury,as well as many
again, but he used to get mad after
I wonder if reaching after
other poisonous drugs, In the practice of every intrlltgent
appetiteentirely gone, I had severe pain In my right
Thu utterly unknown too
awhile, and once he struck me, and then
physician.
la utter, InteuM eompleteneae ?
aide, snd for months I did not sleep more than two or
in the morning I found that he had taI certainlywish I knew.
Prof. John King, of the College of Medicine,of Cintriree hour* In a night. My tyirue was heavily coated,
ken what little money there was left of
It aoU upon the bowi-ls
and I bad a bad taste in my mduth. I had tho headache cinnati, says: u In Constipation
the farm, and had run off. After that I
The Originals of the following Letters almostall the time.
without disposingthem to subsequentcoetivenes*.In
THRILLING INCIDENT.
got along as well as I could, cleanin’ as well as many thousand others, which
Feeling that something muit be done, I at last con- Chronic Liver Complaint there is not Its equal in tho
cluded to consult with Dr. Schenck, the physician who, whole range of medicine*,being vastly more metal than
In the winter of 1870 I had occasion house for folks, and washin’, but I lack of space in this paper prevents our I think, I bsve good reason to believe to be tire best in mercurial agents, arousingthe liver to healthy action,
didn’t hear nothing of him for four or
to go from Green Bay to Chicago on the
publishing can be seen by any one at the treatment of lung disease. I went to his officein increasing the flow of bile, snd keepingup these aotions
N. \V. railway. At Oshkosh we were five years; but when he got arrested and
Boston and wss examined.He found my left lung quite
was took up to Oshkosh for trial, he the Office of Dr. J. H. Schcnck & Son, badly diseasedand my liver seriously affected.He told
joined by a delegation of lawyers on
writ to me. ”
me that I could be cured if I would follow his directions.
In Philadelphia.
their way to Madison, the capital, to atlonger than any other agent with which we are acquaintBy this time there was not a dry eye
Of oeurso I consentedto do se, and I very soon saw that
ed." (See American Dispensatory, page 720.)
tend the Legislature,then in aession.
in the car, and the cards had disapWe ask (he afflicted to go and see my confidencein his abilityvv* **11 placed. I took the In all cases of Liver Complaint or Dyspepsia,when
They wore ul 1 men of more than usual
Mandrake Pills, Seaweed Tinlo and Pulmonic Syrup all
peared. The okl lady herself was weepthere is a great weakness or debility,Dr. Schenck’s
intellect,and of exceptionalcharacter.
ing silently and speaking in snatches.
the people who write these Letters. at one time, as directedby him, and within one month Seaweed Tonic should be used In connectionwith
Two were ex-Judg^s of the Circuit Court,
my worst symptoms were gone. 1 went to see the doctor
thasa Pills.
on hi. next visit to Boston,wnich was oije month afier
and one I had seen Chairman of the Bit, recovering herself, she went on
“But what could I do ? I sold the 11' (his is impossible, write to them, the first tira» 1 s.iw him, and hn said. " Only continue
Young Men’s Christian Association.
the medicineand you will surely get well." I dkl
The party found seats near together, house and lot to get money to hire a inclosing a stamp for return postage. with
DR, SCHENCK’S MEDICINES:
so, and kept on gainingin ever)’way unlil I waa perfectly
lawyer, and I believe he is here some•nd alter the salutations were over and
well and able to work as usnai. Since my recovery I have
where,” looking around. “Oh, yes,
For other Certificates of Cures, send not lost a day's time except when I have made friendly
the news duly discussed they began to
there he is, Mr.
,” pointingto Lawlook about for means to while away the
for Dr. Schcnck’s Book on Consumption, visit* to the doctor at his Boston office. My cough is
yer
, who had not taken part in the
gone, my appetite is good, I have no headache or pain in
PULS,
time. After awhile some one proposed
play. “And this is the man, I am sure, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia. It my sidef I sleep better than I ever did in my life, nnd my
a game of cords. No sooner said than
gives a full description of these diseases kings «re apparentlyhealed, si 1 have no hemorrhages.
done. Two seats were turned apart so who argued agin him,'’ pointingto Mr.
-- , the District Attorney. “And you in their various forms; also, valuable These are the reasons why 1 believe in and recommend
TONIC,
as to face each other, a cushion improvDr. J. H. Schenck and his medicines. He did Just what
Judge
, sent him to prison for ten
information in regard to the diet and he said he would do for me, and 1 believe thst I owe mg
ised for a table, and three of our lawers, including the Chairman of the years ; s’pose it was right, for the poor clothing of the sick; how and when ex- life to his medicine}and care.
1 PULMONIC
FRED F. TRULL.
Young Men’s Christian Association, and bo / told me that he really did rob the
bank, but he must have been drunk, for ercise should he taken, &e. This book
HUDSON, Mass., May 25th, 1881.
at Chicago runner, on good terms with
they had all been playing keards most is the result of many years of experience
AjsmU by all Druggists, and full directions for their
them, were soon deep in the mysteries
Mat* printed on the wrappersof every package.
all nifcht and dnnking. But, oh 1 dear,
in the treatment of Lung Diseases, and
id a game of eucher.
it seems to be kinder as though if he
I was surprised to see Christian genshould he read not only by the afflicted,
hadn’t got to playing keards he mignt
Urowth. of Our Lire Stock and Dairy
tlemen and Judges of law and equity,
a been alive yet. But when I used but by those who, from hereditarytaint Hereditary Consumption Cured,
Interests.
leaders of society, makeis of public sento tell him it was wrong and bad or other cause, suppose themselvesliable
timent, lawgiversfor a great State, diBy tho statisticalreturns of the cento play, he used to say, “Why, to any affection of the throat or lungs. D>. Schenck
rectors of public morals, supposed to be
Dear Sir— In the autumn of 1877 I had n severe cough, flihi of 1880 there are in the United
mother, everybody plays now. I never
public exemplars of all that is good and
•ith terriblepain in my side* snd betw««en my shoulders. States 10,356,996 horse*, 1,814,108
bet only for the candy, or the cigars,
I had very little appetite, and what lltt'e I oould eat only
ides to the young, thus setting pubmules, 999,092 working oxen, 12,442,137
or something like that.’ And when we
Atatressed me. I consultedphysicians, who said my conmilch cows, 22,463,562 other cattle, 51,ly their seal of approval to a most
heard that the young folks played
dition was s very bad one, and gave me five different
and evil practice. To be
183,903 oheep, and 47,688,371 swine.
keards down to Mr. Culver’s donation
coegh Syrups and tonics, from which I receivedno benthey played for stakes no higher
Of these the increase has been in milch
efit,
but
seemed
to
grew
worse,
snd
kept
Issing
flesh
and
party, and Squire Ring was goin’ to get
POSTPAID, TO ALL APPLICANTS.
cows between 1870 and 1880 from 8,
the cigars for the party. But it
strength. I had night sweats, and sweat most of ths
a billiardtable for his voung folks to
to me that, in the eyes of all dis935,332 to 12,412,137 ; of other cattle
tlm* during the day. I coughed and raised blood and a
play on at home, I couldn’t do nothing
A (U mm Dr. J. H. Srhmrk £ Sou, No. 337 salt, foamy phlagm ; my throat was filledwith ulcers, I
3t persons, this does not change the
from 13,566,005 to 22,466,562. Tho agat all with him. We used to think it Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
could hardly swallow ; sometimes I oould not speak a
nor lessen the danger of its example,
gregate of cattle iu 1870 was 23,830,008,
awful to do that way when I was young,
loud word for weeks ; my lungs grew more pain a! every
but rather heightens it ; as from the
and in 1880, 35,877,791 ; on increase of
day with difficultbreathing, while pleurisy pain* would
less to the greater is the invariable but it jist seems to me as if everybody Dr. SoincNnc:
12,057,183.In (he ten Northwestern
almost
stop
my
breath.
I
had
colic
pains,
sour
stomach
Da*r Sir— I have used ynnr Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed
nowadays was goin’ wrong into somecourse of crime. But I did not intend
States the increase has been quite extraand
vomttlag
ip everything I ate. My whole body waa
thing or ether. But maybe it isn’t right Tonic and Mandrake Pilla In my family for year*, and
filledwith pain. I oould not lie down, but had to recline
to moralize on paper, but was about to
ordinaryin the last ten years
have nlwayafound them icrod and reliablemedicine*. I
for me to talk to you, Judge, in this
In a kitting posture to breathe.
say that while I was filled vatu sach
believe that they will do aU that you claim for them.
1870. 1880.
I gave wp and did not think of ever getting up again,
Michigan ......................
250,859 084,573
thoughts as these one of the party grew way, but it jist seemed to me as if the
W. H. BLAKK, Captain,
as it was hard moving myself ; my foet and anklea began
Ohio ..........................
654,890 767,044
Steamer Jojin B. Maude,
tired of the game, and oar remaining very sight of those keards would kill
Indiana .......................
393,736 604.944
to swell badly, and my htpa had given ont lung before.
me,
Judge
; I thought if you only knew
Memphia
and
8t. Lo~ula Packet Line.
Julge was invited to take his place. I
Illinois...................... 04O,:r>l 865,915
In this staking condition I thought I would try your
how I felt, you would not plav on so ;
Wisconsin ....................388,371 478,374
eatr the blood mount in an honest blush
remedy for eowsumptlon ; it might do me some good ; it
Minnesota ....................121,467 275,559
and then to think, right here before all
could do me eo harm, for I was certain I could not live a
of disapprovalto his manly face, and he
8T. I-OUI8, Mo., Dec. 12th, 1879.
Iowa .........................369,811 884,097
these young folks 1 Maybe, Judge, you
month longer the way I was.
Missouri ......................
393,515 681,405
Dr. J. H. ScBKSci
hesitated and drew back. But the game
don’t Know how younger folks, especially
Kansas ........................
113,440 418,333
At
that
time—
May,
1878—1
procured
your
Pulmonic
Dear Sir— In the fall of 1871 my *on wa* taken sick,and
had become interesting and his excited
28,940 161,009
boys,
look up to such as you ; and then everal of the prominent doctor* of thii city pronounced Syrup, Seaweed Tonic and Pills, and took them as direct- Nebraska ....................
conipAuionsurged him. “ Come, J udge,
ed.
In a week I waa better, and began to throw oil from
hi*
diaeato
Consumption.
By
their
advice
I
took
him
Total .................... .3,289,856 5,371,831
takp a hand,” they cried, “ wo can’t go I can't help thinking that, maybe that if South, but tho change of climate did him no good. Soon the lung* a greonlih-yeilow matter streakedwith blood.
them that ought to know better than to
Or au increase of 63.3 per cent. Teu
•on without yon.” So the Judge slowly
I could eat a little without throwing it up, the pains
after this Captain Blake, an intimate friend, told me
do so, and them as are higher larnt, and
years ago there were no more than 3,how good your medicine*were in such diaeaaes, and ad- in ray tide* were not so severe, I could sleep an hour
robe from his scat, inwardly condemning
all that wouldn’t set sich examples, my viaed me to give them a trial I did ao, and he soon bevery soundly, snd that waa what 1 had nut done for three
000,000 milch cows iu tbo ten States of
the act as I evidently saw, and stepping
poor Tom would be alive and caring for gan to gain flesh nnd strength, and Anally wa* entirely months.
the Ohio valley aud the trans-Mississippi.
forward took a seat among the players
I took your medicinessteadily six months, my cough
his poor old mother; but now there cured. I cheerfully recommend your medicine* to all
There has been in ten years in this ter.and the game went on.
got
better,
I
did
not
sweat
so
had
at
nlghta
Jrept
gaining
ain’t any of my family left but me and who are similarly afflicted.Your* truly,
ritory an increase of more than 2,000,I had noticed an old lady in a seat to
alowly, and in a year alter I began your medicinesI could
PORTKR LEONARD.
poor little gran’chile. my dead
000. The enlargementof dairy interests
say t felt well.
iho rear of the players, who had got on
Comer Ninth and Pine Street*.
darter’slittle girl, and we are going to
I began to gain flesh,and last September weighed one
in the West has Ceen double that of the
board at Menasha, I believe. Gray and
stop with my brother in Illinoy. ”
hundred and thirty-five pounds, fifteen pouads more East. In 1870 the aggregate amount
bent with age, she had sat abashed, and,
than I ever weighed before In mr life.
xongneofmanor angel never preached
with eyes closed, seemed asleep most of
a prominent Dry-Goods Your medicines,I know, saved Hijllfe;and I would produced annually was: Of butter, 514,a more eloquent sermon than that
ssy, from my own experience,
to all consumptives,taka 092,983 pounds; of cheese, 53,492,153
the time, until the train, stopping at
gray, withered old lady, trembling with
Merchant of Grass Lake,
Dr. Schenck'* medicines,for they will certainly our*
pounds ; milk, 253,500,599gallons sold
Oshkosh, took on board the company
old age, excitement and fear that she
you.
in the market aud to factories.In 1880
Michigan.
of lawyers. She then underwent a
was doing wrong. I can’t recall half
I hsd Consumption; It is hereditary In our family, my
the product of the dairy had increased
change, and became greatly interested
Pa.:
father and two brothers having died of It.
she said, as she, poor, lone, beggared Db. J. H. ScHRSCB,Philadelphia,
nearly threefold, and milk had icfcreased
in the company, looking from one to the
1 have had better health tho part winter than for ten
widow, stood before those noble-looking Dear mr— Some year* ago I wn* told by several of the
more than twofold,
other, ns if she recognized them all, or
beat physicians of this county that I had Consumption,
year* previous.Yours respectfully,
men, and pleaded the cause of the rising
In Micbigap the yield in 1870 was:
MRS. SARAH A. CARTER.
and that 1 could lire but a -hort time. 1 had .11 the
was trying to recall their faces. When
generation.
symptom*— night sweats, a dry cough, with severe pain
GtiBUBLE, Maes., April f>th, 1880.
Butter, 24,400,185 pounds ; in 1880,
the game of cards was started she beabout 73,200,355 ; cheese, 670,804
The look they bore as she penred in my lung* at time*, nd I wa* very short of breath with
•eame very restless, would hitch uneasthe least eiertion.My appetite waa very poor, and I bepounds; iu 1880, 2,012,412; milk, 2,277,ily about in her seat, take up the hem of forth her sorrowful tale was indescriba- came so weak that 1 wa* unable to attend to any busilirom Mr. Peter Christopher, of 822 gallons; in 1880, 4,355,644.
her faded apron and nervously bite the ble. To say that they looked like crimi- ness. I received no benefitfrom the remedies given me
In Ohio in 1870; Butter, 50,266,372
Pawnee, 111.
threads. Once or twice I thought she nals at the bar, would be a faint descrip- by physicians, and 1 was at last induced to try your medpounds; in 1880,100,533,754; cheese,
wiped her eyes under her “Shaker bon- tion. I can imagine how they felt lotnes by reading the certificatesof case* publishedby Dn. J. H. SCHKXCK A Son, Philadelphia:
in 1870, 8,169,048 pounds ; iu 1880, 24,net,” but could not tell. She acted so The old lady tottered to her seat, and, you. I at once began to improve,and they finally made
Gentlemen— If you will excuse tho liberty,I would like
cure.
507,144; milk, in 1870, 22,275,304 galstrangely,
became more inter- taking her little grand child in her lap, 1a perfect
to state to you how your medicines have cured me of
I am now In perfecthealth, and in active busineiCIn
lons; in 1880, 44,550,008.
ested in' her than in the players, and hid her face on her neck. The little one this place, where I am well known by ail. I have advised wbut seemed a fatal case of Consumption.
Three years sgo I was taken sick, and waa told by my
in Illinois, in 1870, butter, 36,083,405
watched her closely. She got up after stroked her gray hair with one hand and many others to use your medicine*,and can tell of some
physicians— who were many and ftom all parts— that I
pounds; in 1880, 108,250,215; cheese, in
a time and tottered forward, holding on said : “ Don’t cry, ganma, don’t cry, wonderful cure* made by them, to those who may be incould n-t live three months. 1 took, besides a'l their
1870, 1,664,703 pounds ; in 1880, 4,984,to the seats as she passed. She brushed granma.” Eyes unused to weeping terested.I believethat your remedies will cure Conprescriptions,at least seventy-five bottles of Cod-Liver
sumption,even in tts advanced stage*, as you claim.
109; milk, in 1870, 9,258,545 gallons; in
against Judge
in passing, but he were red for many a mile on that jourOil. At last, after everythingelse had proven fruitless,
Your* truly,
1880, 18,517,090.
bid become interestedin the game and ney. And I can hardly believe that one
I wrote to you to send me ten bottles of your medicine;
A. SHELLY.
'did not notice her. Reaching the water 1 who witnessedthat scene ever touched
In Indiana, in 1870, butter, 22,905,385
Of the firm of Smith A Shelly, Dry-Goods Merchants, to which you replied, advisingme, for the sake of economy, to get it of the nearest druggist, which I did ; and, pounds; in 1830, 68,846,155 ; cheese, in
tank at last, she drank a cup of water, a card again. It is but just to say that
OCT. 27th,
Gross jko. Mich.
aft»r having taken two bottles,my oough, which had 1870, 283,807 pounds; in 1880, 851,421;
and took a seat near the door, with her when the passengers came to themselves
been very violent,>>ecame easier ; my friend*, who had
•back to the players. But she did not they generously responded to the Judge,
milk, in 1870, 936,983 gillons; in 1880,
been despondent,became encouraged,as I'^va*.and I
long remain there; rising again with who, hat in hand, silently passed
1,873,966.
continued
taking the medicine.
From E. Narmandin, Jr., Esq., of
difficulty, she tottered back toward her through her little audience. — PresbyIn Iowa, in 1870, butter, 25,519,179
I had coughed up immense quantities of blood and
former seat, but reaching the players terian Banner.
Woonsocket,It, I.
was very much reduced,weighing less thin one hundred
pounds ; iu 1880, about 76,536,537 ;
pound*. To-day 1 am well and hearty; my weight has cheese, in 1879, 1,087,741 pounds ; in
ahe paused directly in front of them,
Dm. ScintjtcBA Son, Philadelphia:
increased to one hundred and eighty pound*. It
withand, now greatly excited, threw back her
1880, 3,251,523 ; milk, in 1870, 588,800
Dear Bln— I have been cured of what I believe to have
In the reports on American and foreign
out doubt, to your medicines that I owe my life. I have
•bonnet from her face and looked around
gallons;
in 1880, 1,377,600.
been
Liver
Complaint
in
ita wont form, which, before I
patents relating to chemistry,published
no hesitation in declaringthat they possets nil the qualthe company. Her action at once arin the Proceedings of the American got relief,affected my lungs quite seriously.I had used itiesyou claim for them, and more too. I am still using
the medicinesprescribed
by a physician of this place for
irested their attention, and pansing in
A Queer Invention.
them in my family aa a preventive, for I have had no
Chemical Society, we find the following
iheir play they all looked up inquira long time without benefitbefore I began to take y.rar
A detective machine has been invented
inventions mentioned: A method of remedies. I flret heard of them by your advertisement sickness for a long time. Yours re*i>ectfu!ly,
PKTKR CHRISTOPHER.
in France, but it is hardly likely to take
making articles from waste amber by } the Patriot of this place, and, concludingto use them,
Pawnee, III, June
1875.
Gazing directly in the face of Judge
the place of tho human kind in general
treating the pieces with solvents and sub- 1 purchased a bottle of PulmonicSyrup and Seaweed
, she said in a tremulous voice, “Do
use. It is simply a camera, so arranged
jecting them to pressure; a process of Tonic. They gave me great relief, and by the time I had
you know me, Judge
?”
that whon a suspicious person enters a
obtaining the perfumes of natural flow- nsed them up I felt almost well. So I stopped using
“ No, mother, I don’t remember you/’
for some time, but I soon found that tho disease
bank or other room, a clerk touches a
ers by absorption, the flowers being them
Dn. J. H. Rchenuk, Philadelphia, Pa.:
waa not broken up. I then got more medicine,and consaid the Judge, pleasantly. “Where
Dear Sir— Seeing one of your agents distributing your little button. Presently, a concealed
steeped in vaseline which takes up the tinuedusing it until was well
.have we met ?”
books in tills village a few day* ago, has reminded me camera is brought into play, the sensiessential oils, and is thus transformed
My symptomswere continuous cough, night sweats,
4t My name is Smith,” said she ; “ I
of the past, and has made me feel that I ought to sc- tive plate is exposed, and in an instant
into a perfume; a new fuel consistingof raising of matter streaked with blood, sorenessin my
was with my poor boy three days, off
knowledge with gratitudethe benefitI once received
the man’s photograph is taken. Or,
coal-dust ground with lime and formed lungs and at the pit of my stomach,which waa also very from your medicine*.
and on, in the court-room in Oshkosh,
much swollenat times. I was so weak that I could not
again, the head of the house leaves* his
while moist into masses of convenient
J was a soldier in tho army from 18® to 1865, and when
when he was tried for— for— for robbing
go up-sta rs withouthelp, and waa confinedto the house
size and shape; an illuminating oil made
mustered ont wa* In a crippled state,having had, during business and confides it to his clerk.
for many weeks. I was very much reduced in ibis i and
eomebody, and you are the same man
my servico,scurvy and camp fever, which, with the ma- Some of the clerks go to sleep, or smoke
np of petroleum and a small portion of had no appetite, and nothing I ate seemed to digest.
that sent him to prison for ten years,
laria of the swamps in which much of our operations cigars, or skylark, or do other things not
chloroform; and a plastic mass calle’d
Since my recovery I have recommendedyour mediclnee
and he died there last June.”
were carried on, left me diseased «U over. I was eoon
exactly in keeping with their calling,
tripolith,which isa substitute for plaster to * great many; among others, a lady who had what
All faces were now sobered, and the
attackedwith chronicdiarrhea and a constant, backing
every one supposed to be Consumption of tbs lungs for
when there comes in a series of plates,
6f Paris and is said to have advantages
cough. My whole nerve us system was completelyprospassengers began to gather around and
four years. She has entirely recovered by the use of
over that substance, presumably for the
trated. 1 was apparentlyfast approaching the grave. worked by clock-work,and every action
stand up. all over the car, to listen and
them, and Is now a strong, healthy w •ra*n. I can also
In looking over the newspapers to find something adver- of the clerks during a series of hours is
use
of
sculptors.
refer to 6thers In this place who have been greatly benefee what was going on. She did not
tised that would dn me good, I found the advertisement recorded. There might be even a pleasfited by their use. Yours truly,
give the Judge time to answer her, but,
of your medicines. Though I had but little faith, I ing, though compromisinguse of this
K. NARMANDIN, JR.
becoming more and more excited, she
Horses 400 Years Ago.
bought the Syrup and Tonic, and commenced their use.
Woo H SOCKET, R. I.. June 1st, 1881.
mechanical camera. With such an inwent on : “ He was a good boy. if you
I eoon found that what you said of your medicineswas
It is curious to And that in 1435 the
strument all the handsomest women at
did send him to jail He helped us
true, for they worked an entire revolution in my system
Queen of Nuvarre gave carrots to her
&' soiree might be photograped without
—my
cough
gradually
grew
lees,
until
it
disappeared
alotear the farm, and when father was
horses. The ordinary price of horses The Rev. Joseph 8. Lame, Pastor together, aa did rise my diarrhea snd other alarming their knowledge, and galleriesof beautook sick and died he done all the work,
symptoms, snd I was entirely cured.
ties be put up at any one’s command.
of 18th Street Methodist Epis«nd we was getting along right smart, in England, in the reign of Edward L,
I shall always hold in grateful remembrancetwo
was from £1 to £10. When 81 Louis
till he took to going to town and got to
copal Church of Philadeltilings— the "Cooper-Shop"
Fiee-Rofreshment Saloon
returned from his captivity,the Abbot
How It Works.
playing k cards and drinking, and then,
for Soldiers, of Philadelphia,
and Dr. Shenok's Mediof Cluny presented to the King and
phia,
writes
under
date
Everything bears hard upon the poor.
•omebow, he didn’t like to work after
cines, of Phllndelphia.I believethe medicinessaved
Queen each a horse, the value of which
my life, ns I have stated. Pardon the late acknowledg- The rich man who puts notning into fhe
that, but used to stay out often till
of Sept. 1st, 1881:
JomvfLle estimated at 500 livres, about
ment of the great benefit I have received from you.
contribution box, Sunday morning, is at
snornin’, and he’d sleep so late, and I
Five years ago I waa a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
Your obedientservant,
£400
of
English
money.
In
Henry
once supposed to have left his pocketoouldn’t wake him when I knowed he’d
Bronchial Affectionand Pulmonarytrouble. I tried
, , JOEL 8. STF.VKN8,
been ont so late the night afore. And VIIL’s time horses were shoed with many remedieswithoutreceivingany benefit I waa so 16th Regiment Maine Volunteer*.Army of the Potomac. book in his other trousers ; but the poor
then the farm kinder run down, and felt; Shakspeare mentioned this in lick that thought many times that I should be compelled
PresentResidence— Orange, FranklinCon Mas*. man who has but one suit of clothes
Max 28th, 1631.
can’t get off so easily.
to give op preaching. I at last procured Dr. Schenck's
then we lost the team ; one of them “Lear.”
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HISTORICAL.

system of general education and other
modernizing modifications have been
successfully introduced.• As regards its
mineral wealth Newfoundlandnow occupies the sixth place in the list of eopperproducing regions, and other minerals,
such as gold, silver, nickel, lead aud
iron ore, are found in moderate quantities. The fisheries are, however, the
important object

The Spanish Celts raised temples and
sang hymns of praise to death.
In a single day, at the dedication of
the Colosseum by Titus, 5,000 animals
perished.

Augustus solemnly degraded an overthrew the statue of Neptune because his
fleet had been wrecked.

Tub

maxim of Philip IL of
“It is better not to reign

favorite

Spain was

:

“

not feel Hko blaming Macbeth for this
expression of diBgaat. Even nowad&vg moat of
the cathartic* are groat repulsive pill*, enough
to “turn one's utomacli."' Had Macbeth ever
taken Dr. Pierce'*“Purgative Pellets," he
would not have uttered those words of contempt. By druggist*.

the end of the eighth century
of slaves beyond their native
provinces was in most countriesforbidsale

aen.

At the

beginning of the fourteenth
ncntuty the church for the first time
crave permissionfor the dissection of hubodies.

h
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Megket, the friend of Charles
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There was in old England a weather dred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial
which formerly surYou will surely be pleased with the charming
rounded
Constantinople,
—
woaouuiuuopie,and which
which : P^Ophet, B0If 6
pr08no8ticatious effect Be sure to buy Dr. Winchell’s Teetliing
Syrup. Sold by all druggists. Only 25 cents
finally fell before Mahomet II. formed 1 “f0 am?1^ Harleiaii manuscripts in
an almost
almost impregnable
imoregnablodefence. The
British Museum. His prophecies
pronhecies per bottle.
an
present Sultan must have its value in were of greater scope than those of
Mensman's Peptonized Beef Tonic, the only
mind, as he is having his own palace and Vennor and Devoe, both in the periods preparationof beef containingits entire nutrithey
covered
and
the
subjects
they
treatgarden surrounded by three similar
tious properties. It contains blood-making,
ed; but it may be a source of pain to our force-generatingand life- sustainingproperwalls.
prophets to learn that his name has not ties ; invaluable tor indigestion,dyspepsia,
When Pope Pius IX. died in 1878, ho
endured with his works. Here is his nervous nroetration, and all forms of general
bequeathed to his aiccossor the conflict
debility ; also, in all enfeebled conditions,
with Russia defeat of the French conjeoture about a year, in the be- whether result of exhaustion,nervous prostra-

The

1

the —

He aaya others knowing her oaae hare taken
thlnlu SicUd should gtvnll

a'triai**" oar*<1’ h*
.

Da MrRgnn*.

Dentist, of Cincinnati, wu

thought

SSSS-Ss-iil
wu

cured hi* cough,and that bs
pr»cMo*.

W*.A, Graham *

able to rosom* til

Wholeul.Drugglita. Zana*.
rills, Ohio, wnta* u* of the cute of Mathiu Kre«a»a.n
well-knowncit wn, who hai been afflictedwith Bros,
chitu in ita worst W.m for twelve yean. The Lwu
BAlaam cured him,

as

Co.,

-

hu many othera|of
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AS ALSO

BRoNcatrm

Consumption, Coughs, Colds,

Asthma, Croup,

All Dtneaace ol (he Throat, Lutim a»4
Pulmonary Organ*.1
mustache, having seated himself by your
side, should tenderly take your hand in
his. and then assure in fervent tones that
he is conscionsoi a molecular change in
the vesicular nerve matter of his system,
whose concomitant is love, aud tlvat you It Is hsmtlets to th* most delicti* 'child!
It contilnsno Opium in sny lorat
are the external object which has caused
IF” Recommendedby Physicians,MlaZatcr* and
the change. Would an ice bath be more
chilling? An hystericalwoman would
certainly lift up her voice and shriek
aloud. No wonder that Herbert Spencer As an EIPECTORANT it las No Epal
kas lived to the age of sixty without
SOLO BY ALL MEDICINE DEALER?.
marrying.

NO

The
root*.

cplm, DR.
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OHARCOB
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Shuttle Sewing Machine

Free^WSfix:
TddJST

recelptoftwo Th~e.C*n%tX»?.
CHARLES K. 111RK8, 48 N. Delaware Av#.. Phil*.

on

IN

Dellveradon Trial, FREE OF

Knitting to., I*! Eoutii »(., Hoaton, Maa*.

Diary

WM^aANtog, dkntr^Vui*,totC

BEST

Hint* and Raoipaa,"Mai />##.

. lino, until Si ___
adora**
Ml at one* for Cti-

I

BUY NO OTHER!
LASTS A LIFE TIME Warranted iMWffl
5

SEND FOR CIRCULAR “B."
AQENT8 WANTED In UnoccupiedTenttorw
Address WILSON SEWING MACHINE OCX
.

Wabash Aw*., Chicago,

305 * 357
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triple wall
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*

dofpnnn

tramontanes, opposition against Italy

and Germany. The situation has now
changed. Russia and Germany desire

ginning of which Christmas folia upon a
Sunday
:

Lordlngfn, 1 wxroe yon &1 teforne,
Ylf that day that Crj ate waa borne
FaJle uppoji a Sunday
That whiter shall be good pat-lav;
Du: greto winde* aloft shulbe,
The somer aha! be fayro and drye.
By kyude kylle, wythouten le.ite,
Throw all londe* rhalbct
And good tyme all thyng* to don,
But be that etealeth ho hballhefownde eone.
What chylde that day born* be
A great lord he ahaJ be.

penoe with the Vatican. The relations
of the Pope to Italy and France are not
peatly changed, although the former
treats the Vatican as a municipal affair
and the French government has drifted
into almost open hostilitywith it.
Reminiscences.

There

is an old chest of drawers— an
heir-loom. It ia full of the dead years,
laid away with witheredrose-leaves and
lavender. A grandmother’scap, a
mother's wedding-comb,my own wedding-dress,a deep crape veil, worn for
father and mother ; baby frocks, shoes,
and little pouts, barlow knives, a schoolgirl album, fall of forgotten names

—

pea*,

tion, overwork or acute disease, partiuularly if

resultingfrom pulmonarycomplaints. Caswell, Hazard A Co., proprietors, New York.
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CUITEAU TRIAL

healthy action to the liver. Bold by all druggists.

One Remedy for One

1

.''BULL’S

The Best Field

EMIGRANTS.
AN IMMENSE AREA OF RAILBOAE
AND GOVERNMENT LANDS, OF GREAV
FERTILITY. WITHIN RASY REACH OF
FBHMANENT MARKET. AT EXTREME.
LY LOW PRICES, la bow •Fared for aala la
EASTERN OREGON wad EASTERN WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

GRAIN AT PORTLAND, OREGON, COBS*
A PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OB.
TAINED IN CHICAGO.

HANDS

The tmrty eompleiisn of (A« Northom Jhboi/le It. it is notv assured, and yuarmnlom
to settlers cheap and quick transportation
and flood markets both East and West The
opening of this note overland line to ike
Paeiflv, together triih the constructionof Ute
network of 100 miles of railroad bulks (KM.
d AT. Co. in the valleys of the groat Columbia
and its prineifietltributaries, renders certain
a rapid increase in the value of the land*

now open to purchase and pre-emption.
Thors is every indication of an enormom
movement of populationto tho Columbia
Mvor

region in the immediate future.

LANDS SHOW a* AVERAGE YIELD o4
40 BUSHELS OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
N* Failure of Craps ever known.

CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
F*r pamphlet mad

tion has the
Christmas and New Year’s, when not
only the best cheer of winter, but love
gifts, from and to, each and aH, piled up
the tables, and chairs. As I talk of it
in its near recurrence, the old feeling
comes back, and I feel as if all the dear
little people were only out, at school
perhaps, and would burst in presently!
so question and talk eagerly of the good
things coming.
Oh yes, a woman’s life is often a
poem, and her home its binding, bright
and gilded in youth, dark and worn with
use mage!— J/. E. Bant* in Indianap-

Herald.

.

aud wearisome step

be so fearful over disorderedkidneys?
Kidney-Wort will cure you.

These Strange Peculiarities.
There are several marked peculiarities $5
and coincidencesin the year. If you
add th’e first two figures together the W
sum is 9. and if you add the last two the
sums will be 10. Then if you add the
two sums together the result will be 19.
Now, if you divide the third figure by
the fourth you will have 4. The fourth

W

8. See?

Then

you add together the
have 3 ; and
is 6. ' Now, then : six

illustrate the difficulties which yon can’t, and twice 1 ia 2, and once 2 is
2, too. These interesting and instructive
are to be contended against in the colocombinations of figures of this year may
nization of a new district. According to
the accounts left by those who were be carried out by ap ingeniousperson to
among the first to visit the new acquisi- an almost iidefimte extent— Rur/in^ton Haxvheve.
tion, the land was fruitful,the fishing

wonderfully fine, and the presence •3
People who cannot spend the season or
mineral ores which were discovered in wind* and cold rains to sonny Florida should
the soil promised
for the subse- keep Dr. Ball’s Cough Syrup In thy house. It
. - much
—
qaent prosperity and wealth of the oonu- is the best remedy for Colds and Coughs, and
try island. A railway in the interior,a ' ^ relieve sufferers at once.
j
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NO OLD STOCK IN STORE.

WRITIN<J TO ADVERTIMERM,

Inthl^SXrr

y°U

^tkeudyertlutJa

A combination of

Pro-

Peruvian
Bark dndPhosphorusin
a palatable farm. The
toxide of Iron,

,

'PPTTT?^
WAAJJkJ

AcartM,auaeara
Am-l.-anWat.hCa.Plm8«„h.P..

AA

riTf

A. L. STOKES,
Gea’I Beat era Pa**’r Aaeat,
St Clark St.. Ckleaga. 1IL

fan's:

to

teeth, so ctiareterivtie

at

~At‘~-ironpreparaHono~
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AS

Brae* Wart,

CwaUgee hee. AAinn
flu Warka. ntuWrrt. Pa,

if

first and lost figures you

which

—

SYRUP
$20

Win

figure in the year is 2, and two times 4 is

FRESH, PURE A R...
tested.

between admirationand imitation.

three times 2
Newfoundland.
As England's oldest colony Newfound- timfes 8 is 48, anil five times 6 is 30. So
land is worthy of notice. Discoveredii if you subtractthe first figure of the
the reign of Henry VIL and incorporat- vear from the second you will have 7 ;
ed with the realm during the time of but if you subtract the third figure from
Elizabeth, its history is replete with the fourth you will have a lonely time
explaining* how you do it. But 7 in 11
curious f'lots ami abounds in instances

.

COUGH

aud Liver Guru the best medicine we ever lined.
S. W. Whkklock.

taapa. deacrlptlv* ad

Muutry. Ita roMiirrea. efimate. renta *9
wavtffl, rataa aad full laformattea, addr*aa

8

is a long

SUMPTION.

C-ON

For Rheumatism, Sprains and Bruises, use
Uncle Sara’s Nerve and Bone liniment,sold bv

I

There

OR
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CMA.1£flS1S' PUBLIMHIlfD CO.,
1>A Wtninw wt.. Itew T*rk Cltr.

1

---what exultaroom resounded with on
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each week. It
8«ad 6 cent* for
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SPEB WATCHES FREE

Dollar—there is but
one way to cure baldness, and that is by using
Tite “Favorite Preacription " of Dr. Pierce
m*d* by the conninguaualn in hi* great *9011* t^aaaape
cnroH female wc&lmea* and kindred affection*. Oarboune. a deodorizedextract of petroleum,
Mt'in7 fel*?lnf ,n?“hy. Beware of catchpenny
the natural petroleum hair ronower. It will hooka. Million* of people are waiting for thla work
By druggist*.
positivelydo the work, and it is the only article Aaenu Wan ltd. Clrcolaratree.Kxtre term, to Agent*Addree* National Pubuhhino Co„ Chicago 111A Rochester street car horse shot out that will
with his heels the other day, and hit the
Crapped rands, face, pimples aud rough
driver with one and the cash-box with skin cured by using Juniper Tar.Soap, made by
the other, aud an investigation showed Caswell, Hazard k Co., New York.

that he bad kicked six dollars into the
driver’s overcoat pocket. Such wonder-

Cl;

ma. should u*« Plso'i Cur* fbr
Consumption. It has cared
thou***it*.It ha* not Injured one. It I* not bad to Uk*.
It Is the beet cough evrup.
Bold *v*ry where, 'iDc.dctl.

f imp'ele blatory of bis ahameful Ufa; lull roeord o' the
muM iHilor.oua trial In the annalsof crinw. PnifuvdlUi-lrtied.Low priced. 0»i/4t
Korclrcniin
ar..! b«tn» NKtr-M HUHRAlfi) BROS.. Oaiiv~»Ul

Bold by druggists.

For Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint
and ail biliousderangements of the blood, there
is no remedr as sure and safe as EUert’s Daylight Liver Pills. They stand unrivalled in removing bile, toning the stomach and to giving

30'S

f •nnuraptlvc*and peopla
who have weak lungs or asth-

WANTEDt°.,iith.

names covered with lichens, in the only ful sagacityon the part of the horse all dnifcbiaU.
UYely cure nine case* out of ten. Infonnatlon that
other place where they still remain, and caused the discharge of the driver
will **Te many Uvea, sent free by mall, Don’t delay •
RESCUED FROM DEATH.
Detroit Free Press.
moment. Prevention U betterthan cure. L 8. Johnold letters — great bundles of them. How
WUliaaj J.Ooo*hIin,ofSomerrlll*, Miu **71; In th* son A Co., Boston, Mass., formerly Bangor, Matpy
these old letters comfort me oftentimes
fall of 1876 I waa taken with Neadln* of tb* lunfa, folAlinont Dihoouraged!
The HriUIX) aaya : “Mr. loikrop', amMHon to do pood
lowad by a terer* oou*b. I loet my appetiU and flaah,
No matter how the writers have changed,
Such cxpre*nionaaro very common among
trough Uteraturt inereoM tcilhhit opportunity, and tht
and
waa
confined
to
my
bad.
In 187" 1 waa admit tad to
these words live. Mother, father, tho*e afflicted with a Gough or Cold. They
Opportunityyort to the eaten! of putting1,000,000
brothers, friends and lover, remain un- have called on the doctor, and he has pre- thehoapiUlThedocton**Jd I had a hot* In my luntu *00*. into circulation every year” Meaare. D. LOTHBOP
bl* aa a half doUar. At one Urn* a report went around
scribed.
They
have
us*d
nearly
everything
changed in the drawer among tile withA Co , Boston, al»o publiih Wide Aware, Babyland
which has been recommended, but are no bet- that I wu dead. I far* up hop*, but a friend told me of
Little Folks’ Reader, and The Panst. To
ered roses of long ago. I will not weary
ter. Hope abandon* them, and they look with Dr. William Hall’s Balsam fob the Lcnos. got
you with the tale of the sorrows borne, distruat upon all medicine*. But there is an a bottle, when, to my aurpriaa, I commencedto feel bah Bey and Gfrf aendlngAcrSc. atamyuforamplMofthee*
four pic b rial magaalne*.prnmlaln*to try to leoure .ub
the joys shared, in my own south room, old family remedy advertised in this paper ter, and to-day I faal better than for three year* peat, I
•criptlona for them, the pnbllabcn wUl aend their new
overlooking the garden, so fair with which DOMestjestrue merit. Allen'* Lung Bal- writ* thla hoping erary on* afllcted with diaeaaedlutifS QluttraUd Qua OF Authob* free. Book^atalogne
will taka Dr. Wxm.um Hall’s Bal«am, and be 00 nflowers or of the guest room, sacred to sam will cure your Cough or Cold. Try it, and
for Home and Tewn Libraries,Am.
you will receive new hope and a perfect cure. rinced that CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I can poalfriendship. But there are tears and It i* pleasant to take and perfectly harmless. livelyany It tua dona more good than all tn« other medlsmiles for both, with all of the rest. The city druggists all sell it.
aiaaa I bar# taken ainc* my aJoknea*.
Before I tell you good-bye at the door',
She wont into a store to buy some
let us go down, and sit for a moment in
the dining-room.Ah! the good cheer toilet soap, and when the clerk was exBlooVud will completely change the
1# blood ia"
that has smoked on that long table. The patiating on its merits about made up
many times I have stood with tired body ner mind to purchase;but, when ho said
but swelling heart over its tempting “it would keep off chaps,” she remarked
Bold «v*n when; orrery maU for
iSttar^SJa
array. Each birthday, through all the that she didn’t want that kind.
vears, from the first one when the baby
A Matcincni from (l!i< tlayor.
began to talk, to the last one who left a
Moline. 111., July 14, 1881.
bearded man, has been rememtx'red iQ
H. H. Warner k to. : Mrs— My wiieand uelf
this room. How the brown turkeys bom unite m luoaouujlng your Safe Kidney

olis

1881.

».

truly, of Spencer I never tire. His ideas
of the higher life arc so consoling—the

#

je

ui

ask why this is so.
We can only observe the working of the
phenomena, but not its cause. But

:

-uncommon use as

w.

tions, it is useless to

perticklei

oondiment
in small quanumn.; »
P aj 18 °Ver; let U8 g0 t0 i tltea that their dangerous nature, when
| taken in large quantity, is apt to be overAlARcuH Adreleus, by compelling looked and forgotten, even by those
jjlftdiatorsto fight with blunted swords, aware of their tendency,
rendered the combats for a time comA physician reports,in one of oui
paratively harmless.
medical
medical exohant
exchanges,a case where a Jody
Some troubles seem to be brewing in patient during his absence was induced Siftings.
cashmere, the Maharajah of which lias by Iver old woman nurse to take nutmeg
In t^e latitude 40° heavy snows are
oeen suspected of intriguingwith the tea. One aud a Inflf nutmegs were used
more likely to occur in the last half of
ifghans and Russians.
iHAiy
in making the tea, aud the
Ulic patieift
pctWiUU L Vil
drank
lllilk
January and first of February than
In the year 630 A. U. C., Cains Gracwll?!e of tbe. decoction during the
earlier.
dins caused a law to l>e made supplying dft}’- About 10 o'clock at night she beOn Thirty Day*’ Trial.
-he poor with corn at a price that' was : gan. 40 £et. dcowsy, and 4 o'clock the
next morning she was in a profound
ittle more than nominal
The Yoltsio fielt Co., ManhaU. Mich., will
Dvujsv/., x\j \j uiuim mo
their Electro-\ olhuo Belt* unci other ElleoSir Francis Drake called his own stupor. At 10 o’clock the next morning
the
narcotic
effects
of
the
nutmegs
began
^
AppliV1<'<w
on tr,al ,for tLirt-v <!a-vs 10 »ny
plunder of towns in the West Indies, and
to WP„r off nnd hv l ^
pe«on afllicted witn Nervous Debilitv, Lost
lestruction of ships on the sea, “smge.. “ud
— -----, guaranteeing
4 rE:m*
kindred --------trouble*,
guarinb
I pretty well recovered. The symptoms
connate restoration of vigor aud manhood.
ug the beard of the King of Spain.”
j were about the siune as those produced
AddresH as above without delay.
At one porcelain manufactoryin ! by opium, aud the remedies given were
N. B.— No risk is incurred,u thirty days’
lapau the clay nits have been worked I the same.
trial is allowed. _
or more than 2,000 years, and the deSkinny Itten.
Nutmegs in the quantity of two or
posits seem scarcely more than scraped.
Wells’ Health Kenower. Absolute euro for
three drachms have been known to proOn the death of the Emperor Otho, duce both stupor and delirium; aud nervous debility,dyspepsia,mi-utal or physical
who is said to have killed himself to dangerous and fatal consequences are declare. *1 at druggists. Prepaid by express,
ivoid being the cause of a civil war, said to have followed its free use in Inda. $1-25, ti for *5. E. S. Wells, Jersey City, N. J.
of hi, soldi-jr.Ailed with grief and Mace, winch il the ouJde Bering oi
A .Sure Cure for FHn
ulrnuation, killed themselves before his I the nutmeg, possesses essentially the Will bo sent by mail to any address,pofltrpaid,
on receiptof ono dollar.’ Address J. Alonzo
.orpse.
j same properties.
Greene, Indian Doctor. 816 Pine 8t.. 8L Louis, Mo.
At the time of the introductionof
“Golden Medical Discovery" (word* regispostage stamps by Sir Rowland H:ll, he
Di. ^Tinchell’s Teething Syrup ha* never
tered a* u irade-mark)cures all humors from
*ti mated that the increiiso of letters
j^Pbupto or eruption to great virulent eating failed to give immediaterelief when used in
posted on the 14th of February, was not
cases of Summer Complaint,Cholera-inf anbun,
or pains in the stomach. Mothers,when your
less than half a million throughoutthe
Christinason Sunday.
little darling* are Buffering from these or kinUnited Kingdom.
lea

A Good Family Remedy.

developmentfrom an “indefinite,incoherent homogeneity to a definite,
“ Uncle Nace, as long hb I gets de coherent heterogeneity..” What could
wood, I don’t keer much where it comes bo truer or more conclusive? Perhaps'
from.”
the illiterate mind might be staggered by
“ Den Parson you don’t kecr whoso the unusual combinationof polysyllables,
wood you burns up. ’’
but we who are cultivated can appreciate
“Hit’s all de same ter me, Uucle the subtle significanceof a definite,
Nace.”
coherent heterogeneity. His ideas of
“Well, I am gwine,” said Nace.
love, however, are not extravagantly
“ War is ye gwine ? ”
tinged with romance. Suppose that a
“ Ter lock up my wood shed.”- Texas man with tender eyes ana raven-hued

fact that nutmegs have strong
narcotic proper nes has long been known

XU,

in Chlengo.

very far from Boston.

,

whar de wood comes from ? ”
Parson Whangdoodle supposed this to
mean that Uncle Naco was going to give
him some stolen wood, so he replied

The

r^1.’

said—
“Parson, is you werry

am

I realize that I am many mile* nearer
the line that separates civilizationfrom
STRICTLY PURE.
the land of savages. And into these
Harmlwaa
to (lie Moat Delicate.
Western solitudes I have brought a volume of Herbert Spencer to refresh and By it* faithful na* CcnsamptUa has b*en enrwA
cheer my iniftd. He always fascinates;
and the fact of his being still unmarried
has something to do with it, for you u
wu
know there is a halo surrounding the the
U—
a
celibate which marriage utterly de- He write* that he
medicineIn tfa*
stroy!. As in most philosophical queslUkJM

Uncle Nace looked all around as if he
was afraid of being overheard,and then

We do

Towabd

man

A Boston Girl
I feel that I

1

at all than to reign over heretics.”

the

Rev. Whangdoodle Baxter Insulted
The Rev. WhangdoodleBaxter, as
Austin colored clergyman, wished t<
hint to Uncle tfaoe, who is his ueai
neighbor, that a gift of a cord of firewood would be very gratefully accepted
Uucle Nace by the way does not lik<
Whangdoodle* much. Finally, say*
Whangdoodle, insinuatingly,“Unclt
Nace, I’se gwine ter be powerful hare
Throw Physic to (he Dok«, l»ll None up for firewood dis winter. Can ’t yei
give me a load ? ”
of !(.»»

Tl (jives

color to the Mood, \

natural healthful tone to
the digestive organs and

$66

wmmm

Impotence.
HARTER MEDICINE

DeWfo:/, Loss of Appetite, Prostrationof Vital

Powers and
MANUFACTURED BY THE DR.
IlCarwd

OriUMSSpS
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Cottage Lilirary- Popular Stories 1 Coot
feather Karri*!

It The ElrtU,
14 Lynx Kv,.
15 UnderralM Color*.
it Mo Ueggars Need Apply,
4 llowSba LottHim.
is AdvaauaHof*iuch«lor
0 MvD.»f Wife aad Aunt.
ir MUoaforLiaL
5 Bumpkin'* Kerenga.
IS llnrdcrrr'illoUcw,
T The Cbemlvt’* Story.
IS All’sWalltbatEndiWall
S Crimes of t*e Ocean.
Cheated of the Price,
• Ourlth, th* Nerwaglaa tt Ttodatbari*
Secret.
llcanty.
« rbeUMbsndA the Lorar
Cero^ofTt.
:* A Sea A dny: lure.
10 Adelina, tb* Coquette,
SSTfeWellof Drrilnr
» A TerribleBtorr.
:« Love Among the Dlthaa.
U The Treppar'* Dea'h.
Salatn Vkcbcrefti
Ifynu will Bams thla paper and order at a
1

»r

25 Cent*.

WawlllnotflllanMder

*A.T

\TAfAIS

Sack

|iumci?’ Column.

Now

Frost Bites and Chilblains.

the chance

is

RJEOEIVEID

JXJSST

for Fanners.

Probably no other forms of accident or

upon us so unexpectedlyas

injury come

Our popular wagon manufacturer

those due to excessive cold. As a general
thing we are not aware that a part is being
frozen until the mischief is already done.

This

is

due

to

the fact that one of the
cold

fects of severe

FLIEMAN,

J.

ef-

is to destroy the sen-

Offers his superiormade wagons just as cheap
sitivenessof the parts exposed. Surgeons as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that

make

use of this fact in small operations

and cool the parts by

sold at Cost, such as

way

Better wagon in every

The

artificialcold.

Some of those goods will be

they are a

ears, the nose, sometimes the cheeks, and
the hands and feet are the parts most liable

frozen. One of the

to be

first effects of

blood, and any part In which the circulation

is

checked by other means

and Examine.

Gall

freezing is to stop the circulationof the

Also keeps oo hand a line of

is all the

more likely to be frozen. The old-fashioned skates, held on by numerous tight
straps across the

feet,

straps are

drawn so

in place the

as

tightly

to

BOOTS

AlsTD

are dangerouson

them

this account, as to keep

Open and Top

impede

Buggies,

And a nice assortmentof Cutters tor Farmers
the circulation in the feet, and frost bitten
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
feet are often the consequence. Though

ALSO AGENT FOR

the operationof freezingis painless, a

PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

sudden thawing is attended with inflam- BATH
mation and great pain. The thawing

Shingles, Lime,

sence of that, with water made as cold as

when one observes that another’s nose

or lace is

mon

being frozen, it

is

an act of com-

politenessto catch up a handful of

snow and apply

to the face of the unfor-

it

Simon's

B.

,

positive care for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness. Impoteucy, ana all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Memory. Fains In
BiroKi.
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to
It

1? a

is

J.

Amu.

perfect stranger. Consumpt'n
Insanity and
In cases of severe freezing,besides gradu- an early
al thawing by the use of snow or ice, a grave. The

he

tunate, even if

H

a

physician should be called, as it

may

be

JpeclflcMedi
cine isbelnt

used witf

that proper precautions are needed to prevent mortificationof the parts. It

is

_

not

---FALLATOJ—
AND

get full particulars.

The

to produce chilblains.

term’ fwst-

Price, Specific,

J. B.

SIMPSON MEDICINE

N.Y.

Buffalo,

Sold In HollandbvD. R.

Mixkos.

51-ly.

NOTIONS,

flROWlij,

circulationis dis-

heat. Chilblainsvary from a

slight in-

flammation,to severe cases in which the
skin breaks and

even

ulcers are formed.

IRON

Of course such cases require professional

treatment.

To

number of applications have been used.
An ounce of Sulphate of Zinc (White
Vitriol), in a pint of water, or an ounce
of Sal Ammoniac dissolved in half a pint
each of Vinegar and Alcohol are among
the washes often used. It is slatefj on
good authority, though we have not had

At the store of

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

TRADE

MARK

very efficaciousin

allaying the itching and pain.—

Am.

Agri-

culturist.

An Improved

Field.

After describingthe field, and the im-

provements made by draining, and bow
was done, Mr. Hubbard says: "I

am

it

led

by observation to think that the condition
of this field before draining illustrates

many fields now in need of
improvement.The trouble with such

fairly that of

GINGHAMS,

BITTERS
BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of'Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack oi Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, Strengthens the muscles, and g$res new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the , digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the fbod, .Belching,

presence obstructs (the operations of cul-

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

ture

and

upon
it

merely that the wet spot

is It-

all other portions of the field,

thus depreciates the value of every

acre the field contains. In years gone by

when
and

the hand hoe was, after the plow

DRY GOODS,

Nervous Debility:

QENT8’ URNISHINQ GOODS,

BROWN CHEMICAL

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns

ory, Spermatorrhcea,Impotency, Involuntaryprices. Our motto

DELAINES.

self unfitted for cultivation,but that its

fields is not

have added a complete stock of

DRESS GOODS,

CASHMERES,

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by aU Drag-

like

We

CO.,

River Street.

Dr. E. C. West's Nerve aad Brain Treatment:a
specificfor Hysteria, Diaziness.Convulalons. Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN.

HANDKERCHIEFS
From the

is

BROUWER &

BL-AItTKETS,

occasion to try it, that the application of
ordinary kerosene oil

m
MEYER,

40-2

else-

at

A Cure Guaranteed.

allay the intense itching

and pain of ordinary chilblains, a great

Hats and Caps,

fineatiSilk

to the cheapest.

HOSIERY, &C., &C.*

Etc., Etc., which

FLOU®

by

3^nxrs

Also a Pull Line of

of the

Fresh Groceries
ALWAW
.Ytfb
ON HAND.
G. Van Fatten & Sons.

first

MEYER,

B/WYNHOFF.
olland, Sept. 89;

bile and pricei

BROU

\rHE

71

almost wholly superseded handwork in
field culture, we can no longer tolerate,as

we ooceidid, obstructed, irregular,or diminutive, fields. So

it

comes about

that the

question of draining that wet spot presses
with
this

a new urgency. The

man.

who

feels

pressure is the one whom I hope to

Rome

degree by the suggestions of

this article.

Uuderdraiuing may be new

help in

to

him, and may seem

to be difficultand

almost mysterious; but

if

he has

good powers of observation and
and

will

fairly

reflection,

apply them to the case

in

of

Wm. Knabe A

DECKER

vrapp*

OF IMITATIONS.

run up hill, but

it

will run down, though

Foo Choo'i Silun of

Mi

Oil
PuitivilyBiitorei
the Burlag, mi ii thi only Absolute
Cure for Seaf&eit Xaovn.
This Oil la extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as CarcharodonRorultUtii. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
hearingwere discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous
and many to •eeminglv miraculous, that
the remedy was officially proclaimed over the en
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
over 300 yean so Seafaen hat oxiitod aaosgthe Chi&eie
people. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.

Only Imported by
Sole Agents for

EAYL03K &

America. 7 Dey

8t.,

CO.,

New York.

ATTENTION

the descent be but slight. For a guide in

gradihg the bottom of the ditch there

is

v nothing better than running water, and if

Farmers and

necessary I would do the work iu the wettest season of

use of

the year in order

it When

to

make

it runs with steady uni-

form current in the bottom of the ditch,
the tile may
all

be put down

fearlessly. In

but the very simplest cases, a main

drain U> carry off the water and branches
to collectit,

will be found necessaiy.— J.

M. Hubbard,

A tract

in

Am.

Agriculturist.

of six thousand acres of land

iu Lincoln county, West Virginia, belonging to Oen.

Jubnl

A. Early, h advertised

for sale for delinquent taxes.

Woodsmen.

Cathartic Pills
Combine the choicest cathartic principles
in medicine, in proportions accurately adjusted to secure activity, certainty, and
uniformity of effect. They are the result
of years of carefulstudy and practicalexperiment, and are the most effectualremedy yet discovered for diseases caused hy
derangement of the stomach, liver, and
bowels, which requireprompt and effectual
treatment. Avf.k’s Pii.ls are specially
applicable to this- class of diseases. They
act directly on the digestive and assimilative processes,and restore regular

healthy action. Their extensiveuse by
physicians in their practice,and by all
civilized nations, is one of the many
proofs of their value as a safe, sure, and
perfectly reliable purgative medicine.
Being compounded of the concentrated
virtues of purely vegetable substances,
they are positivelyfree from calomel or
any injuriousproperties, and can bo admiuisteredto children with perfect safety.

Amt's Pills are an effectualcure for
Constipation or Costiveuess, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite,
Foul Stomach and Breath, Dizziness,
Headache, Loss of Memoir, Numbness,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Rheumatism,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases,Dropsy,

BROS.,

and

DETROIT MUSIC

PECK.

ft

CO. Western Cottage Organ,

254 Woodward Ave^ Detroit,
BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.

WILCOX

CUB.

WHITE,

<0

Send fur our Catalogue.The following bands
And many other Makers; also first-class Pipe
use our instruments:—
Owonsu, Lapeer. Otlsvllle, Organs can be seen in this vicinity.
Mt. Morris, Chester, Groveiand, Capac. Frankford,
Whereas I purchase for cash, I am enabled to
St. Louis, Carlton, Memphis, New Haven, Richsell just as cheap, If not cheaper, than the beat
mond. Grat.d Trunk Junction,Springwells, Tushouses in the United States.
cola. Mayville, Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City.
Golden TheatreCo.. J. ll. Rodl, Leader; Denison,
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay CUy, Washington,
AT
Flat Rock, etc.,
89-86W

etc.
IN

Store

THE NEW

GROCERY

No

52

Eighth

st.,

Holland, Michigan.
or at No, 13 South Division Street,

AND'

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

DRY GOODS

S

TORE

GRAND

RAPIDS,

G.

'OF-

C.

THE

CALL

MICHIGAN.

RANKAN8.

Holland, Mich., Oct 27,1881. [88— 0ni.

STEKETEE &B0S,

$500 REWARD.

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

WE will pay the above reward for any cue of
Liver Complaint, Dyapepala, Sick Headache,Ddlcomplete stock geation, Constipationor Co*tivene» we cannot
of (irocerlcs.—always of the Freshest and Purest, cure with Wears VegetableLiver Pills, when the
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions, directions arc strictly complied with. They are
Tumors, Worms, Neuralgia, Colic, Etc., Etc.
purely Vegetable, and never Ml to give aatlafactlon. Sugar Coated. Large boxes. coutalnlngJW
Gripes, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,GouL
Pills,85 cents. For sale by all Druggists.BePiles, Disorders of the Liver, and all
Also a very large and assorted stock of
ware of counterteltsand Unltatlona.The genoine
other diseases resulting from a disordered
manufactured only by JOHN 0. WEST ft CO-.,
state of the digestiveapparatus.
"The Pill Makers," 181 ft 183 W. Madison St..
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail pieAs a Dinner Pill they have no equal.
Can now be found, not alone

a

DRY GOODS

Wliile gentle in their action, these Pills
We will buy all the Stave and Heading are the most thorough and searching catharBolls you can make and deliver the year* tic that can lie employed, and never give
pain unless the bowels are infiaraed, and
round, viz:
then their influenceis healing. They stimuOak Stave Bolta, 30 inches long.
late the appetite- and digestiveorgans; they
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 incites long.
operate to purify,and enrich the blood, and
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
impart renewed/health and vigor to the
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 Inches long.
whole system.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading .Bolts,88 inches long. Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
Pine Heading Bolts, 20^lnches loon.
Practical am Analytical Chemists,
For making contracts or further inLowell, Mass.
formation apply to Fixler’s Stave Factory.
•OLD
BT
ALL
pRUUSlSTt ITBBTWHXRX.
JAS. HONING, Bupt.
/

i

CHICKERING

DOWLINO

band,

accuracy. Water will not

Co., ilso the

HARDMAN

31— -w

EARS-MILLION!

8S-6m.

Piano in the World

ver Street.

Celebrated

Its virtues are unquestionable and its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
its difficulties will vanish before him. The
testify, both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review in one
initial point of such a work is the outlet,
part and another of the country, It is probable that
and generally the lowest point from which numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such It
the water cao escape freely Is the best may be said: “ Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Street,New York, unclosing f 1, and vou will
The next question is one of grade, and un- receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
less the surface is very nearly level, the effects will be permanent. You will never regret
action of surface water will indicate this doing so." -Editor MercantUsReview. 'h-Km.

•with sufficient

.

NEST MANUFACTURED

tillage,such

and the implements adapted thereto have

1861

R & CO.,

m

Camcaa

BEWARE

HUIZENGA,

M.

and appearance

excel in quail
any before offered to the
that defy competition at

48-2

J

qnality

Which

FEEQ,

Mr. H. Werkman will ^remain In

FI-AlNO’S

Hollakd, March 85th. 1881.

J7Q

store as heretofore.

Md.

8m th.t all Iron Bitter, are mad. by Baowa
Oo. aad bare eroaaad red Uoe, and trade mark oo

bftr for sale at Terr low
"quick Sales and Imall

and see our New Goods.

^Ho11

CO.

Baltimore,

we
la:

Emissions. PrematureOld Age, caused by over-ex- Profits."
ertion.self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
Our stock of CROCKERY la large and complete,
to misery, decay and death. One box will care re- and onr stock of GROCERIES la constantly being
cent cases. Each box contains one month’streat- replenished, kept fresh and full.
ment. One dollara box, six boxes for five dollars;
sent
mall prepaid on receipt of price.
A
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received byna for six boxes, acornIs also kept constantly on hand.
panled with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written guarantee to return the money
The highest prices is paid for butter and egga,
if the treatmentdoes not effect a cure. Guaran- and other CountryProduce.
tees issued only when the treatmentis ordered
direct from us. AddressJOHN C. WEbT A CO.,
Sole Proprietors,181 418* W. Madison St., Chics
go, 111.
1. Sold by Dfcjt'l
D Jt'Meengs, Holland, Mlch.83-ly Call

harrow, the principalImplement of

an obstructionwas of less
consequence. But now that horse-power

*

M. Huizenga & Co,
EIGHTH STREET.

and Singer.
Or any other called for, cheaper than

tyfYNHOFF
SUCCESSOR TO

Wilson, Crown,
Victor, Domestic

where

turbed and the parts remain exceedingly
sensitive to future changes of cold and

'

g

Home,

New

DRY GOODS,

their feet very cold and then going to the

warm them. The

-

—
WINTER

J

MUCH.

ID,

.A. UST

Sewing Machines

CO.,

Children often suffer greatly from getting

fire to

O L L

$5. Addressall orders to

for

bitten is usually applied to such cases.

$1 per package,or six packages

-AT-

HARRINGTON

JUSmCEIVED

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and

necessary for the feet to be actually frozen

had ; also Lath,

reasonable prices.

Soecilc Mefliciie.

possible with ice. It Is said that in Russia,

etc., at

be

feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

the frozen parts with snow, or iu the abTheGreat EMDeiERenieiiy-Dr.J.

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

A few thousand

Holland,Mich

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TO

rub

this reason it is advised to

NOW

J.

culation in the parts may be restored grad-

ually. For

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

14-tf

should be very ^low in order that the cir-

SHOES, ETC., ETC.

AUSTD

Which wo intend to keep
ble

complete as poaal
embracingall the latest and best made fabrics

1

Crockery, Stone
—

ft

Glassware.
#

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

Holland, Oct. 18th.

paid on receipt of a 3 cent

stamp.

STEKETEE A

1880.

BOS.

'

85-ly

PATENTS

We continue to act u Solicitors for Patents.Car'-- •
Trade Marks, Copyrights,etc., fur the United
Canada, Cuba, England, France Cktnianv. etc. wo
have bad tblrtj-fllyeye«ra» exporkut o.
Patentsobtained through us ore talced lit thu'’rTEmvic amkrican. This large a"d splendid
tratedweeklypaper.fDiSOayesr.sl'owatljuP
Science,is very Interesting,
ami '.as ui e
circuiailoa. Address MUNN At.. I’uU*. _
of

A MONTH!
75

11*4

AOnTS WABTD1
KrllLt ArtM«la ItoWarMi.Mm-

picfr*..ajJAY

83-ly

as

BRONSOil.I'Kijb.JIJM

tore,

I

PubVof

SCIKNTlfJO AMF.'tl'

NewYortt. Uaudborknbotitl'aL-

